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years old and there are but few girls of
that age who can boast of earning their
new wheel.The track at the State fair
grounds at Lewiston has been open to the
trainers, and the indications are that
a large number of fast horses will h#
trained there during the coming sea-
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HI: PAPER for Maine Seafar-

In Bkikf.
Marian Clark, the21 months
old infant kidnapped from her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Clark of New York
v illation In City and County
city, on May 21st, was found two miles
south of Sloatsbuig, a village about eight
rms. in advance, §2.00a year.
miles from the city, June 1st.
The baby
50 vents for three months.
at the farm of Charles
i;m>
For one square, one inch I was discovered
tor
vents,
one week, and 25
Yoilmans and was in the custody of Mrs.
-oinent insertion.
Jennie Wilson, who took the child to
that place during the early part of last
is oi To-Day's Journal.
; week.
Mrs. Wilson was accompanied by
I her husband.The Corn Belt,
Chicago,
Ad E 1.
in its monthly summary of the crop situaa ,‘k... .Condon Caught
The
tion
for
the
month
of
May says: From
->..The NVitMo Co. \ civ ran An- |
il l>a\ in Monroe..Papers and
information gathered by over 000 cori.irv ..News
ot
tl»e Oranges
respondents throughout Nebraska, Iowa,
Norwood Fleet Concerning
Kansas, northern Missouri, and northPci ii! ,:. .Field
ay at Sag.iwestern Colorado, the indications are that
Muoies..Resolutions ot Uewinter wheat has suffered from winterI’AOE 2.
kill enough to affect the yield at least one
Desert Correspondence. New half.
The other crops are reported late
Piclenck, Maryland. ..Recent and in normal condition.... It is understood
Friend
A
My
Large that the
presidency of Rochester (NY)
squadron..S. of V. Em amp
'ots 1 ndepemience...l'ine Tree
University, has been offered to Prof.
■■•chill Copi-cr Mines.
Shader Matthews of Chicago, and that he
page 3.
has the offer under consideration.
Prof.
o
'.!. Clara Rarton...Spare the
Matthews was formerly prolessor of history
[\:i ictiekl.
aimlen's >< i.Uei C
at Colby college,
and well known in
s Rural Schools. .Itis the Same
Maine.
The presidency of Rochester is a
ot
PAGE 4.
position
high honor and responsibility
in New York State.The Cramps have
>ters in Real Estate..A Day in
Nt us. ..Tlie
News' of received a contract for two steel steamers
port
riiiuent. .Tile Belfast Schools.
of the Waid line to ply between New
(
PAGE 5.
York and Havana, the first to be ready
h. last. ..Wedding
Bells....The within a year.The Ohio Republicans
-and Boats..Base Ball.
June _'ud nominated the following ticket:
PAGE 6.
For Governor, George K Nash; Lieuten•k '.own
V.
M.
C.
A...
story)..
ant Governor, John A. Caldwell; treasur>ei. .l.itera'ry News and Notes
The Bootblack and the Ad- er, Isaac B. Cameron; attorney general,
L. B. Hull; supieme judge, John B. BradKir. lieu Musicians .poenn. Isle
k.-Aster of Deep Water Vessels,
bury ; board of public works, Fiauk Huff.a Canal.
man; auditor, W. L). Guilbert.The
PAGE 7.
Washington authorities say that the staMarine Miscellany..News Notes,
tus of the Jamaica commission is doubtt ateiq l.lars.
.Mr. Shivers Tries
'■••Capt. Lawrence Coney Dead. ful as it has not been recognized by the
home government...The Dewey home fund
PAGE 8.
has decided to continue efforts
>
County Correspondence..Ship committee
to raise £100,000, notwithstanding the
Births. ..Marriages...Deaths.
fact that only £0,000 has been contributed.
.Yale won the first championship
vvs OP THE WEEK
meet of the Intercollegiate Bicycle association at the Berkeley oval, Saturday.
ib.
They have at Paris Yale, Pennsylvania, Princeton, Cornell,
and Swatmore
me jail that was left
when Columbia, Georgetown
were the competitors.The Rev. Dr. W.
e light resulted iu the reII. P. Faunce has been elected President
ounty seat to South Paris, of Brown University.The American
w owned by the
Cummings line steamship Paris now on the rocks
A. C. Hamlin of Bangor near the Manacles, lias been handed over
to the underwriters and salvagers, who
they will give up their title, are preparing to make another attempt to
building with new roof, float her. There has been no change in
,o windows, and lit it up at
her position since the last attempt to tug
so
as a public library and
her.
iineral specimens.
The new
d then be presented to the
CONDON CAUGHT
wof Paris.The Justices
ne Court of Maine are all
>. l)f|»ut\ .Marshal 11. O. Norton.
He
l».\
the colleges of the State, i> W-iiiied l»y lYtleral \ nthoritii‘*; for
Smugo es and
others as patriotic
gliii:; ( amu k Liquor.
c law
term, which meets in
When the .'Saturday noon train from
will immediately adAroostook pulled into Baugor station the i
'J*»: ii to enable the judges
reporters on duty at that place saw Depc< uumencements.F.x6. Marshal Norton in one of the
uiy L
w ho i> the commander ol
ears with an individual whose view of j
..i
of Maine, •». A. IT, tin*
surroundings seemed to be distinctly
is very much gratilied at
biased; the latter was Ben Condon, one of
observance
this
'ay
year the noted characters ot the upper Aroos;itc.
There seemed to be a took
region. Condon has beam under susst and huger attendance at
picion for a long time as a smuggler of
than ever before, which is Canadian
liquor. The federal authorities
sidering the fact that the at last decided to stop his caieer in the
Brand Army are growing
middle, and sent Marshal Norton to the
The next principal
year.
As usual, Norton
scene to do the job.
a id
occupy the attention of brought back his man.
lit aud Customs
nt will be the preparation
Officer Burns caught Condou in the very
a
encampment.nextSeptem- act lot winch he was arrested.
Maie cattle commission met
Early Iasi week Marshal Norton starthursday night, and Friday ed after Condon, who since he escaped
choice
of
F.
lion.
O.
Beal
of
y
from Marshal Nadeau last winter, lias
evident, John M. Deering ol been
peddling liquor to t lie northern Maine
and treasurer.
F. S. French-Canadians in
y
flagrant defiance of
;>• wdoinham
is the other
Norton left Fort Fairfield late
the law.
\
new
code for use of the last
Wednesday afternoon auu started on a
drawn up.\V. Ii. Looney,
drive through the north woods toward
and delivered the Memorial the bolder.
at Yarmouth,
in the course
Condon lives lo miles north of Ashland,
uks he said:
“Of our late at
Moose settlement, so-called, and for
ain
I
have
time
to
but
>;
say
that spot, accompanied only by Officer
was not between different
the marshal
Burns of Fort Fairfield,
’he same country, but for the
headed.
<-f national honor against
At daylight of Thursday, the officers
for the death of the brave called at Condon's bouse and found that
sank with the Maine.
(Ap- he was absent. They took to the woods
T-lieve that where the Ameriat once and. remaining until late that
once been raised
it should
day, hitched up again and drove slowly
Acred, and that the people of toward Fort Kent, suspecting that their
Pico and the Philippines man was
bringing back more liquor and
enjoying the benelit. of civil that they could catch him in the act.
as
which
is
liberty,
guaranBefore they got to Fort Keui night
ty man under the stars and came on and with it a thunder-storm of
Bod bless the volunteer soldier
Norton and Burns went
unusual vigor.
ads the stripes and stars” ahead cantiowslv
:cause.)_Dr. A. M. Austin of
Suddenly, as a particularly brilliant
ne ol Maine’s leading dentists,
bolt flashed across the sky, they saw a
toy June 2d from heart failure. man in a wagon directly ahead of them.
• d
ill for some time, but was
He must have seen them at the same mobe much better.
He was 59
ment, for when the next flash came, he
-•
and leaves a widow and one was
whipping up his horse and dashing
After one of the hottest politi- down the road
past them at top speed.
w.-r.sies over an individual office
Though the officers followed the wagon
■i !e. E. T.
editor
of
the
Wyman,
for several miles, they could not reach it.
Mail, was elected superintendAt last they gave up the chase and went
public schools, over three com- to Fort Kent to dry themselves and make
Mr. Wyman is a graduate of
a new start.
in the class of 1890. During
On Friday morning they started back
iife he taught school a large for
Condon’s house and lay in wait for
''•'lie.
Mr. Wyman is 34 years of him until
Reevening, with no result.
Maddocks of Owls Head, solved to search farther
up the road for
he schooner M. A. Achorn, has
him, Norton again hitched up and went
•‘
silver medal from the German
slowly north. While they were proceed:
the Rescue of Shipwrecked
ing quietly, they heard horses coming at
his bravery in assisting at the
down the road.
Instinctively
>f the captain and crew’ of the high speed
they felt that the man they wanted was
m1 Wilhelm Linck on ,Jau. 31,
approaching.
list for the Eastern Maine fair
Norton whipped his animals straight
•i
large one. For the various across the narrow road and, as Condon,
hick closed on June 1, the fol- for it was
he, came dashing down against
tubers of horses are in:
3that barrier the officers jumped out and
niue; 2.34, 17; green horses,
secured the prisoner before he had time
hi: 2.40, 11.
Horses are to to think of
light.
1.The
ninth
annual
Aug.
Next morning Norton started from
the Maine Pharmaceutical
Fort Fairfield with his prisoner, arriving
f'
will^be held in Portland, in Bangor at noon. lie went on to PortThe fifth annual meet of land
Saturday afternoon, and said that
intercollegiate Athletic As- the prisoner would be arraigned before
"«»s held at Waterville
Saturday. the United States court there on Monday.
"mo tirst place, taking 75
points. [Bangor Commercial.
<4 Maine got 24 points, Bates
1 Gy 3.
Five State records were
The Shipping Interests.
itud two of the New
ing

People.”
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Veteran

OBITUARY.

Association.

The Waldo
County Veteran Association
met with the
people at East Thorndike
June 1st. The weather
was all that could
»e desired aud
two hundred
by noon

born in

their families had assembled.
The following towns were
represented : Ban-

Belfast, Waldo, Brooks, Knox, Thorndike, Troy, Uuity, Burnham, Jackson, Mongor,

roe,

Swauville

and

Searsport.

1892, when he moved to Massachusetts,
where several of his children had located.
He was a hard working and honorable citizen and respected by all who knew him.

The meeting
by President

called to order at 11 a. m.
Lorenzo Jones of Brooks. The
secretary being absent H. It. Dawson of Monroe was appointed pro tern. The church was tinely
decorated with flags and flowers and
was

sented

He leaves

■

*•

1

■

1

1

■

■

England
Association, the latter being the
dash, done in 9 4 5s, by Cloudovduin, and the shot, by Glover
<*isity of Maine, 39 feet, 4 1-2
By a law passed in the last

book agents are now classed
hawkers and peddlers.
The
nt must hereafter obtain a license
business in each town that he
If the town has not more than
"
*and inhabitants he pays three
-os t..
the town treasurer.
In towns
habitants between one and two
Mi'i the license costs six dollars.
v'*,y thousand inhabitants in excess
Thousand the agent must pay two
r,
will not have to pay over
a'.^s
dollars in any one case.Rigby
secured a grand list of entries for its
^ ^ August 15 18. The fastest class
1Dg is the 2.15, with fourteen nominaf\ I he fastest class pacing is the 2.10
v'hicb
;ej Misshorses are to be named August
Florence Haley of Rockland
ha^
t*ie Prouc* possessor of a new
birv-' le,
which she earned all herself,
j.
sging greens.
Miss Haley is but 12
Un-

i:<

l"'

1

4eC0Ine

1

There

was a large attendance of owners
all the Atlantic ports at the
of
the Vessel Owners and Captains
meeting
National Association at Young’s Hotel,
Boston, June 2nd. It was voted that the
board of commissioners adopt a chapter containing a clause wrherehy steamers, barges
and sailing vessels loading coal, shall load
in turn in the order in which they report,
steamers loading bunker coal excepted.
A committee consisting of Frank H. Harrington of Boston, E. W. Clark of Portland

from

!

nearly

and James H. Cox of New York

was

ap-

pointed to inquire as to the advisability of
increasing the rate of discharge under the
coal bill of lading and report to tbe bead of

commissioners.
Resolutions were adopted asking for the
establishment of the rules adopted by the
maritime exchange of New York for the discharge of hard pine.
A bill for regulating the discharge of soft
lumber was adopted and ordered copyrighted.
Resolutions were adopted asking Congress
to limit the length of tows of barges to two
barges, as also were resolutions looking
toward the securing of trade between the
United States and Porto Rico and Hawaii
to vessels under the United States flag.

wife, eight

a

daughter
are now living in
always ready to

sons,

one

a sister, all of whom
He was
Massachusetts.
help the needy and distressed and to aid in
all works for the good of the community.
He held several offices of trust in the town

ami

pre-

a

very pretty sight.. The morning session was for business, Tim
question is often
asked, what constitutes a member of the
^ettrans association? ami on this occasion
in which he lived and discharged his duties
it
was
asked, and answered by II. with the utmost fidelity. His sickness,
it. .Dawson, one of the charter members of
which lasted some live months, was the rethe association; and for the
benefit,of ail the sult of a complication of diseases, and while
answer is given here:
Any s dier of the at first life seemed to hold many attractions,
war of the
rebellion, having an honorable weeks of suffering not only reconciled him,
discharge, ami his family, are members of l but he even became eager to go home to
the association, whether he is a member of meet the dear ones
gone before. During
the tirand Army of the
Republic or not, and the long months of waiting he was faithfully
at all of our
meetings the public are cordialtended by bis wife and Alonzo, the oldest
ly invited to meet with us. The custom is soil, then at home, vho may ever have the
for the Post that invites the association, r
satisfaction of the knowledge of a duty well
the people of the place we visit,to furnish i
done. The funera was held from his late
beaus, brown bread and roftVe ami the j home "ii Friday afternoon, June 2d, and the
guests carry pastry, cake, etc
r»-in-tins, accompanied by his son, Alonzo E.
x m- pro*mem.
app uiuea as a committee on j Fletcher, arrived in Belfast Saturday morntime and place of next meeting. II. R. Dawing and were taken to the family lot in
sun fur Monroe,
I. P. Libby for Freedom i North Belmont
cemetery. Relatives in this
and F. D. Myriek for Unity. The commit
vicinity accompanied the remains to the
tee reported as lollows:
Time July titli
place of interment, where old friends anti
place,Windermere Park, Unity, at 1 o’clock. neighbors had already gathered. The bearAfter partaking of dinner, the meeting was
ers were some of the oldest and nearest of
again called to order. The choir furnished his former neighbors, and on that bright
music and opened the program with singing June
morning, when all nature seemed to
Old Glory. Prayer was offered by the Chapemphasize that great truth of an immortal
lain, A. I’. Hatch; address of welcome by life, loving hands carried him to his last
Rev. David Brackett, response by Dr. A. J.
resting place while their sad and tearful
Billings. Remarks by comrade Virgil Hig. faces spoke more eloquently than words of
gins, who lost bis leg at the battle of the high esteem in which he was held by
Chance lorvilie, and who told some of his those who knew him best.
He then introexperiences of the battle.
duced Capi. Frank A. Guernsey of Bangor, a
Nathan W. Pettee died at his home in BelCaptain in the 20th Maine, who saw comrade fast, June 5th, at the age of 60 years, 7
Higgins when he was shot and helped to months and 24 days. He was born iu East
stop the flow of blood until the surgeon
Sullivan, a son of Noah aud Elizabeth Petarrived. He spoke highly of comrade Hig. tee.
He was married Sept. 24, 1863, to
gins as a soldier and a citizen. A recita- Clemena T. Hanna, and to them three chilson
of
Richard
tion by
Vergil dren were born,
Higgins,
Henry G., Gertie M. (now
Higgins, composed b3' himself after his Mrs. Colson) and Clara H. He leaves one
father’s return from the war, brought tears sister aud two
brothers, Harriet E. Bean,
from the eyes of many of the old veterans;
Oliver and Stephen Pettee, all of East SulliMiss Inez
Hadley recited “The Empty van. He has lived in Belfast since 1886. He
remarks by H. R. Daw- served as a
Sleeve in Blue;
Corporal iu Co. E, 26th Maine
son; rec., “When the Colonel Lights his Regiment, and was a good soldier. He was
Pipe,” Bert Stevens: remarks b>’ Rev. a man of excellent character aud enjoyed
Frank S.DollilT ; sung by Mrs. Frank Hogan : the full confidence and
respectof friends and
Fred Bagiev-; remarks on Southern
rec
neighbors. He cared but little for the pleasFoster
of
BanJohn
comrade
ures of
the world; his aim in life was to
cemeteries'by
make those around him happy, and iu that
gui : rec., Mrs. Stevens; remarks from Dr.
A. J. Billings, and others.
respect he was highly successful. He dearly
After a rising vote of thanks given to the
loved his home and children, and was a true
Souliers and citizens o' East Thorndike, and loving husband, a kind and gentle
tin meeting adjourned and ail felt well paid
father.
lor the day’s outing.
Comrades, remember
There’s a face that we miss,
tlie next meeting, July Otb, at Windermere
There’ a voice stilled un earth
Park, Unity, and also remember that the
That is singing in hliss,
There's a name that we speak
people furnish nothing but beaus, brown
In tenderest tone,
bread ami coffee; so bring your basket with
For a soul that we loved
There will be ar rangments for taking
you.
From our presence has flown.
care of horses on the grounds.
[II. R. Daw.
\W
shall miss him at morn,
son, Sec. Pro Tern,
1

We shall miss him at evi-u
When the dear ones unite,
Or the “good nights” are given,
When we mention our gladness,
Or when sorrow shall come
A e shall miss him, but then

1

<

in

Belmont, Jan. 27, 1845, the son of the
late Samuel and Hannah (Bicknell) Fletcher.
In 1865 he married Kezia Knowles of Belfast and remained on the home place until

fully

veterans and

News of the

Jamaica Plain, Mass., May 31st,
Frank Fletcher, formerly of Belmont, aged
54 years and 4 mouths. The deceased was

Died,

Memorial

Day

in nonroe.

The rain and mist of the morning of May
interferred somewhat with the forenoon exercises, yet tin* program was carried
At 7
out by the post and corps as follows:
a m
the comrades detailed for that purpose

He has only '•gone home.

etch

visited the different grave-yards in town
and decorated all the soldiers’ graves with
flags and flowers. At 10 A. >t. the olumu
was formed in front of the Town Hall, under
the command of A. S. York, officer of the
day, in the following order:
Monroe Cornet Band, Frank Nye, Leader.
E. M. Billings Post, Jeff. C. Nealley. Commander.
E. M. Billings’ Woman’s Relief Corps,
Mrs. Belle Barden, President.
The column marched to the village cemetery and formed around the Soldiers’ Monument, where the ceremonies for the dead
were observed.
The column then returned
to the Town Hall, where dinner was served.
After dinner, the weather having cleared,
the people from the surrounding country
began to arrive, and the hall was well tilled
to listen to the oration. The meeting was

opened with

prayer

by

Rev.

John S. Blair,

Kami; song,
oy
“TVhat did Dewey do,” Miss Lizzie Webber;
reading of orders, Adjt.; Commander’s
address Jeff. C. Neally ; reading of Abraham
Lincoln s Address at Gettysburg by adjutant; reading of the Roll of Honor.
The
oration by Hon. Warren C. Philbrook of
Waterville was very fine and gave general
satisfaction. The thanks of the Post are extended to Mayor Philbrook. as he would reionowea

ceive

no

oy

music

recompense for his services.
MONROES

ROLL OF HONOR:

.Tames E. Allen.
Edward C. Batchelder,
Ezra M. Billings,
George Billings,
Gilman G. Boyd,
Edmund R. Briggs,
Nathan W. Butler,
Elijah K. Buzzell,
George H. Buzzell,
Noah Buzzell,
Francis W. Beaty,

Bent,
William R. Bartlett,
George H. Barton,
SewaTl Brasbridge,
Benjamin F. Couseus,
Jesse H. Cook,
William H. Curtis,
Stephen O. Curtis,
Henry

toe

A.

Charles R. Curtis,
Warren Curtis,
Watson Curtis,
Stephen D. Curtis,
Nicholas S. Clements,
Nathan A. Cousins,
Elijah P. Campbell,
Melvin C. Campbell,
Otis A. Dickey,
Allen A. Dickey,
Lorenzo Dickey,
Wilson Dickey,

Temple Emery,
Henry M. Elliott,
James R. Files,
Job P. Flagg,
John C. Ford,
Elijah C. Fenderson,
William R. Grout,
Leonard Grant,
George Hall,
John W. Hobbs,
Edmund Jeffords,
Thomas E. Jewell,
Joseph Jellerson.

Isaac

Jordan,
Timothy Jewell,
Horace Jederson,
Andrew J. Knowlton,
Caleb H. Knowlton,
John P. Lane,
Charles Larrabee,
Rufus A. Larrabee,
John E. Mansur,
Alva W. Mansur,
Levi H. Mitchell,
Anthony F. McKay,
Aaron F. Martin,
Linneas Mason,
Brad street Mason,

Joseph Mason,
Horace Nealley,
George B. Orel way,
Samuel B. Patterson,
Jeremiah Putnam,
Warren L. Piper,
Jeremiah Parker,
William H. Parker,
Benjamin P. Rendall,
Elijah Ritchie,
Leonard B. Ricker,
Marshall Rand,
Dennis F. Ricker,
Daniel S. Robertson,

George Riley.

Aaron G Smith,
Waldo P. Stevens,
William L. Staples,
Alfred V. Staples,
David Stearns,

Henry Sparrow,

Albion K. P. Tasker,
John A. Tasker,
A. K. P. Twombly,
Lemuel B. Wingate,
Horatio Woodbury,
George A. Woods,
Eli Whitten.

Papers and Periodicals.
The Lowell, Mass., Morning Mail has been
fined for publishing a liquor advertisement,
the citizens having voted for

no

license.

Mr. John L. Thompson, who has published
the Maine Herald here for several months
has closed out his business, and will move to
Har tland, Maine. The one or two adjoining
towns will give him a good field for job and
newspaper work. We hope he will make a
ten strike this time. [Hallowell Register.

Benjamin Miller died at the home of his
Leslie P. Miller, Mav 51 st, at the ad-

sou,

vanced age of 8<i years. He was a native of
bad lived in Belfast the
greater part of his life, following the occupation of farming. He was an industrious
and upright man and a good citizen. His
wife died March 12, 18!>8 at the age of 82
He leaves one son, Leslie, ami one
years.
daughter, Mrs. Cora Ingalls of St. Albans,
Vt. The funeral was held Saturday afternoon, Rev. Geo. S. Mills officiating.

Hampden, but

Richard C. Leach, one of Bucksport’s
leading citizens, died Saturday evening,
June 3d, after a few days’ illness with neuralgia of the stomach. Mr. Leach was sixtynine years of age. He was born in Freedom,
and came to Bucksport in 1861, beginning
work as a carriage maker. He was one of
the best known carriage makers in eastern
Maine. He was a prominent Mason and a
member of the R. A. C.
James B. Philbrook, a highly respected
citizen of Rockport, died Wednesday evening, May 31st, of pneumonia, after an illness
of

>

eight days.

Oranges.

PERSONAL.

Union Harvest Grange, Centre Montville,
initiated three new members at the last

meeting.
The National Grange has sent out to the
subordinate granges a number of petitions
to Congress for the
signatures of the members. Seaside Grange of Belfast will discuss the questions, one at each
meeting until

disposed of, and the members will sign or
not according to the
opinions formed after
the discussions. The subject for next Saturday will be the Nicaraguan Canal.
Tuesday evening, May 30th, the young
members of Granite Grange took
charge of
tne Grange.
Bro. Frank Dow, assisted by
Bro. John Boyd,opened the Grange in a very
able

manner, and after the usual routine of
business an open grange was declared. Near
bv one hundred members of
Granite,together
with visitors from South Branch, Comet and
Union

Granges made

up nearly 150 present.
lecturer handled the program in a very able manner.
The program
was as follows;
Music by the choir; rec.,
Bertha Dow; rec., Irvin Harris, rec., Orissie
Black ; song, Chester Truudy and Ben Rob-

Bro. Merithew

ertson

as

Raymond Dow; rec., Florence
Nickerson; ree., Carrie Stinson; song, Winmfred Mathews; rec., Hattie Blavk; rec,
Nina Robertson, essay, May
Robertson;
rec
Nettie Littlefield; rec., Mattie Chapin,
rec
Irene Black; recess for refreshment of
;

rec.,

fruit, candy

and peanuts. About one hour
spent in social chat, when Bro. Dow
again called the meeting to order, and the
program was continued; Reading by Leo.
True; rec., Eva Lowe; rec Alice Merithew;
rec, Roy Spaulding; rec., Lester Drew; rec.,
Florence Murphy; rec., Ethel Flood; rec.,
Russell Carter.
The question, Resolved,
That the chances for a young man are better in New England than in the West, was
was

opened in a very able manner by Miss Winnifred Mathews, followed by Irvin Harris in
the negative. Many of the young members
took part in the discussion, and remarks
were made by
visiting members. It proved
one of Granite
Granges best meetings, and
much credit is due the young members who
pushed the matter through. We hope our
young members will come to the front and
give us old fellows a rest.
Come again,
patrons.

The

Carleton

&

Norwood

Fleet.

Day

at Sagamore

Farm.

The agricultural field day at Sagamore
Farm, Camden, Tuesday, June 6th, drew
together the largest assemblage of farmers
and their families that ever met in that section.
It is estimated that more than two
thousand people were present. One buckboard party and mauy private teams went
from Belfast. Mr. E. S. Stearns has a model
farm, and he did everything in his power to
The
make the stay of his guests agreeable.
catering was given by him to the Methodist
society of Camden, to make what they
could from it, and the visitors who wished
were nicely served. Many, however, brought
basket lunch, and ate under the shade of the
trees. The program included the following
features:

Inspection of buildings. Short talk on
separators and milk testers, by B. W. Mo
Keen, secretary of the State Board of Agriculture. Spraying of fruit trees and shrubs,
and talk on different spraying pumps and
mixtures, by Prof. W. M. Muuson of Orono.
Butter making illustrated in the milk house
by Prof. G. M. Gowell of Orono. Lecture
on “Dairy Form and Breeding” by Prof. G.
Lecture on
M. Gowell, in the main barn.
“Bee Culture” by Mr. L- F. Abbott of Lhwdemonstration
followed
iston,
by practical
at the hives.
Milking, running the separator, aerator, etc. Lecture, “Improved Farm
Methods,” by Elijah Cook, secretary of the
State Bornological Society, in the main barn.
Fire-works were set off in the evening and
the affair closed with a dance.
Nature Studies.
The regular meeting of the Nature Club
will be held in the High school room next
Monday evening, June 12th. Rev. J. M.
Leighton will speak on “The Rose Family.”
The local chapter of the Agassiz Association met in the Upper Grammar school
room
Tuesday afternoon. The President,
Miss Hattie Coombs, presided. Superintendent Brick of the temporary executive comHe recommended that a
mittee reported.
permanent committee be chosen; that meetings be held once in two weeks; that
a charter be not applied
for until later,
when the members become settled down
to the work.
The report was adopted,
It was voted to hold meetings the second
Wednesday evening of each month at 7.30
o’clock. Adjourned to June 14th.

Mrs.

Rose Fahy

went

to

PERSONAL.
Boston

last
in

Mrs. Allen Orcutt is visiting friends in
Rockland.

Mrs. Ann M. Cbenery returned to Boston
last Saturday.

Dr. G. W. Stoddard spent Sunday with
friends in Lewiston.

Miss Maud Gam mans.

Dr. E. W. Gould arrived yesterday from
Matinicus and weut to Unity.

Isaac Wilband and family arrived home
from Portland yesterday.

a

Mrs. Esther Carter returned
Monday from
short visit in Massachusetts.
Mrs.

C.

Fairfield

a

H. Walden visited friends
few days last week.

Mrs. Belle Sprague arrived from Boston
for a short visit.

in

Mrs. E. J. Simonton of Searsport visited
Clark the lirst of this week.

F.

Melvin Bridges of Penobscot visited bis
brother Sumner in this city the past week.
James

II.

Thursday

on

Ifowes

went

to

Dion W Kennedy, the young pianist of
Burlington, Yt., will arrive to-day to visit
Dr. E. A. Wilson.

in

Boston last

Thursday

to

gor
Mr.

of

29>28
490

387
1,782

V»41

858

277

Sch. Hattie C. Luce.
.1891
Sch. Adelia T. Carleton.1891

819
285

iic

r\ earner

ror

/nay.

Abstract of meteorological observations
taken at the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station, for the month of Mav, 18'K).
Lat. 44° 54 2" N. Lon. 08° 40' 11 W
Altitude above the sea 150 feet,
Highest barometer, May 24. 30.13 inches
Lowest barometer, May 12
29 44
Average barometer.29 84
Number of clear days.
17
Lumber of fair days.
5
Number of cloudy days.
9
Total precipitation as water_ 4.12 inches
Average for May for 31 years_ 3 46 inches
Totai movement of wind. 6.832 miles
Average daily movement of wind. 220 4 miles
..

TEMPERATURE.

Average

for the month.
Average for May for 21 years_
Highest, May 31...

Highest for May for 31 years_
Lowest, May 17.
Lowest for May for 31 years.
Average of warmest day. May 31.
Average of coldest day, May 17..
Concerning

Local

52°.27
52°.38

mer

True C. Hayford, who has been employed
clerk at the Bay View House, Camden,
left there this week to go to the Kineo House,
Moosehead Lake, where he was employed
last summer.

Lem the University of Penn
Philadelphia.

vacation

sylvania

in

Mrs. J. G. Reynolds of South Brooks left
by steamer of City of Bangor last Tuesday
for a visit in Massachusetts.

Castine are E.
Among
W. Hutchins of Boston, Prof. Herrick of
Chicago, who lias one of E. P. Wood’s cottages; Mrs. A. H. Folsom of Roxbury,
Mass., E. P. Wood of Bangor; T. 1>. Blake
of Boston, and W. D. Porter of Evanston,
111.
recent

arrivals

at

Ethel Barr left Tuesday for Wellesley, Mass., to attend the commencement exMiss

ercises

Miss

Wellesley College. Her
Barr, is a member

at

sister,

Annie L.

of the
The general exercises
will be from June IMth to tbe 28th. l)r. and
Mrs. D. P. Flanders will attend them.

graduating

class.

Rev. R. G. Harbutt of Searsport gave the
Memorial sermon and J. K. Richardson the
memorial address at South Paris. The Oxford County Advertiser says: “Mr. Harbutt

for Daniel A. Greer, Belmont;
Wm. Penney, Knox; Win, Staples and Sawyer Ellis, Stockton Springs, and Wellington
Shorey, Waldo. The firm has extended a
shaft through their building and hung a
grindstone outside for the use of the ship
are

carpe liters.
John W. Kimball of Belfast graduates
from the business department of the Commercial College this week. Mr. Kimball
has shown great perseverance in acquiring
an education.
He is a cripple, having lost a
leg, a finger, and part of the bone from one
arm, yet be earns his own money by canvassing, etc., and completed the course in an
incredibly short time, taking high rank in
all studies.
[Rockland Courier-Gazette.

a

strong

common-sense

[Bath Enterprise.
Fred L. Fletcher, who ately returned
Cuba, where he served a* a mem tier
of Battery C. 2d 1
S. Artillery, is visiting
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Loren F'.etehe r
He is accompanied by Ins brother Fremont
C. of Melrose Highlands, who is here for a
from

days.

few

O. Thorndike of Uarriman. Tern is
secretary, Measurer and a d:re« t<• r .n the recently organized Tennessee, Coal, Coke and
E.

By-product Company.
erected at

Richardson, I). L., of Brockton, Mass., (himself an old soldier) was on the subject of
patriotism. A solid and thought-causing address is the universal verdict.’’
Samuel Kingsbury, who is now past 80
of age, is the last survivor of a Belfast party of nine men who went overland
from here to Califoruia in 1849. They went
across plains from near independence, Kan
by the Pioneer line, and made in all a party
of 150 passengers and 40 wagons and nearly
50 teamsters and plainsmen.
The Asiatic
cholera broke out eu route and ‘Jo died,
mostly among tbe employes of tbe company.
A Maine uiau, E. Rowe, from Morrill, was
supposed to be dying with cholera and Mr.
Kingsbury’s party stayed behind with their
wagon to bury him. They dug tile grave
and waited with spades iu hand for the
man to breath bis last, but
finally they became alarmed at being left so far in the
rear,
as there was great danger
from Indians,
and so they lashed their mules to a run and
just at camping time came up with the
train.
Great was their surprise to find the
patient much improved, and long before
they arrived at their journey’s end he had
entirely recovered. Mr. Kingsbury’s companions from here were Cyrus Rowe, Hiram
Peirce, Charles Treadwell, S. Heath and his
son, Wm. Heath, A. Campbell, James Patterson and Americus Parker, names well
known here. They left the East on April 11,
1849 and arrived at Webber Creek, about 50
miles from Sacramento, late iu October. Mr.
Kingsbury is still in robust health and
could easily make the journey now by modern means of travel.
[Belfast Cor. Bangor
Whig and Courier.

Fifteen

-oke

ovens

Knox ille, Tenu.,
and propositions have been received for the
erection of otbe is in Memphis, Nashville and
Chattanooga and in Birmingham. Alabama.
The process to he used in the manufacture
of coke is a new one, is patented, and is said
to be 100 per cent, cheaper than any •rher
are to

be

once

at

process.

County

\V. C. T. L.

Convention

As the county Grange meets m Winterst pone
port Ji
tiie county \V. C. T. C. unv. ntn-n >r I’nstyIf this dair i"u:lieis with any
lo June 22.
meeting we shall be g.ad to be informed.
Mrs.

Haley

ami t <ic*

as

orresp* ndn

se<--

retary, so C mons u :i! phase send the-.r
I;, fast. L
ports to Mrs. Etta S

Superintendents will please tor.lowing list of county superintend*
send

reports

them.

to

Of

tiie

rea

fol-

r.ts and

eours.-

all

county superintendents will be prepared
with reports; or, if statist.cs be a king,
with a short paper on the why and
the

of

how

their

departments.

Lo al

are
asked
to
presidents
speak three
minutes each upon their union, or other line
"f work. Following are the officers ami superintendents: Recording and acting corresponding secretary. Mrs. Etta Savery acting treasurer, Miss E. P. Frothiugham;

snpr. evangelistic department. Mrs. E. P.
Alexander; medal ■•ontests, Mrs. E P. Alexander; scientific temperance and school
savings banks, Mrs. Etta Savery ; systematic
Mrs

Luis E

Stearns;

purity

in art

and literature, Mrs. S. W. Biikneli social
purity, Mrs. M. C. Staples; hygiene ami
Mrs. A
E. Clark; iterator*-*, Mrs.
Clara E. Cottrell; narcotics, send report to
secretary; peace and arbitration. Mrs. Gertie Cook, North Troy
press and franchise,

heredity,

F. Miller, North Searsmont, dower misMrs. Ellen E.
McKinley, Waldo;
fairs,
mercy, Mrs. Carru Roberts, Waldo
E.

sion,
Mrs.

Carrie

Hardy,

E.

Wiuterport;

V.

Littlefield: soldiers ami
B.
L crow,
Belfast.
sailors, Mrs. W.
Friends are cordially invited to attend the
convention or to accompany ns on the trip,
Miss F,

Branch,

if

W

attend the convention.
Emily F. Millkk.
23 High street, Belfast.
unable

to

Resolutions

sermon

it.

years

The wedding «.»f Miss Edith, daughter of
Frank A. Palmer and one of Bath’s nicest
society young ladies, to Robert F. Dyer of
the shoe firm of ('ox & Dyer of Portland, is
to take place Tuesday, June 14.
The young
couple after marriage will reside in Portland.

giving,

brakemau.

and the veterans are greatly pleased with
Tile male quartett choir of the church
ustiu lv.
sang ’... .“The address by Rev.

Hutchins Bros, have five monuments under construction, all of sarcophagus style,
and of Lincolnville and Oak Hill granite.

They

Conductor Jero. Sullivan was in Bangor
Monday and Tuesday as witness in a railroad case. John Me Taggart had charge of
the train; Ambrose J. Morrison served as
baggage master; and Orrin J. Dickey as

90°
26°

Industries.

boat

Misses Suzette Houghton and Geneva
Fitz W. Patterson, Jr. was at home one
Whitney of Boston visited Mr. and Mrs. C. day last week, accompanied by Fred Thomas
F. Shaw last week.
and Allie Gasper, while his vessel was
Raymond W. Rogers, assistant at the rail- loading in Rockland for New York, and reway station, left Monday for a vacation of turned Friday.
two weeks in Boston.
W. W. Hilton, formerly of this city, has
Rev. R. T. Capen left Monday to attend returned from Belfast where lie has been vistLe commencement exercises of Newton iting. Mr. Hilton’s mother celebrated her
00th birthday on April 27th, while he was
Theological Institute.
Luthur S. Mason is at home for the sum- with her in Belfast.. [Portland Advertiser.

preached

Harrison, Wood & Co. have an order for
one of the tallest monuments ever built in
this city. It will stand 20 feet high and the
base is 6 feet square. It lias three bases, die,
cap and spire. The die is 2 feet 10 inches
square and 3 feet 4 inches high. The stock
is Lincolnvillo granite. The monument will
be set in Searsport for the family of B. F.
Pendleton.

Flora P* Patterson returned t< BanSunday after \ isiting her parents
and Mrs. Fitz W. Patterson of this

by

as

in Waterville Saturthe judges of the iu

,80°

21°
68°
45°

Boston.

city.

Wilson was in Boston for a few
days the past week on business for the
Emerson creamery.
Frank P.

was

visit in

Mrs. II

Miss

Laura Wood of Somerville, Mass., is
Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Wood
of East Belfast.
Miss

Howard

and

Mrs.

visiting her parents,

W. R.

a

J. Locke and Mr. and
S. It. Locke are spending a week at
Battery Point cottage, cast side.
Mr.

Philadelphia.

day to serve as one
ter-collegiate races.

Jones, Jr Esq., of Clinton arrived
Tuesday morning, on his way

Belfast

home from

friends and relatives in New York and

078

2,202
2,309

L. D.

1

business, returning Saturday.

Duncan M< And less left last
visit

B. Driscoe of lb ston was a guest of J.
Gammans a few days the past week.

A.
A.

McDonald visited
friends in Boston the past w eek.
Mrs. Abbie Banks of Old Orchard is visiting her sister, Mrs. 0. W. Coombs.
L.

a

Mrs. A. E.

Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore went to Boston last Thursday for a few days.
Mr. and

Mrs.

Edwards returned Tuesday from
three weeks in Boston.

A. L.
visit of

W. M. Randall returned Saturday
evening from a visit in Portland.

and

New York is visiting

of

yesterday

Mrs.

Mr.

Daisy Taylor

Miss

j

E. Richards.1882
Ship W. H. Macy.1883
Ship Robert L. Belknap_ ..1884
Ship Frederick Billings.1885
Sch. Jamie Carleton.1888
Sch. Edward S. Stearns.1889
Ship S. D. Carleton.....1890
Sch. George Twoky.1891
Sch. Emma Knowlton.1891
Sch. Irene Thayer..1891

L. Smith of Chelsea, Mass., is
visiting
Belfast.

E.

Thursday.

In connection with an obituary of Hon. P. I
E. K. Harris and family, who spent the
J. Carleton of Rock port the Camden Herald ! winter in East
Palatlia, Florida are at their
gives a list of the 02 vessels built by Carle- summer home on Holbrook's Island.
ton & Norwood and Carleton, Norwood & ;
Mrs. Lucy E. Perkins and son Charles M.
Co.
were in Brewer Sunday to attend the funeral
When built, tons.
of Mr. William Reed, a distant relative.
Sob. Del Norte...
.1844
94
Bark Howland.1845
200 j
Fred Ferguson of Cliftondale, Mass., spent
Hamilton. 1840
275 j
two days with his parents, Capt. and Mrs.
100
Brig Palo Alto.1840
Sch. John Tunis.1847
180
John W. Ferguson, in this city last week.
1847
200
Brig Zenobia..
Mr. and Mrs. Win. II. Leavett returned to
400 ;
Ship Alice Gray..1847
Brig Thomas F. Knox.1848
100
their home in Clinton May .'1st, after a visit i
Sch. Brothers.1848
140
to their son, Geo. S. Leavett of East Belfast. I
Bark O. F. Cbafee.1849
350
1st
built by Carleton,
Bertha,
l)r. Austin Thomas, formerly of Unity,
Norwood & Co. 1859
000
has located m Thomastou for practice and
j
700
Ship Benjamin Howard.1851
has bought the residence of Capt. Obed An- j
President Fillmore.... 1852
850
250
drews.
Brig Surf.1852
Ship Wandering Jew. 1858!
1,140
William M. Bradley and b mily of the
2*H)
Brig Tallulah.1858
Langham, have moved to their cottage at
800
Ship Borodino.1854
Trefethen’s landing.
Oaklavvu,
[Portland1
280
Brig Toecoa.1854
Press.
Brig J. Mclutire..1855
275
.;mj
Brig Ivatahdin. ..ls.V»
Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Swift and Miss Marie
Bark R. A. Allen.1855
400
arrived home from MassachuStates.isr.o
Ship Thirty-one
1,00U Kingsbury
Ship Zuleika.1859
1,800 setts Saturday. The ladies have, been away
250 two weeks and Mr. Swift one week.
Brig A. Hurt a.1800
Ship Augusta Norwood.1800
1,200
Sch. Kate Carleton.1802
Noah Brooks is at Castiue for the summer.
200
Brig Enrique.1858
010
He spent the winter in California and was
B
B.
Gove.1804
Brig
402.
accompanied on his return by a relative,
Bark Adelia Carleton..1805
5
Mr. John Uphaiu of Los Angeles.
Brig M iria W. Norwood.1800
477
Sch. lbtiph Carleton.1800
290
Mauler C. Evans and William Shaw spent
Sch. Dexter Washburn.1807
290
Sch. Willie Bowers.....1807
Sunday with friends in Last Belfast. 'J Ley
887
Bark Satnuel D. Carleton_ 1808
Salvation Army of Au888
are members of th
Bark J. G. Norwood. 1809
478
sta, and came In me in full dress parade
g
Bark P. J. Carleton.1870
985
uuib rm.
Sch. Willis Luce.1871
188
Sch. Stephen Bennett. 1872
248
Chas. F. Ginn was in Boston a few days
Sch. Joe Carleton.1872
'.*5
last week on business. His daughter IsaSch. Aneroid.1878
200
Bark Harriet N. Carleton.1872
1,000 bel went with him and made arrangements
Ship John Pascal.1874
1 450 for taking music ltssons there during the
Bark J. H. Bowers...... 1875
704
summer.
Ship Raphael.1875
1,542
Bark Monhegan.1877
1,178
Mrs. B. P. Hazeltine and son Rex went to
Ship Wandering Jew.1877
1,727 Boston last Friday to attend the graduation
Bark Richard Parsons.1878
l|l59
Massachusetts Institute of
Bark Jennie Harkness.1879
1,373 exercises at the
Bark Adolph Obrig..1881
1,448 Technology. Mrs. H.’s son, Benjamin P is
Bknt. Addie Morrill.1882
049 one of the
graduates.
Bknt. Fred

..

Field

NUMBER 23.

Whereas, God,

who

of

Respect.

doeth all things well,

whose ways are not always plain to us
lias removed from our midst Sister
Hannah Thompson, a worthy and beloved
member of Brooks Lodge No. <'A, 1. O. of (i.
T., and whereas while w e are bowed in sorrow, yet we realize that our loss is her
eternal gain and that she has only gone before to welcome ns at that beautiful gate.”
Resolved : That in the death of Sister
Thompson our Lodge has lost a valued
member, who ever had a kind word for all
and who w as alw ays ready to assist in every
but

mortals,

worthy

cause.

Resolved
true ami

ready

to

That her neighbors have lost a
sympathetic friend, who was ever
give aid

share in their

in

their

troubles

or

to

joys.

Resolved: That her family has met the
irreparable loss of a faithful and devoted
wife, a loving ami self-sacrificing mother,
and a kind, warm-hearted sister.
Resolved:
That these resolutions be
made a part of our records, that a copy be
sent to the bereaved family and that they be
published in The Republican Journal.
A. B. Stantial,
) Committee
on
Mabel Rose,
May L. Huxford, ) Resolutions.

j

The Sisters of Mercy
Of the Sacred Heart Hospital, Manchester,
N. H.,say: “We used Comfort Powder on
a lad suffering with eczema and intolerable
itching. It brought quick relief, and sleep.”

Cures all irritation.

Seal

Harbor

fly Aged Friend.

] Two Good

One of Mt. Desert’?. Most Attractive Resorts

Seal Harbor, on the ocean side of Mount
Desert Island, with an unsuipassed view
of the broad Atlantic, a sheltered harbor,
and beautiful drives, is putting on the
finishing touches tor a prosperous season.
This little village has until very recently,
been one of the quietest resorts on the island, content to harbor only those people
who sought its seeluai veness and making
little if any advancement.
Seal Harbor
today bears but little resemblance to that
embironic resort.
Only live years ago, acres upon acres of
of the place,now honeycombed with beautiful drives and ornamented with handsome summer mansions, was a tract of
wild woodland with here and there
bridle path.
Seal Harbor owes its existence as an ideal summer resort to the eu
terprise and wealth of Mr. George Cooksey and his business partuer, Mr. George
L. Stebbins, both of New York, who have
proven themselves wise and efficient pro-

We put a

u. ttt-"

!

cake

of pure white

She is

You

in advanced years she finds Him
refuge in times of trouble.

now

Powder.

Whenever I

|

moters.

surmount

is the

TM*™™eo-

ruffles

soft fabrics, such

have

t

fles

and the ruffles must be

SATIN

wedding

for

lie

injured.

yesterday

was

by

their arrangement
matte!

ol

fumes is

J here

three of them among the herring, but the other two got away.
J. T. R. Freeman has received a cargo
(>i -oal by sell. < isprey. Part of the cargo
were

go to Somesville for steamer Golden

w

Rod.
Three telephones have been put in—at
IL Ward's, Jr., Wells & Mayo's and
A. F. Farnsworth’s.
W

Dr.

Sawyer accompanied

Mrs.

Lewis

Holmes of Bass Harbor to the Maine General Hospital last week for treatment.
To Cure

Constipation in One Week
To Purify the Blood in One Week
To Strengthen Nerves in One Week
To Cure Sick Headache in One Day
Take Cleveland's
25c.

Celery Compound

trial size free.

your money will be
Howes ifc Co.

If it fails to
refunded.

Tea
cu.

A.

e

taste.

\alley

!

being very
Individuality

fad of the time,

a

ueh

in

in

and

a

per-

here

English army turned
to W ashington for leadership.
that the
In

joined by

a

pretentious house in a back alley is now
pointed out as his headquarters. What

the seaside

at

I.AOK

A

puts

finishing

a

ANI>

VOK K

touch

ed

tu

a

majority

simple tuck and insertion (easily made

home)

.satin libbous

are

used

ployed,
with

a

thi

on

fabrics, but when light quality lace

is

u

em-

graceful

so

fouud.

lasting in

or

roundings

Flowers and tulle

tell

tavor

about

the leading
trimmings with crushed roses uuder the
brim and
vet

on

touch of black

a

outside

are

or

colored vel-

olored

or

white silk mull hats

precision.
divided in

portrayed with
Marylanders were
sympathy between

disappeared, but mau> relics reamong her relatives, choicest of
which is the very Hag “that the men haulmain

Fancy
yellow tulle set off with black quills
supply the character essential to good
<

perfect, and all old citizens

the heroine’s hut i.-

evenly

ed

down,*’ owned by a niece, Mrs. John
Nothing outrages the pride of

Abbott.

j

the citizens

their

than the suggestion That
myth, a child of an abolition

more

peculiar charm,
Barbara is a
shillings, tucks and wide looped bows j poet’s brain.
arranged in fascinating curves or ripples. I Henry Nixdorn, a venerable Dutchman,
i
l’OMI'ADOUR I’.IBUON sASIIES
hastily assured the writer that he is the
known citizeu who saw the old flag
only
are a lovely addition to plaiu
organdies; j
daunted in the face of Stouewall Jackson
at the same time they are not a necessity,
and an attractive substitute is a very wide and his gray-clad warriors.
Frederick is not compelled to look into the
ribbon belt, which when worn falls into
for distinguished representatives;
folds, and fastened by a handsome buckle grave
lose their

never

by

is
All

no

means

kinds of

belts

are

a

affair.

cheap-looking

colored

the natural

or

are now

THE

On

a

farm

white leather

just outside the corporate limits, Admiral

of shirt

Schley, the true and accepted hero of Santiago, was boru, and when a mere chilli the

appendages

waists, and narrow, black patent leather
belts

iresli honors crowd upon her.

made his home.
Far iu the Orient at the head of

town was

added to the list.

RUSTLE OE THE SILK SKIRT,

a

col-

blue, defending the Star Spangled
is more enchanting than ever, and to keep Banner
sung of by Key, and glorified by
out the fashionable flare they are rutiled
Barbara Frietchie, is another Frederick
and corded in every possible manner often
boy—none less than Major General Otis,
umn

with black lace flounces over colors.
effect to

a

Lace

collars give a pretty,
plaiu waist, and ribbon

to

taffeta silk neck ties have such broad

or

and

ends that the waist front

long
partially

concealed.

broidered

yokes

on

Guimpes

or

shirt waists

strong

a

is
em-

are

in

tendency

and Otis, barefoot playmates of Frederick,
masters of sea and land, bearers of new
national honors from extremities of the
globe; and Frederick great iu all wars,
contented and

towards excessive ornamentation isevinc-

|

of

horn and reared in an unpretentious home
in the center of this historic town. Schley

can

law-abiding in peace, who
fail to bow in admiration?
Cai!tk.: B. Keene.

ed.

Recent

Verona Clarke.
The

New

Style

of

Writing.

Since vertical writing lias been adopted in
schools it has been considered necessary by

to use a very stiff ami hard pen, and
nearly all the pen makers recommend pens
of this heavy ami unyeilding descripion.
It
is an error, however, to make them too stiff,
for sufficient, action and flexibility are the
essential qualities of a perfect pen. It is well
known that many persons have a tendency
to grip the holder and press too hard with
the pen. This habit can only be overcome
by using one made with some degree of
flexibility and fineness of point, which compels a lightness of touch, and helps toward
Pens made
a graceful ami gliding motion.
properly will be found to write smoothly
either
for
the
suitable
vertical or
and are
some

ordinary slanting writing.
The Spencerian Vertical Pens No. 37.,
these ideas and possess this
carry out
smoothness of action and well tempered
firmness, together with the well known
superiority in finish of the Spencerian Pens.
Samples will be sent free of charge to our
readers, if this item is cut out and sent with
name and address to the Spencerian Pen
Co. 450 Broome St., New York City.

Deaths

in

Maine.

Abby J., wife of John C. Stewart, one of
the most prominent men in Farmington,
died very suddenly of heart disease, May
24th, aged 87 years.

Captain Joseph Leo, master mariner of
Rockland, is dead, aged 37 years. He never
fully recovered from his hard experiences in
the shipwreck of the schooner Seventy-Six.
Ferdinand W.Coombs, aged 34 years, died
at his home in Bath May 23th of Brights
bad been a spar-maker in Bath
for years, had served in the city government, was a Mason and a member of Dunlap
commandery, K. T.
He

disease.

Hersey died at his home in East
Winthrop, May 25th, aged 31 years. From
1897 to 1879 he was in the manufacturing
and jobbing shoe business in Boston, and
founded a shoe store in Augusta, which he
conducted for many years, retiring in 1883
to his old home in East Winthrop, which
Levi

P.

was his native place.
He leaves a widow
and two sons, Fred L. and Henry H. Her-

sey.
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Children.
For Infants and

The Kind You Have
Bears the

Signature of

/l^

Always Bought
fotfcJUM

a

lamp

to

her feet and

a

Joseph Taney, one of Bangor’s oldest and
respected citizens, died at his home
May 24th. He was during many years a
prominent civil engineer and timber laud
surveyor and had a thorough knowledge of
the topography of the great regions of northern
Maine. After retiring from the active
practice of his profession he was during
most

several years connected with the Second
National Bank of Bangor. He leaves one
son, ex-Alderman Joseph W. Taney, of
Bangor, and two daughters.

and

happy.
•

Your

Druggist sells M
glass. Your Grocer

the

N crve

light
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;
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liver it to you bv tiie h«.»
case.

Encampment.

Bnek¥~

Ladies' Sash and Collar

Program for Annual Ivent Jo Ocrui at
lonkspoii, .lime 14-13.
“It sweetly cheers our drooping hearts,
The program lor tin* annual
encampIu this dark vale of tears:
inent of the Sons of Veterans at Burks
A CHOICE SELECTION,
Ami life and light and joys imparts
port, June 14 lo is as follows:
SPRIMi AND SUMMER STYLES,
June 14
a. m.,
Autl banishes our fears."
meeting of Division
JUST ARRIV!
Council at Division headquarters, L>bin"This lamp through all the tedious night
son House; 10. JU a.
m., opening session
Of life shall guide our way
of encampment in Emeiy
hall; g p. m.,
Till we behold the clearer light
business; > p. m., complimentary ball in
hall.
Of an eternal day."
Emery
Kitted np with Dunlap Tires.
Hiali (Jru.i
June lb—;i ;;o a. in., business; ll.:'»o
l.ow 1‘rires.
Kully (ill;ll\intP0(L
My friend is waiting at the station to a. in., parade and banquet; g
m..
mep.
hear the whistle of the cars that will bear nnuia. serviee. .lection of
ollid-rs, closing
VVH REPAIR YY AICHES, CLOCKS, and guira itee : u
her to the evergreen fields where the session with public installation of ollieerselect s. of Y. and E. A. s.; s j.. m..
llowers never fade and the tears are wiped
campfire in Emery hall, b. E. Hale, masfrom off all faces.
ter of
ceremonies; music, Bucksport Mili
tary Baud: prayer. Lev. Win. Forsyth;
.1 i'LIA C. Mi >.!
address d welcome, lion. P. P. (.ilmorr,
Stockton Springs.
response? Col. a. M. fSouie of Portland,
Maine Div. S. id V. : leading.
past
Miss Miller; ‘‘Hie Heroes and Heroines
A Large Lobster.
"l *‘»1,
Hon. W II. Looney of ]• ,; tl;tnd,
Lben Crosby and bis two sous captured i jmlge advocate general, Maine Div. s. uf
a
\
lobster in Yarmouth harbor, recently,
1 b. A. ; “Om \ oiunleers," (ten. E.
that is supposed to be the largest ever! i\. (rould >d P
kland. past judge advoseen.
It was a male and a very giant of cate general, Maine Div. b. ,-f \.: readCOLD
his kind, measuring three feet in length ing. Mis- Maly Miller; “The
Ladies,”
and with a width from tip to tip of spread Cev. II. I. Hod f Lincolnville,
K<ir sunburn, mile every week.
chaplain.
claws <>l nearly seven feet. It weighed gY Maine Div. b. of Y. ; “American Patriot
Lev.
A.
pounds. The legs were larger round than ism.
Loyal, Farmington,
a grown man’s thumb.
When it was got captain, b. (
Belcher Camp No. s Maine
&
into the doiy the huge crustacean made Div. b. of V. ; Vocal solo. Mrs. W’. F.
a desperate
Putnam:
and
at
“Maine
once
seized
Division
Sons
of
Yeterstruggle,
NEW
and SOAPS
two 11-inch lobsters with its claws and j us,'* the colonel-elect
bit them in two.
1 lie ball will be for the visitors and adIt struck the dory so
hard with its claws that it was feared the mission will be by invitation
only, except
1-INK 1 ink ok..
boat would be stove.
It was shipped to members of tlieC. A. li., Ladies' Aid and
Sous of \ tterans, whose
Boston.
badges will ad- BATH SPONGES and
mit them.
Emerson’s full orchestra will
lie in charge of tile
The White Squadron.
experienced director,
CHAMOIS SKINS.
II. liufus Coogins.
Lieut, (ieo. U. HamThe itinerary of the North Atlantic ilton will act as Officer of the (Liard and
equities u
yuu gci mcm irtr.T
squadron under Admiral Sampson, as sent Burke Leach, Captain. The aids to the
floor manager will he
out from the flagship is as follows:
A;
City Tailors. They US-*
Past-Capt. II. \Y. New French Celluloid
rive at Newport May 20th.
Leave New- Lowell and XV. 1>. Hutchins.
o: material, made up
Spectators
by *i
Boxes ami Plate Mirrors.
port for Boston .June loth. Return to will be admitted to the gallery for fifteen
which Insures for the cmJ he grand camp-fire in Emery
Newport from Boston. Leave Newport cents.
WUTY. STYLE *hd GOOD P'
for Portsmouth and Portland the second Hall will be free to the public.
;
week in July, returning to Newport about
Pm
end Stmpfe. m> th« 5V
TRY
Ol'R
j
th. WHITE CITY
A
two weeks from the time of leaving New- j
Cuba
Wants
Leave Newport for Bar Harbor
Independence.
port.
Flavors for Soda
about August 1st.
Return to Newport in !
CHAS. 3. J\ME5 U
At the banquet
Havana, May S,.
about IT days.”
liKI.KASI- M \IM
iiiven last night at the Hotel lnglaterra
i hey an* Fin.
in honor of the MJtli biitlnlav of
Queen
\ ietoria the toasts to the
The Chicago Tribune says that as a reC'llKRRY rum:,
Queen and the
suit of the death of two diptheria patients President (it the United States u *re reOUANE.KADK and
treated by Christian science methods only, | eeived with enthusiasm.
(nivernoi (icn15LACK RASl'liKKKY.
the health department has decided to take era! Brooke, in responding to the toast of
1 he United States,"
said that whersteps to compel those having charge of
\NI»
sufferers from contagious diseases to pro- ever (i re at Britain's Hag was planted
All the Latest Discoveries in
vide medical attendance for the patients. | there was order, law and development,
and he believed the same was true in the DRUGS and
ease of the United Mates,
who lias been
The strawberry crop in the vicinity of
and we oiler everything
how to do so by (Beat Bril Hu.
Chattanooga, Tenn., has tilled over goo,- taught
at lowest cash prices
The supreme court fiscal, Senor Mo; a
000 crates this spring, and was valued at
^ \ 1
I
F*< >1*
(forme ly civil governor of Havana) re
s:,00.01 )o.
plied to the toast of “Cuba." He said
l have
FINEST !!.•■
the C ubans had struggled all
they could
tor liberty and
stu-Wll 11! Be! I
independence; that they
•'->
v .j * o * * c
O <) e.
v
6 mi t> 6
deserx d independence and that
they
would have independence.
*
>
Ben
Uudlow said the United States
*
was
aiding the development of civil gov- ■*
ernment and that when the work was
1 make a soeetaiT \ f I’ns
done its forces would leave the island.
«■
9
1 lie last toast was “The Mother ( ounPrltvs to suit 11 r.-:
/
"■
>
,
Senor Andrea, late president of
:
try.'
£ g*-ftep. •*:' tv rear f W
the Cuban military
*
^
assembly, in an inter- (6
777 A’. A'/s
view said the disarming of the Cuban sol'•
•»
Ho
H. C. MAR DEN.
diers is an absolute
*
•
'<//?<!
necessity prior to the •
>
•
reconstruction of the country.
He is
^
y77A 7 7r Aff/^ C .;,/• / <//■'* > •
said to have added that the appropriation (•
7
O)
was insufficient,
but that each soldier
<nr/i
»/'. '/r
2
would accept his portion.
•
•
/,•
''
Annexation, Senor Andrea said in con- m
.■'*
A
•
clusion, was impossible, unless at the re- <• /
•>
;
111.A IaEItS l N
7.
///7
quest of the Cubans.
A/', •
^ ■f''<77J7'//777y
If you are young you nat*
A/,Aitf,/,
,* t,./A/f /f(7cJ
urally appear so.
Pine I ree Chips.
If you are old, why ap<•
•>
-J?,
/r
/
y
A
'•
J.
y
A/;Of<7 7,7/7 A(/f7'. 7-^
«
pear so?
IVas in blossom have been reported
1*0R h
Keep young inwardly; we
from
Isle.
Presque
will
look
after the out•)
LAKD,
(O
To Mr. Corner Druggist
•)
wardly.
Brigadier General George \V. West, a 1j
HAM,
•)
Sure Cure St.
You need not worry longer
Maine veteran of the Civil war. died reabout those little streaks of
AM) ALL KIM>"
.. .. .•
cently at his home in Athol, Mass, after a
gray; advance agents of age.
lingering illness.
(JAM K IN 1 1 S >1 \
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GALLETT’S

Soap

j

house has

by

and

taste.

wave

the north and south,still all cherished the
memory of loyal Barbara Frietchie. Her

way of contiast.
straws have also their devotees,
the

us

are

wonderful

bt-

can

shall

In Frederick the quaker poet finds Barbara Frietchie. His description of the sur-

nothing

as

triumph

In

O’er the land of the free and
The home of the brave."

SIIADK HAT

J KOIIOLN

A

On

and

|,‘Aud The star-spangled banner

the mousq ictaire style is best,
With mull or
very sheer lining.

economical investment,

an

soldier-poet crowns it.
Liberty is teaching a boy

girl patriotism. A tablet contains tbe
verses complete. At the side the American
flag fulfills the poets promise.

organdy dresses, sashes of the same material are more stylish than of ribbon, with
overskirts, light belts are preferred.
is

of the

statue

the fi*-n;

one

ful, robust, healt:

ODORS

the

base

large expenditure. Where lace is so heavy
that no lining is required, the coat sleeve
shape is advisable, or tucks and insertion,

MoXie
food

through the gathering
joined the great majority.

ROGER

dollar monument marks his grave.
The
s granite, while a life size bronze

every purpose, a Renaissance lace yoke and sleeves involve a
answer

or narrow

inspiration,

keep them well, mak
them vigorous, 11

FRESH

civilian's security.
Born in 17so, and in
conformity to his repeated icquest here is
lie buried.
A beautiful
ten thousand

of

handsome dresses this season, and while
at

the soldier's

Banner,

all tlu-v
of it.
It wii|
ones

very small number survive of the pupils
who were seated within its walls.
She
ofteu thinks of the friends of her youth

so

■

grander offering has been made the nation than that of Francis Scott Key. author
at the age of thirty-two of the Star Spangl-

M.KKVIN

little

Give th-

^H. J. LOCKH! <&, SON

Fit derick under very different conditions. The ally is now the enemy. An un-

in the

or

body.

1

was

winter rely upon it now to mitigate the
trials ot an ocean voyage, or refresh them
with its delicious aroma during their

bread and butter is for their

nerves as

iJ£EET;U2S?. Crescent Bicycles,

imploringly

revolutionary days Washington

^

food for their

a

_____

student

in

sojourn

little brains and

"*3^

system.

nervous

valuable

/

Moxie

want

passed

By inspiration given

the French

but

their

Bright as a lamp its doctrines shine
To guide our souls to heaven."

Braddock, “What, teacli
light?*’ History
recalls that the General stubbornly pursued his elaborate plan, replete with en-

dainty

large family,

as

for them.

“How precious is the Book divine,

It was then with a
the j the lii*st engagement.
fallen leader and under a disastrous lire

are

dresses, j

A

President McKinley May 29th issued
amendments to the civil service rules, releasing from the operation of the rules
about four thousand officers.
Among
them are those of pension examining
surgeons, quarter masters and officers of
the subsistence and ordnance departments
aad of war department at large.

to

British soldier liow to

a

mountains.

badly

physician
and later was removed to his mother’s,
Mrs. Robey Norwood of this place.
John L. Stanley caught one large mackerel in his weir which weighed 2.1-4 lbs.

scenic

delights

maidens who have found delight in Murray A Lauman's Florida water during the

summer

the hack

a

climatic ami

Virginia,

a

her path that illuminates her way.
When she reads llis holy word, she calls
each promise hers.

ed rebuke from

already

member of

It is

exception she

one

to

ed advice which called forth the celeb'at

net.

With

good

nourishes

great comfort is left—the Book divine.

of the red man, is said to have explained
the perils of Indian warfare and volunteer

expensive.

for wedding

preferred garnitures

and
brought into this port ; growing favor,

and attended

less

blossoms and lilies of the

fluffy

and

and

line

from

boy-planter

grow
rock it reminds me

Instinct teaches them

many happy
days. She is the only teacher left who
swayed her scepter in the old house. A

She finds it

large variety, and as a substitute for lace j gineenng feats and approved maneuvers,
point d‘esprit net is high esteem. Orange only himself to fall mortally wounded in

II viuior.,May 21, 1800. Mr.
Dennis Norwood, mate of sell. Henry Y.
the forebootn

appliquedon

Pure white lace skirts add to the

>'iithwk>t

by

oftentimes

what is

plant

the thought comes to her mind that

and Indian War, and on an abrupt elevation named in honor of the General, just
outside the city, Washington, merely a

Renaissance lace earning in circular skirts
a soft ecru tint: a second grade. 'How-

is in sprays
equally beautiful

con

a

tradition

was

or

She often feels that the pleasures of life,
for her, have nearly all passed away. Hut

permanent history.

j George Washington during

of

ever,

where

General Braddock

f>KI>

but

costumes,

jobots attached

of the head

STILI.

IS

most

shrub

They would rather drink it on
day than eat. Nothing strange

about this.

who have passed

Ma rylaud.

with

surviving

shadows and

cradle heroes and poets are all missing.
It is simply a peaceful town in western

The

edged

our

inspiring

and

stern

with lace overskirts, yokes and sleeves,
and growing prefer cnee exists for iace or
soft net.
The few who can afford it, use

Desert Correspondence.

on

lace.

generous in

signally

natural center for

a

conditions

white satin ribbon.

■

struck

with

capi-

prosperous
farming community, and has accumulated
The
in a century ten thousand souls.

An overskirt outlined by

usually edged

are

lining,

already

was

It is

accessories necessary to point d’esprit net
render it expensive, as silk is the accepted

■

Nnjuires of Boston,

tributions to

or

nainsook,

limited extent.

from the national

miles west from Baltimore

fifty

has been

town

ruffles is quite as fashionable as the real
overskirt, and with a plain material ruf-

arrivi

Alt.

cotton

organdy,

as

west

The Journal.J

of

“The clustered spires of Frederick stand
Green-walled by the hills of Maryland.”
This conservative and little talked about

dotted Swiss muslin,
or point d* esprit net are in the ascendancy. and China silk is also used to a

commenced
for Hie summer. Dr. and Mrs.
P. K. Dunham and family in Dunham
11age and D:. and Mrs. ('. v. Ilerter in
Cooksey <.ottage, number two, being the
first to come.
In the family of Dr. Dunbang Miss Violet Wistcott is visiting.
^
V estcot: is the
daughter of the late
N. Westcott, authoi of David 11arum,
he pop ihir book «>i the
day.
Mr. aid M s s. F. 1 biggs of Harrisurg, Pa.. have opened Meenaggha Lodge,
•ie-,: pretty sammei e
ttage. and Mr. s.
P- Bari a companies them.
Mrs. Aldeu
■»
New \ "i k has also arrived and is octhe
in_
iirlswoid
up.
cottage.
Mi. Ceoige Cooksey will not occupy
ieuganiff daiing the coming season, as
in the Adiroudacks instead.
His. Mge will be occupied
by his sonin *w. Mr. Ki chard M Hoe.
Mr. Hoe is
hnild a cottage at Seal Ilaibor thissumcu i.
liaving selected a beautiful site on Sea
ur. <hive oj.j .isite Dr.
K. K. Dunham’s
cor
The Lev. William Adams Brown
rage.
oi >e\\ T .»ik, will also build a summer
n one
this s-*ason near Mr. doe's lot.
:'-i.e!t a Hastings are
designing the new
cottage f<
Mr. Hoe, and Mr. Brown is
aving plans foi his made by F. L. Savigc of Bar Harbor.
-Hi. and Mi-. Charles F.
Batchelder of
mnhridge, who occupied Cooksey cot
;>_•
numbt'i two last year, have become
o
rmaneiit summer residents at Seal Hai>;. a beautiful cottage on Rowland road
having just been completed for them.
Mi.-. Rateheh.hu spent, a few days iu Seal
Ha; h- -i last week getting the cottage in
: earl mess fm
occupancy. The Batchelders
are
xpei :< d the first of .1 une.
ih"'- v>. 1‘ Claike oi Williams
college,
•A ’.iian
stowu, Mass., is building a cot«»n
the very summit of Lookout
’•edge, the highest elevation in Seal Harh"..
Lyre is the name of Prof. Clarke's
sight i> new home.
I)i. Theodore Dunham and family of
New York will arrive about the first of
Wine.
They will occupy Lookout cottage
cm the JordaD Pond road.
Dr. Dunham
has earned the gratitu<'
of the whole
world, as it was due to is professional
skill and untiring service that
Rudyard
Kipling recovered from his recent severe
hi ness.
Dr. Dunham practices at Seal
Harbor during the summer.
Two summer hotels at Seal Harbor are
]banning for a successful season. The
Glencove and the Seaside Inn are situated
at t};e head af the harbor and each summer have good
patronage from summer
visitors.
The people who visit Seal Harbor include a large number of college professors
and members of the learned professions,
and the social life of the place is particularly pleasant. [Bar Harbor Record.
giam

Forty miles
tal and

Journal.]

them, nevertheless

adorn

which

silk mull,

c

e

[Correspondence

[Correspondence
Simplicity in graduating dresses is a
theoretical term, considering the many

•'

’ll

Frederick, Maryland.

Silk Cmlerskirts.

of The

them.

house where she

Graduating Dresses. I.are Yokes ami Sleeves.
Wedding Costumes. Shade lfats. Sashes.
Heirs.

a

warm

a

a

who have crossed the dark river.
With
the mental vision she sees the old school

----—

Hashions.

York

New

Moxie.

of the crevice of a
of my friend’s life.
When great obstacles
block her pathway she knows how to

Mr.

Cooksey built the first cottage and
purchased a large strip of land bordering
along the shore for the distance of two
miles. His own cottage was built near the
ocean shore on a
high ledge and is an
ideal situation for such a summer home as
Glengarriff. Across his laud, and as close
as
possible P. the shore, Mr. Cooksey
built entirely at his own expense the famous Sea Cliff road.
'1 he high rock- bound shore afforded
unusual natural facilities for the engineers
to lay out a picturesque drive.
In several
places it might have been possible to build
the r id at less expense, but in order to
preserve a particularly beautiful spot or
pict iresque point of headland, Mr. Cooksey
would Insist on the road being carried around that point and expense was
not spared. The glories of the ocean and
the mountains of Mt. Desert are nowhere
more fully revealed than when one
slowly
ides, around the Sea Cliff road, as it was
the privilege «»f one of the Kecord representor I w.x. to do one dav last week, aceom! •'ilie«; o\ 3li. MeDuiiis, whose enthusiasm lor the beauties ol Mr. Desert
island,
■tnd especially Seal Harbor, is contagious.
1 be Sea CiilY drive was not the only
}'D ee of load, building undertaken by Mr.
His property was well opened
Coksry
■i] by short i<-ads built oil the main road.
these are aiieady located several beautiful cottages, and more nn i 11 be added in
the near future.
"•cal Harbor is to have a library build'cg t
In a little delta made by
year.
'•ho sea CiilY drive and the road leading to
the steamboat wharl, a pretty little one
-sc v building is being erected.
The new
'•gilding is built entirely by supscriptiou,
•••:
the workmen, who are residents of
>ea; Harbor, contributing part of their
time.
Tin- iml on which it stands was
-if'
Mi. <reorge Co »kse> and Mr.
i ! i; -1 •:. Mr. William T.
Partridge
\ w ) a k D he architect. This
library
>
decided addition to the place, and
•n
wii 1 be
e.-mpho
supp.i,- 1 wit
*i i*ks, iiis.i il.i
gift of the si.mraer visit-

see

out

for the washing powder and not for the soap.
Ivorine is the finest article
can

Children Love

In childhood she remembered her Creator and in after
years God kept her feet
firm in the slippery paths of youth, ahd

pay

cleaning purposes
j for
that skill
produce.

the four-score limit of
is feeble, but

Physically she

retains her mental faculties wonderfully.
She has seen many of life’s changes, and
had many of life’s sorrows, but has borne
them with patience and fortitude.

Gly*

Ivorine
Washing

nearing

human life.

package of

serine Soap in every

C#

l

Things in One

Special

Water,

j

Carriage

MEDICINES,

—

Harnesses

POOR & SON, Druggists.
••

-■

Health

Keep

1

i.i,e

v

State Prison Wester,

Prescription.

R
A>

-o

%

Your
Youm

Brow

Fogg

Meats, Poultry, Vegeta:

Aroostook

Ayer's
Hair

Vigor
will surely restore color to

and it will also
give your hair all the wealth
and gloss of early life.
Do not allow the falling of
your hair to threaten you
baldness. Do not
be annoyed with dandruff.
We will send you our book
on the Hair and Scalp, free
upon request.
gray

hair;

longerwith

Wr/tm to the Doctor.
If you do not obtain all the benefits you expected from the use of
the Vigor, write the doctor about it
Probably there is some difficulty
with your general system which
may be easily removed.
Address, DR. J. C. AYER.
Lowell, Mass.

SUBSCRIBE

all

the
not

even

a

blooming

caterpillar

to

with

...TUB...

.POI1 N

cloud the season's

Swan £ Sibley Co.

prospects.
Mrs.

Laura E.

Richards of Gardiner

hasieturned from Boston, where she attended the 80th birthday anniversary of
her mother, Mrs. Julia Waidllowe.
The Maine

The memory of an almost forgotten
Maine sailor was recalled at Bath when
Mr. and Mrs John V. Dahlgren decorat*d the grave of Bear Admiral .Joseph F.
Ireene, who was born in Bath in 1 -S11,
md who served under Admiral Dahlgren
>u the Southern
blockading squadron doing the Civil war.
To

Work Bluehill

Copper nines.

FEED,

<

Nowfnii
Far!

onmr

BOSTON,
Hours, 12

SEEDS and

to

2

Othr.

by appointment onl>.
Oc:ober, isp- -ly4o

GROCERIES

j
Importers
dealers in the tiuest

quality

Anthracite and

Blacksmith

of

(Iroiii Itamiin

Suit.

of
Fine farm in

^

.

L03.1Si

that will not kink at

-S" C&ytfZ&fc

It*
iNear

OABTOniXA.
Bought

GEO, F, EAMES, M. D
I\o.

VOU CAN HAVE

Tfa Kind You Hove Always

\ »; 1-

M
m

The Nose and T!

CRAIN,

The report that steps were being taken
reopen the copper mines at liluhill, as
irst reported in The Ellsworth American
ast week, takes definite form in the announcement of the incorporation of the
Douglass Consolidated Copper Co., which
:ias been organized to
work the c pper
mines in Bluehill.
The company has a
capital of $1,000,000. The directors are
Daniel Dunn of Bluehill, Sewall A. Dinsmore and George II.
Holden of Boston,
Erving J. Knight of Providence, K. I.,
rnd Charles J. Dunn of Orono.
The
Berk is Charles L. Marston of Yarmouth,
the president is Fred N. Hooper, and the
treasurer is Daniel Dunn.
:o

A.

Howes’ Hi. ek. H itrl
t'orner Main,

JOHlJKKS Oh

Society

for the Prevention
>1 Cruelty to Animals has issued its animal report.
The number of eases investigated during the past year is 7*>0.
risen* were l'4 prosecutions for cruelty
md 2'2 convictions.

B«ut the
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is

signs of prosperous agriculture, with

71:
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Northport.

Ground, 136 acres land,
o re 1 a < >• if( Ills
i )
never
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failing water. Will be
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easy terms.

4

ORDERS J’KOYll'TI.V FILLED

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me
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<
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M
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A TEN CENT CIGAR
H™FIVE CHM
POOH .1

$135 for 90 Days
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the U. S. army is issuing
v-> Cuban cities, and it is not
duplicate that good work.
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m
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possible

the best
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and should be
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all
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at

broiling

judicial

of her

fore the

district of the
it had

war

thereabouts,

population

a

aud

of

8,000,

lias about one-

now

died of

heir services

There is

IT PAYS TO USE

to
be actually starving.
Hospital Civil—entirely without funds or supplies.
Five thousand
new
:• of llabana at o o’clock on
rations are needed at once, together with
mine, in one of the beauti- a quantity of such simple medicines as
t ed
ambulances recently quinine, pills of opium and camphor, and
Auxiliary Society No 1. of compound iron. Should these anive aud

required.
headquarters in the

t
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good roads in llabana
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will go to breakwill also the carpenters,

morning
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and other artisans; and
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until '1 p. m., or later, all
will be absent from the
:
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lias always been believed
xen can plow the land,
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dry
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became hard
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/cd road, and that a good
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able

is:

answer

Taxes have

“We have

always

been collected

them all.

alone,

Banco Espanol, and we have never had any
hand or voice in the matter, except to
the

pay

taxes

lose

or

all.”

our

or

like

The

in

utli of the proposition,
ded astonishment of the
v. his farm lies in the one
j
a' the inland, or perhaps
.nti
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1

v

dime it.
lie softened
ii by turning the water
•t>s: and then, with a pair

i'-ve

and

an

icre

of

Amei ican steel

ground

in

twelve inches:

plow,
one day,

Hitherto,

e'l years, only the surface
u scratched with wooden
"W

sent
e

ll,

our

e

ts

some

American

wonderful crops
cultivation.

thorough

man—

many eaballeries of laud, (a caballeria is
thirty-three and a third acres,) on which

favorite assistants. Misses Trotzig, Adams
and Betts.
First, the sick were taken in
hand.
The
Civil
Hospital, founded

they

dollar. They suptasajo—jerked
beef—and other necessities, through the
dark days of reconcentration, enough to
keep the souls aud bodies of their victims together, at enormous prices.
The
never

advanced

the

plied

a

families

seventy jyears ago, and during the war
used by the Spanish army, was in such a

with

result is that families

>stly

in

survived

dreadful state that the old pest-house was
preferred for temporary refuge while the

commodious Civil Hospital was being
o verbauled.
Gen. Brooke was appealed

by

former land

a

once

was

owuer

his,

to

rent the farm that

he would need

yoke

a

When the sick

Even now, sad

thronged

en so

with chronic

rags and
their stock-in-

sores

and

the situation

as

j

queer little square box of a car, and
were drawn by three mules tandem over

a

exceedingly uarrow guage track to the
railway station. The route lay
over a wild, rough country, of straw-thach- |
ed huts and stately palms, but few signs
an

nearest

sweet,

an

patch

part the

most

breeze stirs

warm

little to-

occasional

the

only

event

land of desolation.

a

befell

One

j

coarse

grass growing in bunches, and tonisguines
and meadow-larks pipe in the sunshine

stirring

!
(

General Celestino Her- i

us.

nandez,

Alcaldi of the adjacent village of
ban Jose and the great man of the vicinage, had been waiting two days with his

trade, that
gauntlet of their imTo-day, wonder of won- troop of cavalry to give Miss Barton what
s not a
beggar in San Felipe; is known as “The Cuban Welcome.’* As
Hr. ilubbell went there a our little car bumped along the open
a thousand
mounted
! three lied Cross
women, country, suddenly
soldiers appeared, charging down upon us
sbem all into a Home.
Arere

the

run

—

ittle station about 8 a. m.
selves besieged by a crowd

anplexion—nearly

the entire

men, women and children,
he Mayor, the Judge, the
and

driest,

dowers

_:ng

thus

delegation

a

to

of

honor Miss

escorted—after

the

had been made and speeches
m?rehed in trinmnhnl nrn.

;gh
w'd.

the stony streets of the
In the Doctor’e house—

Felipe—coffee

hi

served,
mg yet four hours ahead,

■

local
•md
it

Then

custom.

asylum,

new

heels.

our

was

we

with-the

What a

change

comparative comfort had
’lie erstwhile

beggars, whose
unpleasantly familiar
trips through the place!

.me so
■

nt

~

full stomachs and assumed
id made them altogether
True, the

'■’ires.

with

the

Then the welkin rang j

Cuban

6ung by
“The Star

“Hymno

thousand

a

Spangled

Nacional,”
followed by

men,
Banner”

from

little band, as, escorted by the
we proceeded to the station.

our

regiment,

As before mentioned, Dr. Hubbell comhis work in Guiues a fortnight

pleted

ago; therefore our later visit was merely
one of inspection.
As everywhere, the
turned out, en masse, to meet us and
Miss Barton to her tern >orary abode
with all the honors accorded to Gocfez, or

town

escort

Before the
any other conquering hero.
war, Guines had a population of 20,000;
le3s than half that number. The most
interesting orphanage I have seen is here,
now

Jamie

Gorriga,

nicker boxes covered with

bachelor

of

means,

whose

father

k

were

floors well
with

store-

rice, beans, bacon,
condensed milk—

long day.
war, .San Felipe had
"•ut 5,000; and now
a

The outskirts
"fleets

"ith

to

and

identified with the

cause

of Cuba libre,

Dj. Jamie retired to the U. S.

imprisonment, shortly
Returning to his

to

escape
before the block-

ade.
a

popuhas less

are

of recoucentrado

menace

a

freshly white- grandfather were also physicians in the
Having been too prominently
scrubbed, cots place.

sheets, and the

flee and

fringed
huts, a

the health of the

their

abounding filth
small-pox and vermin o
In 1896, the death-rate of
was 100: in
’97, something over
pink-painted church, with
y,

■

'v

usual courtesies.

exchanged the

Doctor

'•■any

'•'■

Hernandez and Miss Barton

by

k..

1

car; and with doffed hats and presented
arms stood like
statues
while General

founded

lean

■‘

ed

bells in its little tower, is

now

furesque

than ever, since the
'urned it into a fort and punched

r

native city a few
months ago, he found a great many destitute children in the streets, and among
the wretched reconcentrados W’ere some
of the

and

daughters
well-to-do neighbors. So troubled was
his generous heart at the sight that sleep
deserted his pillow; and having no family
of his own, he determined to adopt
them all.
Securing a house he gathered
into it

sons

a

of his form-r

hundred homeless waifs and de-

voted the remnant of his fortune to

taining

them.

Some

starvation to be

were

too

recuperated,

sus-

reduced

by

and soon

their guns, breast-high, all the number was reduced to
seventy odd.
fbe walls.
The interior is, of He also established a
hospital for the sick

"

^

W,

hital

wreck,

with

nothing

left

women

and started it with

'ate

eighty patients.

that it ever was a sacred In the last named institution some
help was
;*uept t'le empty niches where received from the
government in the way

°nte "food and

a

gilded sounding-

of rations, but not

nearly enough to

feed

(Laughter.)
a

Now it

valuation of £1,700,000.

Now it turns out that

into

a

we

have in this

country many honest and intelligent people who can see nothing in our present
situation but imperialism.
William McKinley at the Home Market club dinner in
Boston, said that imperialism w’as foreign
to our purpose and our institutions.
Yet
some people began to fill the mails with
pamphlets on a national crime and the
heii of war. It was this latter title which
lead an elderly citizen down my way to
exclaim.
“Who is this man who calls
this a hell of a war?” (Laughter).
John
D. Long said that we were to give the
people of the Philippines the same civilization that you enjoy in Gardiner, yet
these people will not dow n. They remind
me of the verses we used to read in our
schoolbooks:
He thrusts his fists against the posts,
And still insists he sees the ghosts.

(Laughter).

Give the administration time to carry
its promises.

out

Camden’s Soldiers’

Monument.

The Camden Soldiers’

successfully

Monument was

dedicated

May :>0th, and
weather

in

large

Tuesday morning,
spite of the disagreeable

number

present. The
telligent care, their delight and that of exercises were opened with an invocation
the town was good to witness; and that by Rev. Henry Jones, and while the school
the change was beneficial may be inferred children sang America, little Miss Edith
unveiled the monument, which was
from the fact that whereas the death-rate Long
prettily draped with liags. Then on acformerly averaged fifteen a week, there count of the inclement weather the large
have been no deaths within the last fifteen audience adjourned to the opera house,
Gen. Brooke's hospital steward. where the program was continued, with
days.
music by Bucklin’s orchestra.
Then
Col. Lloyd, is doing excellent w< rk in Chairman
F. 11. Wilbur introduced Judge
G nines, and his system takes away all
op- Reuel Robinson as the speaker of the
portunity for imposition. The resident morning, and lie delivered a line address.
Mr. Robinson has a very dear, distinct
municipal doctor makes prescriptions for voice, and his
remarks, partly given to
the poor, and they are tilled by steward the men who so
nobly fought in the Civil
and
to
rlie
biave boys <>t the recent
when
War,
second
he
Lloyd
presented. Lvery
day
Spanish war wen- stilling and full of in- |
rides into the country and adjacent towns
terest.
He was obliged to stop several
and personally superintendents the distimes ou account of the loud applause,
tribution of medicines.
and when he closed the audience’s appreAs for Mr. Gorriga’s orphanage, the old ciation was plainly visible.
Rev. V. I\
Wardwell in a few well chosen words rebuilding was pronounced too vile to be
in
behalf
of the soldiers, and the
sponded
renovated,and a larger and better building monument was presented to the town in a
on the out-skirts of the
was
manner
city
secured, pleasing
by F. Ii, Wilbur. First
where the children have pure air and selectman A. J. Miller responded in the
town’s
and gave great credit, as I
plenty of room. An adjoining field, lying did all behalf,
the speakers, to the untiring ef- I
along the river, has been added, fenced, forts of the Soldiers' Monument Associa- i
and provided with tents for laundry pur- j tion. J. S. Mullen uf Liucolnville recited
The children use the field as a a poem of his own composition, and it
poses.
was excellent.
Revs. L. I). Evans, W. E.
play-ground and bathe in the clear stream. Lombard and T. S. Ross assisted in the
New clothes were provided all around program.
The monument is 17 feet high,
new
sheets and pillow-cases, and the the first base (j feet square, the second
4 1-2 and the third 4 feet square. The die,
storehouse well stocked with simple food.
of black granite, is 2 feet wdde and 2 12
It was lovely to see the waifs, big and lit- feet high and has cut upon it the names of
tle, in tbeir new home, in spotless gar- the honored dead and those who have died
since ’05.
The monument was made by
ments and faces shining with
Thos. J. Lyons of Vinalhaven and the
the girls sweeping, cooking, sewing iike
statue by the Hallowell Granite Company.
veritable little house-mothers.
The few This beautiful monunieut is an honor to
boys in the institution are vet too small to the town and the citizens should feel
The Soldiers’ Monument
woi k.
There are several babies among proud of it.
Association have worked hard and faiththe eighty children, and the oldest is
fully for the past ten years to place in
under thirteen,
A teacher comes every Camden this handsome monument, and
day to instruct them in the mysteries of they deserve great credit and the hearty
thanks of the town of Camden; also the
reading and writing. There is no need of committee who had the
dedication in
severe discipline in this House
Beautiful, charge and wdio worked so faithfully to
cost
of the monufor all the children love Mr. Gorriga, make it a success. The
their savior and benefactor, so well that ment is about $1,400.
his lightest wish is their iaw.
Maine’s Rural Schools.
Fannie Brigham Ward.
a

j

A g‘"*od appetite
Is essential to good

health.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla creates an
Appetite, tones and
Strengthens the stomach,
And builds up tile whole system.
It relieves that tired feeling, and by purifying and enriching the blood, it promptly
and permanently .-ures all scrofula erup-

ting boils, humors, pimples aud sores;
strengthens the nerves aud gives sweet, reNo other medicine lias
freshing sleep.

taken such hold upon the confidence of the
people as Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and its record of great cures is unequalled by any
other preparation. You may take Hood’s
Sarsaparilla with the utmost confidence that
it will do you good.

Spare the Birds.
Here is

was

what

a

Bangor

woman

danger
ance

The Farmer enters a strong protest
against these hastily drawn conclusions

In the Bosrural schools.
regarding
ton Globe of Sunday the letter from the
Augusta correspondent is headed, “Country Schools Deficient in about Everything” and the heading is justified by the
statement and this is made from extracts
of the pamphlet just issued by the deWe do not believe a State department.
partment is justified in casting any such
serious reflections upon the boys and
girls, teachers or managers of the schools
of Maine, and we very much regret the ill
advised action.
Yon can not fix morality

that threatens because of the nuis-

complained of;

We are yet at the stage when inspection
by a competent person and such action as
would follow can do much to check the
But man
ravages of insects and weeds.
alone is unable to wage war upon these
pests to final success. The natural police
of the air, which is the highway of the iuvading armies, are the birds. What cau
the most zealous State entomologist do to
deliver us from the buffalo-beetle which
comes flying into every open window in
the spring? From the hawk-weed seed
sailing through the air? The swallows
and vireos and a host of other small birds
used to keep down such insects, and all
But
the finches and others live on seeds.
now the birds are nearly all killed for hatand
flies
at
the
her
apple-moth
trimming,
ease to the fruit, the dor-bug to its hole,
and all the rest of the prolific crew to
rheir breeding places.

“You—you

A

are not

an

observing man,”

intelligence by mathematical percentages.
Figures are not always to be relied
TMaine Farmer.

It

is the

Same

To Cure

dren, 175 grandchildren and 100 great-grandchildren-. His brother. Miles Webb, who
died at 78 (Jason still flourishing at 80), lias
had more than 400 descendants, of whom 255
were either
grandchildren or great-grandOther niembMw of the family
children.
have been almost equally prolific, and, adding to the direct line of descendants otliev relations, the Webbs iu the district of Cumberland number altogether about 12,000 per
sons.

tion

ever

vised

an

so

To Cure

To Cure
To Cure

Cough

Cleveland’s

MFRF

PIMPI F\

Mr. Win Walpole, of Walsh town, S.
“/
D, say*:
little blotch about the size of a
pea came under my lei
eye gradually growing larger, from which shooting pain*
at intervals ran in all directions, I became
greatly alarmed
and consulted a good doctor, who
pronounced it Cancer,
and advised that it be cut out, but this 1 could
not consent to. I read in my local
paper of a cure effected by
P S. S.. and decided to try it. It acted like a charm tli*
Cancer becoming at first irritated, and then
discharging
s very freely.
This gradually grew less and then discontinned altogether, leaving a small scab which soon
dropped off and now only n healthy little scar remains where
what threatened to destroy my life once held full sway."
Positively the only cure'for’Cancer is Swift s Specific—

|

S. S. S. FOR THE

^ ^ J*-

Georgia.

...

agony

intense,

so
.

so

3

harrowing as that
which is suffered day after
day by the
women
whose
distinctly feminine organism
is derange d
nerve

..

HARRISON, WOOD & GO,
MANUFACTURERS OF AI.L KINDS OF

We have

a
large assortment of finished work
select from at prices that will suit you. All
birds of gianite us<d. Fojeign and Domestic
work neatly executed from original designs.

to

I Here

diseased.

when the

capacity tor
(the change of life.)

ZW 'Give

BRIDGE STREET,
C. It

HARRISON'.

A.

1 HAVE THE FI VEST STOCK OF

....

Ladies’ Ftind Oents' Wlieels
exhibited in this city, consisting of the following
well known anti reliables makes:.
ever

Iver Johnson, fctvelf

Diamond, Peerless **lilue Bird,” Peerless
and Toiirnlne.

Triumph,” Duguesne
Every

one fully warranted for the whole riding season —tires and
all.
1 shall
sell at prices that will defy competition.
Call and see them, and you will be
convinced that these statements arc facts.
I also have a lull stock of

Base Ball

<lootls,
Bicycle sundries.

and
All of which I shall sell at the lowest figures.

IfDO.VT

F. A.

FORGET THE NAME AM) FI.At K.

FOLLETT,

51 Church

Street,

TIM
Service

to

Tire

WILLIAMS MFG. CO., Props.. CLEVELAND. OHIO.

Steamers Pemiscot and City of Bangor

a

•n
lot

Week

FK--.U

WILLIAMS’ ARNIGAANDWITGH

Citypoiut..1.

Burnham,

SKIN ERUPTIONS—Ilk© Pimple*,
Rough Nkln, Sunburn and Tan.
*5c per box by mall or from OUR AGENT.
William* Mfar. Co.. Prop*., Cleveland, 1>.

Head*,

To ft Trait:

Po«>»»<l.
Boston,

{t D>

TO

Boston,;:;.
1 "

RETURNING

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will

Groceries,

,iBi,

is*
P_67

7

F.M
oo

L..

9
A M

Knox..t] 1 3<t
Brooks.. 11 57
Wald.).112 15
Citypoint. H2 3f
Belfast, arrive. 12 45

am;

90c1.
8 30
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A

5 50
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« 50
9 09
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t<> 25
9 41
-9 52
H().>4
!0H>

4-p
130
F M

605
5 26
5 36
to 42
5 56
16 07
»6 17
6 25

tFlag station.
Limited tickets f..r Boston are now sold at $6.00
from Belfast ami all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to ail points West and North
west, via all routes, for .-ale by 1. W.okokok,
F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and (ieneral Manager.
F. E. Boomin', (lend Pass, i.nd Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 25. 1898.

Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbed the tumors, allays the itching at once,
Dr. Wilacts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
liams' Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for I
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
or sale by R, H. Moody.
ly

Notice of Foreclosure.

AT THE BOSTON PRICES.

<

honey*.

j

administrator with the will annexed of
Harrison Mahoney, late of Belfast, in the County
of Waldo and State of Maine, deceased, a certain
lot or parcel of land with the buildings thereon,
situated on the easterly side of Northport avenue
in said Belfast, being* the former homestead of
Harrison Mahoney, late of said Belfast, deceased,
and being the same premises conveyed to said
Harrison Mahoney by Eugene H. Mahoney and
George S. Mahoney, by their warranty deed dated
March 12, 1884, and recorded in Waldo Registry
of Deeds, in Book 206, Page 203; and whereas,
the condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said

mortgage.

US.

fl. A. HOWES & CO.

Dated this twentieth dav of Mav, A. D. 1899.
EUGENE H. MAHONEY,
Administrator with will annexed of Harrison
3w21
d.
Mahoney, deceased.

SALE STABLE.
.

For sale at a bargain, one and a half acres of
land under good state of cultivation, with a frontage of over 6 rods on Belmont avenue. For further
tfl9
particulars enquire of
ANNIE M. PAUL, No. 3 Belmont Ave.
Or E. H. HANEY, No. 25 Cedar 8t.

We have opened a sale stable in the stables of
the Belfast Livery Co., rear of Belfast Opera
House, where we shall have on hand constantly
horses of all descriptions, heavy draft, matched
pairs and single drivers. We receive a car-load
every month direct from the farms upon which
they were raised.
Native and second hand horses taken in exchange. Good native drivers constantly on hand.
jyCome and see us.

LANCASTER & WEST.

EI.MKR W
( K'X'KKTT
am.
BERTHA L. CROCKETT. wife ot -aid ElW. Crockett, both of Winterport, m the
of
Waldo,
County
by then mortgage need dated the
eleventh day ot October, A. I). 1 >97. and recorded
in the Waldo Count) Registry of Deeds, Rook 252
Page 14, conveyed to me, the* undersigned, exeeu
tor of the last will of Robert c,. (
ainpbell. late of
Winterport, deceased, a certain pared f real estate situate in Winterport, in sain Waldo
Countv.
with the buildings thereon standing, described as.
follows: Beginning on soutliwest corner ot A. S„
Mayo's 1. t. now in his possession on “Lebanon
road;” thence easterly by said Mu\. s line to a
stonewall, being the westerly line of land formerly in possession of Daniel '<>. Clements; thence
southeasterly by said Clements’ line to land formerly owned by Charles Abbott; theme by said
Abbott’s line westerly to Lebanon road; thence
by said Lebanon road to the place of beginning;
being same pr. tuises deeded to said Crocketts, by
me, the eleventh day of October. A. D. 1897.
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage
has been broken, now therefore, by reason
of the
breach of the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage,
.JOSEPH H. CARLETON, Executor.
Winterport, Mav 17, 1899.—3w21
M
mer

TT7HEREAS, GRACE E. RICHARDS of Belfast,
W in the County of Waldo and State of Maine,
by her mortgage deed dated the twenty-seventh
dav of March, A. D. 1894. and recorded in tlie
Waldo Registry of Deeds. Bool, 23l
Page -427,
conveyed to me, the undersigned, Eugene H. Ma-

Crackers, Etc.,
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6 00

ITTHEKEXS,

Tobaccos,
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2 3c
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Burnham,
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BELFAST.

Waterville.....
Baug,,r

P. M.

11

s',;;

jP,“
,1

Port'11"'1..1100

From Boston, every day except Thursdays and
Sundays, at 6.00 r. m.
From Bangor, Mondays and Fridays at 12.00
noon, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 2.00

sell yod

Z

T.

CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l. Supt.. Boston.
WILLIAM H. HULL, Gen’l Manager, Boston

’

arrive.

Waterville
leave Belfast as follows:
For Boston, via Camden ami Rockland. Mondays and Fridays at 3.15 i* m.. Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays at 5.00 i*. >t.
For Bucksport. Winterport and Bangor at 7.4'*
a. m. daily, except Mondays and Fridays.
For Searsport and Hauipden, Wednesdays and
Sundays at 7.45 a. m.

SALE BY B. H. MOODY.:
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Black
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BELFAST.

Belfast, depart..

SURE CURE for

to

K-TAULK.

On and after .%«». 2J
IX»y. tra ns c
Omni am an.I \\ uervilm with tin n ,..
and from Bangor. Watervil
.
ortlaml and
Boston will run as follows

Trips

Increased

and all

Belfast, Maine.

Maine Central R. R.

TANSY*

CALL

S. HEAL.

BICYCLES. $

$

A SURE RELIEF TO WOMAN for
all troubles peculiar to her sex. ^^“Send by
mail or from our Agent.
$1.00 per box.

position

orders

MAINE,

WOOD

iLUAMS’PH
|
‘‘■L

a

placing

8tf

BELFAST,
L

Fishing Tac'./e,
S pal ding’s

Mrs. M. Barnes, of Balls Ferry, Shasta Co.. On!.,
writes: “My physician said I was suffering from
I had heart disthe effects of change of life
ease, and female trouble anil rheumatism
My
head was s> .-dizzy I could hardly stand up. When
I began Dr. Pierce's medic iues f improve 1 right
or
bottles
of
the Faeight
along. I took seven
vorite Prescription.' a teaspoonful thre e time- a
at
I
el
Pleasant
Pellets'
and
the
night.
day,
I take great pleasure .o
as well as I ever did.
recommending Dr. Pierce's medicines t suffering women. I think that they are the best
medicines in the world.'1

in

call before

motherhood ceases

Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription was
to make these three periods safe
and painless by restoring to vigorous
health the organs involved. It soothes,
It gives Nature just
heals, nourishes.
the help it needs. It is the only preparation of its kind devised by a regularly
graduated physician and skilled specialist in the diseases of women.
Me too medicines are preparations 1
without standing or success.
They are
the substitutes sold as “just as good.”
Having no record of tlieir euvn, when Dr. j
Pierce’s cures are referred to they cry
j
me-too, me-too, like the cuckoo in a j
Swiss clock. Don’t accept me-too mediFavorite Prescription.”
cines for

FOB

a

us

elsewhere.

devised

are

CALL ON.

[ Granite Monuments,Tablets, Markers.

are three most trying
times in every woman’s life ; ist—when
girlhood blossoms
into womanhood; 2d
—when motherhood
is
achieved :
yl

We

BLOOD

--because it is the
only remedy which can go deep enough to reach the root of
the disease and force it out of the
system permanently. A surgical operation
does not reach the blood—the real seat of the disease—because the blood
can
r
'nsist upon S. 8. S.; nothing can take it6
<lw°yplace.
o vf
also
any case of Scrofula, Eczema. Rheumatism. Contagiou§
,cures
Blood iu'or.. Ulcers, Sores, or
any other form of blood disease. Valuable
books on Cancer and Blood Diseases will be mailed free to
any address b**
Bwift Specific Company, Atlanta,

de-

in One

Lung Healer, 25c
If it fails to cure, your
A. A. Howes
money will be refunded.
& Co.
Take

Trial size free.

APPFARFfl AT PIRQT A^

persistent, so
long enduring,

or

,

no disposition to lieal under ordia*
No one can tell how soon thes*
ary treatment
nl I LnllLU HI
I mo I HO will develop into Cancer of the worst
type.
many people die from Cancer simply bedo not know just what the disease
they
c,ause
is;
HILIIL
I Mill LLOi
they naturally turn themselves over to the doctors,
and are forced to submit to a cruel and
dangerous
operation—the only treatment which the doctors know for Cancer. The disease
promptly returns, however, and is even more violent and destructive tliae
before. Cancer is a deadly poison in the blood, and an
operation, plaster, or
other external treatment can have no effect whatever
The cure must
upon it
come from within—the last vestige of
poison must be eradicated.

For First-Class Monumental Work

No ingenuity of barbarism—no devilish invention of the masters of torture
during the time of the Spanish incuisi-

Wooden Ware,

Day
a Cold in One Day
Sore Throat in One Day
Hoarseness in One Day
a

MOST VIOLENT GASES HAVE JStsXS.
shows

Jason Webb of Cumberland, Ky., is tie
head of what he believes to be the largest
family in the world. He has nineteen chil-

Everywhere.

From one to three times a day the editor has been asked such questions as these:
“Why don’t you go for the new rum
shops in your paper?” and “Why don't
you say something in the Herald about
the great increase in the sale of intoxicating liquors in town?"
We see no reason why the local paper
should take up the initiative in a matter
in which the churches, church members,
junior societies, county and town officials,
citizens, fathers and mothers are all silent.
[Bucksport Herald.

A SMALL SPOT
MAY BECANCER.

Kentucky Family.

or

who

a

feeling?

our

upon.

vigorous pen has to say about a
topic that every year comes to have a
greater interest in view of ihe greater
wields

are

—

happiness—

Coming nearer, the cavalry separatinto two long lines, surrounding our

one, furnished with discardblue granite table service
walls
■

"Hon)e”

with wild shouts and waving machetes.
For an instant it recalled the days of war
and thrilled the stoutest heart with terror.

moved

place
perfect sanitation, placed in
clean beds and given proper food and in-

applied to the necessities of the people,
there might be a gleam of light ahead.
At the edge of San Antouio we boarded

a

finally

of

is, if each municipality were granted its j
right on local revenues and such revenues

Here and there

were

a

its valuation is £3,088,000.
My
brother Heseltine tells me that the city’s
the
last
cenis
population 0,000, .although
That gives a per
sus made it only 4,500.
capita valuation to-day of £014. Now I
hope you’ve all got it and will keep it,
but I am afraid the wealth is not as evenly distributed as that.
What has been the history of Maine?
Depletion of her brain and brawn and
Thousands and thousands of
muscle.
dollars have gone to the Western States,
It has been well said that
never to return.
“Westward the star of empire takes its
way.” Now perhaps 1 had better stop
right here and explain what I mean by
empire. I do not mean by it Porto Rico,
C uba, or—(and here the speaker read a
long list of the jaw-breaking names of
lie assured his
the Philippine islands.
hearers that his pronunciation was correct
as he had looked it all up)—1 didn’t mean
that empire. I mean the great and mighty
West into which Maine lias poured her
money and her muscle.
Speaking of the Philippine empire, you
know that Mr. Dooley said that America
was bounded o.i the East by the Atlantic
ocean and on the west by George Dewey.
He also said that if President McKinley
wanted to overtake Dewey he should go
East and meet him as he came round.
Shakespeare says (and I always like to put
Shakespeare into a speech) that our life
finds
Tongues in trees,
Books in the running brooks,
Sermons in stones and good in everything.

enough for both hospital and orphanage.

of

nnpiinients with winch to till it
—not to mention seeds, a cow, some pouloxen ana

burned.

and

responded liberally with spraypumps for disenfecting, and two hundred
army cots, left by mustered-out soldiers—

the skin of the teeth, so to say, but are
left homeless and without resource. Could

concentration, ban Felips above
whose

had

food, shelter and protection. At this
juncture Dr. Ilubbell arrived, with his

of

friend

he

money at 18 to 25 per cent.; and
some of them are now in possession of

cultivation.
deep,
in virgin richness; and bacco is growing and
old time methods have of boniatar; but for

than four inches

re

on

loaned

days. An Ameri- try. et cetera, and a little money with
is doing some experi- which to build a shack for his family in
onines valley has deplace of the house which the Spaniards

wiio
i._

struggled

uncleaned, the children unwashed and unclothed, without the
energise treatment their itch, lice
and,sores demanded, and eating from tin dishes with
their fingers, having neither knives, forks
nor spoons.
But tlu-y were infinitely
better off than before, having at least

but it put no money
The Spanish bodegeros,

storekeepers—like master,

man

taken remained

people;

into circulation.

good

as

children. The ancient buildings

Bank had agents who religiously
collected the taxes, whatever the necessities of the

So the

League.

best he could, but very much in
need of women’s care,
especially for the

the

by

MICH.

Members of Autt-axlulteratiou

revenues.

no

everywhere.

WM. A. COOMBS MILLING COMPANY

half

.i

i

Sold

supply

Early Spanish

plowing,

alieltl,

were

•f

deserted

picturesque ruin.

o

up for months to come and meanwhile
the men with work so that in
in time they may become self-supporting.
it

its poor.
Enquire about the revenues of
hundreds of these villages,aud the invari-

sentinel;

iy

help the San Antonians a little will
only prolong their misery, unless we keep

thick

are

live

Flour

To

yards apart—some
red, just large enough

udsh block-houses
n

be distributed to-morrow, uext week the
will be no better off than to-day.

present there is no work, and the
municipality.can do absolutely nothing for

ir

Roy

town

£100,000,000.
gain of 220 per

valuation of

To-day

a

fourth of that number, the rest having
hunger; aud »»f the pitiful remnant,

.-orrespontienr, accompamilso a number of trained
it- to be left, one
by one, at

Cake

Be-

name.

same

said the Bostonian.
“No, I guess uot. I went out to Kansas to see a widder I used to
know, and
to ask her to marry me.
I got to her
bouse at 3 o’clock in the afternoon.
I
asked her to have me, and she said she
wouldn’t, and at 3.30 I was on my way
back.
1 didn’t see no crops, nor ask
about good times or bad.
The State
of Kansas may be boldin’ a
regular Fourth
of July over good
or
times,
everybody
may be goin’ to the poor house.
All I
know about it is that I’m an old fool for
spending £30 to run alter a Kansan widder when I could have married a New
Hampshire gal fur 12 shillin’s!” [Chicago
News.

a

£329,000,000,

you all got it?
years ago had

and tied down

sun

under the chin, a la Salvation Army.
San Antonio village is the centre of

or

Bread

the ladies under coarse
around the edges,

fringed

faces from the

Gardiner 50

had
is

Cuban negro soldiers wear, hastily
the village store to shield our

as

bought

in

done,

Several of her staff,

-tores.

left-legged Cuban fashion! However,
must;” and just as the clocks
proclaimed the hour of noon we clattered
out of San Felipe—a cavalcade odd
enough
to set the dogs a-barking,
Miss Barton
riding ahead as graceful as a girl in her
and

When I reached your

harked back 50 years
city this afternoon 1
and compared the figures of that time
with those showing the condition of the
State to-day. i found that Maine then

“needs

hats,

“No.”
“Is business good or bad in the towns?
“I didn’t ask anybody.”

a good many facts and figures
days that indicate Maine is not

its own.

holding

the

teeus,

50 years, yet there are abandoned farms
in Maine.
The valuation per capita 50
it is £498; have
years ago was £171; to-day

iu these

among live ladies, and both of those with
the horn on the wrong side, according to

straw

cent, in

The old man in the shaggy overcoat
mentioned something about Kansas in h is
talk, and the Bostonian leaned over toward
him and asked:
“Did you say you were from Kansas?”
“No; but I jest come from there.”
“Then I want to ask you a few
questions.
How are times out that way?”
“I dunno.”
“Is money plenty or tight?”
“Can’t say.”
“But don’t you know how the farmers

We read

you make—

easily found—lean, spiritless animals
—but only two side-saddles to distribute

Not an Observant Man.

Celebration by Second
Speech at Gardiner
District’s Next Congressman.

Whatever

tonio de Banos, seven miles inland and
only to be reached on horse-back. Horses

Littlefield.

E.

Hon. C.

were

'i

csjiomienee

bond, shaped like the Spanish crown,
suspended above a tottering pulpit.
Our next objective-point was San An-

1

Farm for Sale.
I offer for sale my faun situated on the back
road from Belfast to Searsport, about three miles
from the city ot Belfast,
containing three hundred and twenty five acres of land. There is a
good orchard on the farm, about two hundred
acres <»> good woodland, and the remainder con
veniently divided into tillage and pasture land.
There is a never failing supply of living water in
the pastures. The buildings are convenient and
in good repair, and well supplied with water.
This is one of the best farms in the County of
Waldo, both for stock raising and tillage aud will
be sold at a bargain. For particulars inquire of
Mrs. Geo. W. Cottrell, 20 Northport Ave., Belfast.
Belfast, March 21, 1899.
12tf
MRS. AMELIA J. COTTRELL.

A

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Last

Journal Pub. Co.

FILSIURY,

*

j Bu8i^°Manager.

The city of Hallowell may be congratulated because its tax rate is only 10 mills.
This is probably lower than most of our
Maine cities.
[Bath Enterprise.
Belfast is now
ulations

on a

word.

this year,
will be no

apples

are

store came the

there

’Ratio,”

were

are

fortunate.
time

only

t>2.S per cent, of the smallest previously reported in any month, and only

May

come
we

last year.

be

cd both buns will

It

might have
to

a

worse

the inriustiial

here

day.

And

so

The writer

it was all
was

not

so

confronted with sons when

en-

be-

some

notable

changes.

stands the Buck

Where the
student now

a

Memorial

Library,

a

gem of a building in enduring Maine granite.
The lot tias then occupied by a modest little house

the street, but with
room for syriuga and lilac bushes in
front,
and with an old-fashined garden at the
rear.
Of the place itself and of the fam

ily

in which the writer was

will

always

tions.

have most

an

inmate he

pleasant

recollec-

Of the

family none survive.
daughters long
silent majority.

mother and two

er,

joined

it

near

the

Fathsince

tends Maine's march to increased prosperity few will complain.

The
such

changes along

as are

ports.

to

The

the water front are

be seen at most Maine
once

busy shipyards

sea-

were

deserted,

the wharves have rot! ted away or grown up to
grass, ami the
|
buildings are empty and dilapidated. The

j long

since

where Swazey & Co., shipbuildand owners, bad their office and trans-

| building
ers

j acted their extensive business is

of his assistants and each carried away a
fragrant reminder of our visit.

“Little Strokes
Fell Great Oaks.”

The
office
out

Bucksport
on

Main street, but the editor

when

called.

we

He

was

F. A. Dickey,

was

bright aud newsy paper,
and with The Republican Journal enjoys
The Herald is

a

the distinction of

being all home-priut.

uue

of

i tin

landmarks familiar to the writer, although it has grown black with age and

is again suffering from
comfined to the house
accident aud was able
again hurt the same

On our way to the Robinson House
from the steamboat wharf our attention
was

attracted to the hull of

shore which

a

craft

Colson

spent Sunday

at

anil family of
Nickwa Point.

Prospect

Mrs. Boynton aud the Starbird family
have opeued their cottages and others are
to be opened the coming week.

completrailway near by we

The following persons have opened cot
tages at Temple Heights: Mrs. Mary Boynton of Rockport, Mrs. Nancy H. Rhoads of
Rockland, Mr. J. W. Starbird and wife,
Bangor, Mrs. John Benson, Belfast, aud more
are expected this week.

never

been

the owner, and learned that the craft
came from Rhode Island aud was modeled
met

by

When

nerreshoff.

worn

out the

owner

her and retain the

she

about

was

concluded to rebuild

original model,

F. A.

but

repairs,

to

the weather.

and her work is done

which did

good

work

beating

by

a

SATURDAY

scow

across

to

Mrs. Smith
goodly freight awaited the City of
at
boarding
return
the
her
on
trip—dry fish,
Bangor
season.

output of C'apt. Nicholson’s Grand Bank-

Mr.

ers, box shocks, eggs, and canned clams
of the “soft shell, little neck” variety, as
the labels

on

the boxes

proclaimed.

are

Mr. C.

visiting
is in

at

ver\

on

at

body

is

pleased

stallion this

poor

horse, being equal

■

is

now a picture of desolation.
Business
has moved up from the water side, and
where the writer can recall but a few

Centre

Ljni.

>nvii,lk.

Mrs

Willi am

iud and buildings in Frankfort. Chas.
Smiley, Albion, to L. A. Bowler, Palerhi<
land and buildings in Palermo and Albion.
B. H. Knowlton, Belfast, to S. A.
Littlefield, do.; laud in Belfast. Elmer I.
Rankin, Belfast, tc Kate S. Sherman, do.;
land in Belfast. Warren L. Boynton, Mars
Hill, to Llewella W. Boynton, Howard, R.
I.; land in Liberty. J. H. Lane, Searsport,
to L. G Paine, Portland; land and buildings
in Swanville. Ernest R. Colson, et als.,
Winterport, to Barney Cole, do.; land and
buildings in Winterport. Wilbert I. MorK

ton, Frankfort, to William Lord, Brooks;
land in Jackson. John McFarland, Islesboro, to Martha McFarland, do.; land and

buildings

in

Islesboro.

The Belfast Schools.
Rev. J. M. Leighton will preach the baccalaureate sermon for the Belfast High
school next Sunday afternoon at 3 00 p. m.,
at

the Unitarian church.

The next Flag Day on the list is June 14th,
the anniversary of the adoption of the American flag. The history lessons in the schools
will be upon the flag and its history.

that the occupants were a “happy couple,”
and at the wharf they had to run the

gauntlet of a number of the bride’s Bucksport friends.

When the soldier whom we honor
With our plaudits shall be be
Who from error, sin ami ignorance
Shall set his brother free ;
will not he measured
By his hoard of yellow gold,
But this wealth of honest manhood,
Which cannot be bought and sold.

When

man

to

last season,

sc tsifii.

pleasures

of the

day

was

a

Belfast

place where you hou

i,

thus.-

,K

,
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MEN, BOYS and YOl'ThS
THF

Kduninster

the

He makes

a

line work

in power to two

ordinary

Mary Lrath.rs of Troy attended t!
|{. r j
Day exercises ar this j>:ae,
husband, Silas B. Leathers, <-f the 4;! M-.
Regiment, is buried here.
Mrs.

be for Mr. Groescbner’s private

.•

YOU MAY PAY MORE
l»u'. you cannot

Harrison Roberts and R. A. ITab arrowing the carpenter work on the ehmvh. A.1
B. Huff, who had the contract for the foun-

dation,

has Ins

gnideboards

new

culty

in

are

r u

After attaining" His in t; >rity he
for two years supervisor of s«•! 1 >,s. and
for a tiiue worked for the Northwestern Life
Ins. Co.
Besides his father lie is survived
was

position and

hy

afflicted

E.

older people of the town.

Carpenter

A.

has

bought

the

F

F.

farm and

good job was done in grading up in front
of the meeting house l ist week, and it will
be made a pretty place when Finished. The
A

distance outside the
village l ave cheerfully given several days
work eac with their teams. Such men as
J
R. Littlefield, I. G. Reynolds and Otis
El well came here in force and took hold of
the hard work like tigers. The ladies have
furnished the dinners at the G. A. H. dining
townsmen

from

other

our

some

day.

citizens went trout

Probably

some

the rinest

granite

them to

all

in the

a

country.
nice

very

j

is

raw

11af-.

I’.i Mr-

;ui* I r* *"■ *
w
w.-atu. r.
1 ’• *'.tT•
airs an !i*
< Mu*
I *• I;i
is ua
r-* in*• rmia.
.i

to

call aud
see

our

They

see

them.

hearse for the town

We

are

prosper..
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a
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-I.
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This Time.

LIBERTY.
1 O

Sent b> lixprcss. >t u
Main St
BRAT

i.

PRIS f F RS, 3 EL FAS

have

their line will do well

townsmen

n

con-

another large monument under construction
and several other smaller j dis. Anyone

wishing anything in

I

Fljprs.

anls,

d> and shows

skilled workmen.

he

It

INI MINI..

Rooklels. I’ni.
.V Vote Meads. Posh r-, a
I

.■

readers

point will throw down the paper
with the cruel and unfeeling remark, that
most likely both got drunk ami didn’t catch
Hold on, my friends; not quite so
a fish.

WK PRINT

Cunning-

are

sidered by

\

pcop1*'

I'ii\elopes.

<

fishing the

of your

Mr. aud Mrs. Fre l

man',

"•i

Bui tin- »liin«r liar makcJ> plenty «.;■ p» ii i• r-'

s

tin rty of her pup: Is with various gain#
and out door sports I.-.-cream ami
tkew-Te
K v.
| served and all went home happ\
A. A Smith of Be! fast will speak here m-xt
n
m
standard time. M-n:
Sunday at '1
F. J. and F. P. Webb of this pi ice hav
Hist
| completed and set for Mrs Albert Whir* .1
Winter port a very nine sarcophagus m mu
|* ment; also two double l> tses, four p-»sts and
steps. The whole weighed when compd-red
about nine tons. It is all of Oak H;1 granite,

to

of

for I

rejoicing over the birth of a t-uiList-Sarur
pouud boy—Horace Bertrand
d tv was a g lia ilay at (.'apt. Frank CUmv.-s
Their only daughter, Kiolavilla. nr*-rt 111 l
ham

room.

Two

expressed

ah- ait

has leased it for the present
If Ezra strikes in
year to J. G. Stimpson.
farming there with his usual energy it w ill
be quite a surprise party t-> the old place on
the hill.

Page

relatives.

SwANVii.u-:

Mrs Louisa Lane of Milford, Mass., iias
beeu visiting at H. H. Pilley’s. She and
her husband, the late Wesley Lane, wore
formerly residents of Brooks and are well
known to the

is

/ictfmt.
The p»*n \< miirliti*-r t!,u

The

deceased was a
member f Marsh Kiv. r L< dge F. & A. M.,
and the funeral will be under their auspices

a

m.

v .1

one

Very general sympathy

recent-

handsome monument in the new
cemetery. It is the work of Ambrose Fogg
of Bangor. Messrs. Small and Fogg were
once schoo mates in this town.
set

THE SEA BREJ

•.

sister, .Mrs. N. A. Cilley of Monro.-,
his mother, an estimable lady, having died
several years ago. He was a young man
who had m ide the most of his opn >rt unities
and of whom the town was justly proud.

was

Augustus P. Small of Palmyra has

“eBUsl

his death.

experienced in placing every bodyroad to Belfast, but barring this
they give general satisfaction.
ly

foot,

fit your purse.

W. A, SWIFT, Jr.,16

the main

on

at Last,

iHh U\ h and

HI

app

...bnOhb i

Some little diffi-

great improvement.

f't the

FRANKLIN I

The annual repair of the highways in
Jackson developed a slight unpleasantness
between certain parties there which it is expected will he further elucidated before
judge Dow this week.
The

a

or

Quality and Price Prove Value, We have it

job completed.

C. E. Lane has bought tin* claims <*f ether
parties interested in the phi- <■ lately occupied by D. G. Stimpson and is doing quite
a large amount of work on it this season.

are a

shoo that will we.u
look men- •1 \ -1!-

buy

better, lit bettor,

James Chandler, Esq., will sell at p ;bl.
auction the John Lane farm in this town,
with some stock and farming imp'ements,
Saturday, June 4-th, at 10 a .m

TO KILL

always glad
..The

received this

new

week.

at this

This might be true of some certain
towns we could mention, but it is not the
way they do business in Brooks ; not by a
jug full. Indeed, some of the younger and
fast.

NOTICE OF SALE.
to a license from the Honorable
.Judge of Probate for the County ol Waldo
State of Maine, I shall sell at public auction, on
the eighth day of July. A. D. 1 *99. at ten o'clock
in the forenoon, on the premises, all the right
title and interest w ich Horace I. Bragdon, late
of Waldo, in said County of Waldo, deceased, had
| in and to the following described real estate, o*
wit —A certain lot or parcel >f land situate,i in
said Waldo, being a part of lot No. luB in the
15,000 acre lot, so called, ai.il bounded as follows, viz: Beginning at the northeast corner of
said lot No K»3 in the line of the town of Swani ville; thence southwesterly on said line of Swan
ville to the southeast corner oi said lot No. luB:
thence westerly on the dividing line between said
| lot No. JOB anu lot No. 104 to We-eott Stream,
called: thence northerly by said Stream to the
northerly line of lot No.'loB; theme .-asterly on
the dividing line between lots It B and .102 to the
place of beginning, contaii ing -ixiy one acivs,
more or less, being the same premise- conveyed to
I Horace Bragdon by John Bragdon by deed dated
I March 14,1 S7S, and recorded in \\ a Ido Begist y
Deeds, Book 20(>. 1 age 4DL \l-o » certain p.u
cel of real estate situatec. in -aid V\ aim. mi being
bounded and described as follow*, to wit B. m tidied northerly by land of (ie, Pc i\ey .usa
by
c.i lierly
land f Oak Hill oranite t ompany ;
y
land of said Horace Bragdon and westerly by laud
ai.. >u ? fi f t y
of t he late James Holmes. <■■ nta in u
•.i i..
t:\
one acres, being the sail *• premi-cs
Horace Bragdon by (denies Era d.u by d. e.i
dated June IB, 1 .**9. and reeoi do I in \\ E.i IbgKx.-.-p1»
ist.ry of Deeds. Book 2 is. Page ill
so much of said real estate as was
nveyi
idag
Sargent (Iraiiite Company by lloi.me
d
b\ two deeds recorded in Waldo I.Vgimrv
Deeds, iu Book 225. Pages 297 ami 29*
D 1*99.
Dated this seventh dav of dune, \
A LI BED E. NICK EPSON
Admr.

PURSCANT

unthinking class here made the same )
remark when they started away bright and
early iu the morning. But this pessemistic
more

view of
for
!

ple

a

the

matter

by the
knew the

moment

who

shades of darkness

was

not countenanced

more

conservative peo-

men.

That night the

were

them, who lives in a line stand
somewhat below the ci ruer, i-an.e marching
in, sober as a judge. On his fam-, or that
part of it which showed through tin* thickly
as

one

of

work of the black-tly artists, was
the weary look which told of mrndi » xercise
with insufficient nourishment; wluln tinsole contents of his basket worn three smoked
alewives that he had bought at. Huxford’s
store for his supper. The most m-lam-holy
feature, of the affair is that it. lias shaken the

clustering

j

j

confidence of our people in “dry” fishing.
The fear is verj generally expressed that
the influence of the great obji-ct lesson
which our friends gave at so much personal
discomfort is likely to be lost, and that their
shining example is likely to be more honorbreach than in the observance.
I ed iu the
A telegram was received here
Obituary

Rose Worms

Potato, 3t]i
Cucumb*

I

gathering rapidly j

Pu
Ami nil

plant

>

ratine !

Powdered If

<

1

>

di

iti ci

Paris
...

j

Two new cottages have been begun this
week. One for Mr. Sweetser of Hampden, |
from Taunton, Mass., bringing the
on Broadway, is to be one of the finest, on I Monday
drive about the town, out to Silver Lake
When you’ll not permit in Camden
that street.
Bartlett & Clark of Hampden 1 sad news of the sudden death of Everett Foss
One poison-dealing den
cemetery, a most beautiful resting-place
have bought a lot on Pleasant street and are at that place. The precise cause of his death
To blast your homes. New crises
of the dead, and to the seminary buildings
putting up a nice cottage. W. B. Decrow of is at this writing unknown, although he had
Need new heroes. Be ye men.
on Oak Hill. Here there was little change,
Belfast has bought a lot on Bay View street not been in his usual health for some time.
How's This!
Charles Everett Foss was born in Brooks in
and expects to build soon.
except such marks as time had made in
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
the buildings and the disappearance of
The trustees of the Wesleyan Grove j 1874, and was the son of C. F. Foss, a life
1
that cannot be cured by Hall’s
the oak trees which afforded case of Catarrh
Association held a meeting in Bangor at the long and respected resident of this town.
some of
Catarrh Cure.
Y. M. C. A. lecture room June 2nd and trans- ! He early showed ambition to obtain an
shade in summer and acorns in the fall.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
The following education, and attended the E. M. C. Semiacted important business.
It is a bleak place in winter, and the
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
were in attendance:
nary at Bucksport for several terms while
for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly members of the board
still
cheeks
ears
and
of
frozen
memory
that institution was under the instruction of
in all business transactions and finan- Rev. J. M. Frost and H. B. Dunbar, secre
honorable
the
abides. But recollections of
seminary
between
cially able to carry out any obligations made by tary, of Bangor; President, Rev. I. H. W. the late President Chase, teaching
in the olden times were written and pub- their firm.
Wharf; Mr. White of Orono and F. E. Nick- terms with good success. After clerking for
lished in The Journal some years ago and West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. erson of Brewer. Matters in relation to the a year in the store of T. I. Huxford he deWalding, Rinnan & Marvin, Wholesale Drug- coming campmeeting at Northport were be- termined to become a druggist and attended
will not be repeated now.
gists, Toledo, O.
fore the board. The campmeeting this sum- the Pharmacy course in the University of
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
Maine for a year, leaving it temporarily to
mer will begin Saturday, August 19th, and
The postoffice changed hands June 1st,
of
mucous
surfaces
blood
and
the
directly upon
28th. It will be go d work in the insane hospital at Taunton,
Homer.
close
C.
C.
August
Monday,
McAllister
all
bottle.
Sold
succeeding
75c.
by
the system. Price,
Guy
per
Mass.,where he had charge of the dispensary,
news to the many who are intending to be
On meeting the latter Ratio asked how he Druggists. Testimonials free.
he was in that position at the time of
and
to
learn
Im21
campmeeting
are
the
best.
at
Pills
the
Hall's
h
coming
amily
present
felt, and he replied that he felt as well as
One of the

83 Main St.,

The

II

FRANKLIN SMO!

Memorial

welcome them.

general passenger business unless she is
bought by other parties. The Idalette will,
use.

I I I

Dr. A. W. 11 .eh is making quite an addihis buildings. lie has still i >t- ,.f
surplus energy ail 1 expends it in useful
labor.

j

as

m/ (MY CLOTHIER

tion to

j

do.

furnishing goods iin.

or

ones.

A
certain captain thinks the
Road
Commissioner ought to repair tlie Beach
Knight and son Grover and Mrs. Will Ma-1
Hill road, it being too rough fur his wheel
1
honey returned from Massachusetts Saturth -se dark nights.
after
an absence of two weeks.Miss
day,
the
store
of
James
buildings, including
The many friends of Capt. Henry PendleBessie. Bartlett of Chelsea, Mass is visiting
<
cmninod persistently alo.»f Lmory, is now a continuous row of stores |
aoo l.o
]
Mrs. Burton ton and wife are glad to see them at home
her grandparents, Mr. and
and
business
blocks.
The
Robinson
uv-m
the Vug! ’-Sa.vu’ alliance, and lias
Robinson_Mrs. Clara Kidder is spending again
They spent the past winter in Boslookeil askance at the II" ise. although larger than when Mr.
fr< a. the r
a
few weeks with her sister, Mrs. J. E. ton with their children.
Patterson
was the landlord, has remained
Irk-adly man; legations between this counSeruton_Mrs. Blanche Spear and son of
Mr. Fred Reed and family of (i lenridge, N.
it seems to us unchanged for a generation at least and is
try and ftieat Britain,
Roekport, and Mrs. Gertie Smith of Boston J. are to arrive June liith to occupy the Liza good
of
the
old-fashioned
specimen
is
a
deal
of
the
dantli
spoiled
good
spent Saturday in town-The following zie Cummings house, recently bought aud
Maine tavern.
Mr. Moses, the popular,
chi hi in Canada's attitude, and that so
poem by J S. Mullen was read at the unveil- put in first class condition by Mrs. Clara
fa: 11 * an i's indicating superior loyalty to widely known and large-hearted proprie- ing of the Soldier's monument, in Camden, Hopkins.
has gone to his reward; but his wid- May doth, and will no doubt interest many
British institutions it betrays a sentiment tor,
Road Side farm house ou the Beech Hill
of the readers of The Journal:
ow and daughter still look after affairs,
to
to
relations
ha;
lead
strained
I
likely
road, the pretty residence of Capt. Charles
rear
aloft
form
Friends,
yon granite
w'r
lie nnuiirr country.
That Canada] and Mr. Ward well, the efficient clerk, has
K. Rhodes, was the scene of a happy wedl pon its solid base,
That Autumn’s gale nor Winter’s storm,
W;l
s'.iuwia; to block the friendly and | been connected with the house for over :_T
ding, on the evening of June 3d, when the
from
its
place.
May shake it
The Robinson House has always
d
Captain who had braved the storms and
settlement of issues pending be- years.
Raise it aloft with arms at rest
been noted for its excellent table.
calms of old ocean in almost every clime
There
tw'-fii -his country and Great Britain is
And laurel round its brow,
is no attempt at fancy dishes; good, plain,
for forty-five years, and Mrs. Fannie L.
here
to view,
That thousands coming
not w tbin the bounds of possibility.
The ceremony
wholesome fare, nicely served, is the rule,
Chapman were married.
May touch their hats and how.
was performed by F. A. Dickey, Esq.
Only
and the beef pot-pie partaken of there
:t. aloft as if to guard
Raise
Government.
City
relatives and near neighbors were present.
Yon busy village street,
last Tbmsday roused Ratio to epicurian
l pon your modest little park
The groom was attended by H. C. Brown,
enthusiasm.
The fresh Penobscot salmon
The regular meeting of City Couued was
Where High and Mountain meet.
while Mrs. Clara Brown performed the same
lie:,!
There was one also deserves a word of praise, fitting on
Monday evening.
At the conclusion of
There let it stand while Earth shall roll,
service for the bride.
the veranda after dinner one could but
absentee fro.’:, each h aid. The > >11 of ac
As if to typify
the ceremony a bountiful lunch of fruit and
fame
of
brave
Tit*-;
deathless
those
men
t
wish that he buildings opposite might be
can was passed. F .'.hewing are the totals
cake was served, to which all present did
Who fought fur liberty.
r priati n- :
removed. This would giv.- an unobstructample justice aud wished the genial Captain
Those hardy lueu who've borne the brunt
.8 71*» 48 ed view of the Narrows and of all the nav
Contingent.
and his bride a pleasant voyage through life
In
ami
clime,
every age
l.l.'vi 1(.
Highways and bridges.
And fought for Freedom, Truth and Right
igatiou that passes up and down the Pei'.oo 00
of j. M.r.
S :i
( AMP GROUND.
With courage most sublime.
70 23
Fire department.
nobscot river, and ail'ord never-ending
J. F. Wilson of Belfast lias nearly comGem-r.ii srh<.< >'. purposes.
g:'.2 OS
on Bunker's height
Whether
fought
they
enjoyment to the summer visitor. Now
9 n4
S'*hoo:
outingent...
The redcoats of King Georgty
pleted Ins cottage.
8 00
one on!j lias a tantalizing
Free text books.
Or spilled their blood at Stony Point
glimpse of blue
Several boarders arrived at the White
90 -l
Itrj.-urs and insurance.
Or
starved
at
Valley
Forge,
water.
98 80
Rock the past week.
Library..
t
Whether they fought with Perry,
The Swan family arrived Tuesday and are
On Lake Erie’s l.road expanse
Total.
*2,9us 28
Just before the house is a public drinkUr on Buena Vesta’s bloody field
their cottage.
occupying
An "iiler was passed abating the taxes for
ing fountain for man and beast, and here
They checked the foe’s advance.
:
Mrs. F. L. Harlow of Brewer has opened
1S9V on the property of the Belfast Indusbirds and dogs came to drink, alhorses,
Whether they fought in civil feud
•; mi
Leal Est tfce C>. and Thompson A Fe sthe .arlow cottage tor the season.
Our Ship of State to save,
though the bipeds passed it by. A horse
ter.
Led onward by the purpose bold
Mrs. Elsie Duseubury arrived Saturday
attached
to a laden express wagon came
To liberate the slave.
A
•••t;:. u
George W Madden ami
and is with tier sister, Mrs. J. W Emery.
down
1
the
street, without a driver, to quench
.>tli* is f• r .1 street from Congress street to
At Seven Oaks, or Gettysburg,
J. F. Barkliurst of B mgor has arrived and
me of A. K. Wool was referred to ; his thirst at the fountain: but the check
th*
Or Bull Run’s ghastly field,
is supervising repairs on the Barkliurst cotOr on the rolling ocean wave
rein prevented him from getting at the
the e 'i!:jo:tte«- on Highway*.
tage.
They'd sooner die than yield.
II P. Far"' w was elected Superintendent
water.
The daughter of Mr. Moses hapH. A. Blethen of Bangor has opened the
Whether
they marched with Sherman
w
"U
tie
:
sewer
extension
at
f
k
bl per
then
and
over
pened along just
reaching
From Atlanta to the sea,
Good Cheer cottage and is having the san e
day.
with
at
Or
Grant
she unhooked the check rein, waited until
Appomattox
painted.
Tim bids r- r co.meting th
taxes were
Helped to capture General Lee,
the horse had drank his fill, aud then
'mrn
Mrs. D. Frank Hawkins and daughter
and
as
follows.
B.
T.
Black.
opened
Whether their bones still lie entombed
hooked the rein again.
It was a little
Hortense of Hampden have opened Squirrel
H. Sargent, 1 per cent.: M. C.
s. (.
Within the good ship Maine,
7
^
to do, but forcibly recalled the
Or their souls sped ou from Chiekmauga’s
Castle for the season.
Mr. Sargent was elected, re-I thing
Hil! I.' mills
Fever-stricken plain.
father; for those who knew him best will
for Mr. Black.
eiT.ug 1 1 votes to
C. F. Shaw and family of Belfast and Mr.
with
Whether they fought
noble Schley
tell you that no one was allowed to go
A wTitiou was presented that the city pay
and Mrs. W. B. Smiley of Watervilie spent
Off Santiago Bay,
5 r. owards r m burial expenses of John O. ! hungry, thirsty or naked when it was
Sunday at the Shaw cottage.
Or stood with gallant Dewey, some
Bru y, a soidmr who is represented to have within the power of Mr. Moses to minister ^
Four thousand miies away.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Mahoney have opened
dmd m destitute circumstances. The matto their wants.
Where ’er they faugbt in Freedom's name, the Briest cottage for the season, and will
ter was referred to a special committee.
Where'er their corpses lie,
conduct a restaurant as last season.
Whether they suffered from defeat,
A -oinmunication from Charles F. Parks,
The Northport Hotel wil. open June lGth
Or triumphed iu victory,
While
seated
on the veranda a carriage
or**.' dent of the water company, offering to
and the popular manager, F. L. French, has
drawn by a pair of horses drove up, conTo them we pay our homage,
rent the two hydrants on Waldo avenue for
Raise this monument iu air.
just completed extensive repairs on the ina‘“. per year for _*0 years, was referred to the
taining a young man and woman. Somenever shrank at Duty’s call
terior.
They
in
the
air
of the latter, and in the
committee on tire department. There is a
thing
Be weather foul or fair,
Work on the wharf has begun and it is
controversy as to these hydrants, the pipe manner in which the former assisted his
And may the memorial raised to-day
found that the whole top planking must he
not. being of the size called for in the conthe
Be Camden's greatest pride,
companion outjof
carriage, suggested
replaced, some new piling driven and several
A tribute to her noble sons
tract.
that they might be a newly wedded pair.
Who for Country fought and died.
new timbers put in.
Adjourned.
The surmize proved true, and later the
God speed those noble women,
Work is suspended on the Cobe cottage
couple were the victims of quite a sensaTransfers in Real Estate.
Whose heart and brain aud band
for two weeks to allow the plastering to
Have prompted, planned, and carried
tion.
It seemed they had been married in
dry, after which the carpenters and painters
through
The 1 hi lowing transfers in real estat e were Ellsworth that morning, and had succeedThis work so nobly grand.
will finish their work as soon as possible.
recorded in Waldo County Regist ry of Deeds ed in eluding their friends and driving to
And may we hope the time will come,
The post office was opened June 1st, by
for the week ending June 7. IS'.".) Win. P». Bucksport, where they were to take the
E’er many years shall roll,
M. C. Hill, post-master, at the store. The
to
A.
man
will
treat
his
fellowman
Cameiia
Rankin,
When
wi,
Winterport,
Sprsteamer for Boston.
But they reckoned
mail is carried by ,J. F. Noyes to and from
As a kindred human soul.
-and and buildings in Winterport. Fmedo
without their host, or rather without the
the
passenger trains at Belfast. The ques
W.
Lle.wella
When Christian lands will learn no more
ime Waterinir. Appleton,
for their whereabouts had been
tiou as to who will manage the store this
The cruel art of war,
land in Liberty. telephone,
Boynton, II .ward, II 1
But arbitrate their troubles
and when they entered the
season is not yet decided.
B'. Puller, Searsniont, to Hezekiah P. ascertained,
Or.'.
By a code of righteous law.
hack to he driven to the steamboat wharf
Mr. A. H. A. Groeschncr will arrive for the
do., laud in Searsmoat.
Irvin A.
Fu
When the glory of a nation
His steam launch Guinseason June 22 1.
Hill- Searsm.o.t, to Carrie E Hills, Bel- it was found that the carriage had been
Will not be its fighting power,
of Capt. Fred
will be in charge
evere
land in Belmont, Abbie J. Downs, decorated in a way that could leave no
mont
Bur to solve, by right and justice,
Every problem of the hour ;
Coombs of Islesboro, who will use her in
Frankfort, to Mt. Waldo Granite Works, doubt in the minds of those who saw it
1

clothing

of

Besscy is handling

F.

Mrs.

/,

WE CAM SAVE YOU MONEY.

KK

The band will present the burlesque
Ancient Order of Hercules at Windermere
Park, Unity, Tuesday evening.

Mr. Wm. Whitney aud family of Boston are
their very pretty cottage for the season

and every

article in

store.

insurance agent.

an

Will

and the writer sat in the stern and saw
Bucksport recede into the distance as the
good steamer sped down the Narrows.

single

T. A. Elliott, who was called home K the
illness of his wife, has started out again as

U.

and E. C. Crabtre

a

our

Waterville msitca
C. Boody, last week.

her mother, Mrs. E

Rev. A. T. Dunn, D D
of Waterville
preach at the Cove uext Suuday afteruoou at *2 45 o’clock.

board, not to mention the load
of happiness embodied in the bridal collide, the lines were cast off, and ’Ratio
taken

McTaggart

Our band boys went to Windermere l ist,
Tuesday to give an entertainment at the
opening of that resort for the season.

at

visit

r

and daughter of New York are
A. C.
Batclielder’s for the

is

buy

Don’t

Gibbs is acting as road commisthe west part of the town.

a

Brohan

Arietta Chapman's.
health.

These

enter-

W. A. Jewell, superintendent of agencies
for the Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
was in town Monday and Tuesday.

Flora

A

Miss Mildred McCarty has been
taining friends from Belfast.

Mrs. Wm.

the

home after
winter’s sojourn in Massachusetts.
Mrs.

in this

Frank W.

COVE.

at

Dr. E. P. Luce of Bangor stopped
village last Monday niglit.

sioner for

Dickey, superintendent of Temple

Mrs. Swaine and sou are again
Lancaster house for the season.

Also bargains in SHI UTS, HATS, GLOVES, PASTS. /

the store these

to

pleasant days.

there will be an abundance of water for
horses as well as people. A prosperous season is looked for.

Near by
the famous steam ferry boat J. S. Totten
was in dry dock, presumably undergoing

exposed

BOYS' KXEE EASTS SUITS, ages 4 to 10 years, 17 suits.
patterns. Usual price £2.50, closing out at

Brooks.

over

...

a,

YOUTH'S SUITS, 14 to til years old, at great bargains.
suits, fine cheviot mixtures and plaids, usual
Our price to close,
1X>.

C. E. Lane has planted twenty acres.
Michael Chase gets

Heights, has put the streets in first class
condition, repaired the wharf, damaged by
the storm tlasfall,aud fixed the wells so that

after putting in new timbers throughout
and new planking the work was abandoned and for eight years she has laid on the
shore

The News of

a

33 SUITS, of fine blue serge plaids, and handsome mixtures,
£10.00 to $12.00. Closing out at sHtM.fJO.

at the campmeeting will be very
helpful. An excellent program will be arranged.

caraway boat although differing someOn
what in model from the usual type.
the return we looked the craft over and
decided that she had
ed. At the marine

25 SUITS, light and dark mixtures, in all wool Men's Suits,
$7.50. Closing out at sgU no

ence
HEIGHTS.

S. Clark will open the Pioueer boardnext Monday.

Josiab

a

Boys’ Clothing
»

pres-

ing house

the

on

decided to have been

we

E.

Men’s and
*

that Evangelist H. L. Gale has been secured
to assist Rev. J. M. Frost.
Mr. Gale is well
known all over the State as an effective
speaker and energetic worker and his

be about but is quite

TEMPLE

sseFOR THIS WEEK IN«ss

,7/ccc/Jj SaMafrmitCn

Esq.,

lameness. He was
several weeks by an
to work, when he
foot. He is able to
lame.

later.

met

SPECIAL PRICES

_

Oscar Hills is having bis stable
at East Northport repaired and placed in
readiness for the summer trade.

Heraid has a neat little

’

The giants of the forest must
yield at
last to the continual blows of the woodsman*
When the human blood has become
clogged and impure the little drops of
Hood s Sarsaparilla, properly taken, will
fell the oak of bad blopd.

repaired.

the Prospect side against wind and tide.

chorus which at-

That tiie repeated insults towards Cannda and lic-i efforts for self protection,
:
o.e In
sent out by the Washingw
ton ju t -s. a t- having tlieir effect upon
m iuy libeiii! in‘\v>i aju ;s is both gratifyWhen they were
•ng a!»•'. commendable.
out *f 1‘ilioe there was very little attention
tlu-se insults, but now that the
tii.il- :
-: i■ i 1 i t
y of office is upon their shoulresp v
deis. nd any relinquishing of territory or
rights w.iuid in- osited upon them by an
•n
iged elect ’rat they see that the (.'ana:• j.
is
hi:-; a
disposed to resent
: ir* .1.-1 .*:•■-! i*;u iiir.ents or insults.
j^Fredeia.ki't!]. N. h
Keporter.

news.

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Clark of Belfast have
opened their cottage on North Shore for the

were

and

writer first boarded when

hardly

fate, and if

“Holloa,

hail of

early
has passed away; infants have
middle-aged men and women,

were

been

There A danger that the line auditovi im, built solely for the grand musical
festivals in Bangor, will be turned into a
tool shop.
If so, it marks the decadence
of interest in choice music, the refining
Maine
influence of which is not realized.
Far hut.
adds

cheery

quiring for their seniors. Many of the
landmark remain, but there have

Baltimore Sau's suggestion that
we can best bring about arbitration
by
example—by asking the peace conference
to arbitrate our difficulty with the FiliAnd at the
pinos--is brilliantly put.
same
ime the Sun admits its utterimpossibilit[Lewiston bun.

brilliancy
questioned.

rear

old

The

The

thirty odd
the disguise
perambulate

A student of the E. M. C. S.
days almost everybody of that

in the

nearly $2,000,000 smaller,

34. :5 per cent, of those in

the

through

the

seen

and three old-time chums

encountered

failures

not

We had not gone far
of A. II. Genn's

without his host.

in Maine.

April

he bad

But he reckoned

incognito.

before from the

reported in any month.

ever

May failures

the town

to Kansas

the indications

for

Dun's Review:
smallest

appeal

as

years be was confident that
of age would enable him to

it is predicted that the apple crop in
Kansas this year will be the largest in the
history of the State.
Maine will have to

but

of bis old friends for

some

to

and

’Ratio

Bucksport,

of

receive congrattax rate of 17 mills.

ready

Thursday morning

northport

possible for a man who had just given up
a day.
Mr. McAllister helped us to
find and identify some old-time friends.

$4

palatial
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Warren were met,
steamer City of Bangor for a long-talkedseason.
and many friends in this city and Searsof visit to Bucksport.
The day was a deSamuel Eeunard and family of Manches
port will be glad to learn of their welfare.
ter, N. H., will arrive this week and will
lightful one and the trip up-river was Mr. Warren is
iu
the
custom
house.
deputy
most enjoyable. Capt. Ingraham said be
occupy the new cottage built this spring at
A visit was made to the greenhouses of
Little River by George El well.
would land us at Bucksport at twenty
F. H. Moses, but Mr. Moses had left the
minutes of nine—a railroad official would
George Sweetser of Bangor has bought the
before for Bar Harbor.
We were
stable on the campground owned by F. S.
have called it 8.40—and was as good as night
made free of the place, however, by one
Walls of Vinalhaven and is having the same
bis
was a former resident
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The delivery team from the Knowlton
bakery began its rouuds Sunday.
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all life’s lessons have been

wl'.eu

1 stars forevermore have set.
weak judgments
our

,i

which

spurned,

tv*

which

r

.,

wr

grieved

we

with

1.

us, out of life’s dark night,
nost iu deeper tints of blue:
how all God’s plans are

seemed reproof

u

be

Then

content,

patient toil,
with

feet,

un-

reach the

we

loosed,

sandals

learly see anti understand,
will say, “God knew the
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job printing this

ur

the

from

nr

v,

poor

the close-shut leaves apart,
The calyxes of gold,

tr

,1

was

time.—

Girls’

Home

a

Archibald’s Belfast Directory is ready for
the binders, aud will be issued next week.

The steamer Silver Star will make a fishto Matinicus next Sunday,
at 1

a. m.

The contract for furnishing fuel for a year
to the Government building at Castine has
been awarded to John G. Gardner.

1

v

family

a

in

j.

lowing

purses for

amount

Green horse race,
class, 8140; 2 30
close June 23.

'ltX*; 2 24
1-

Ties to

List of advertised letters remaining unclaimed iu the Belfast post office for the
weekending June 3.1: Ladies—Miss Annie
F. Allen. Gentlemen—S. G. Kimball.
Howes

P
fast is it the Martin
;th two fa?»t horses, Wei
vr.■ I Klio'le I., and will train
!i
It is understood that
•Mitered in the stake races to
ITnou Park track. [Turf,
••

■

ihh-

an

did not materialize.
decided not to

Wi-ek

-•

eiitertaiuni *ut

11

elation

\ss>

claim any mand Col. French did not

u;»ibiiity

or

be

will

ts

redeemed at

■‘tore.

weather report of Mr.
follows for the month
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mean for
-mperature,
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tieRam fell
a total rainfall of J

general misunthe departure of
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get left by j minutes.
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h parture
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.'•
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error

long
public

a

kab'.e garden for the season,
elsewhere in town,is Mr.
■is
father of Prof. C. D.
His peas
street. Orono.
ssom and by June l‘<> Mr.
have the pleasure of t-estFew gardens have had
ind careful gardener and the
-or will be made manifest
wth of vegetables.
[Old

Belfast fisherman
sculpin that was evidentA

pin
t a

ised.

It.

was a

large

very

long, and of a sickly
e
e.s were covered
with
hrances, with patches «.f

'hcs
e

resembling

sprinkling of
as as strong and
lively as
Old fishermen say they

a

;ng of

a

the kind before.

Circle, Kings Daughters
teii the following otfi 'ers :
in H. Fernahl; Vice Presi'one
Hart: Secretary, Miss
u
Treasurer Miss
bora
Mrs. Isa Morse: Reporter
Committee on work, Lora
Pendleton, Da Morse. The
i an order for goods from
*'

*'

several

as

orders

on

hand,

Piper, who lately retown of Windsor, reports
us of that town has a colt,
-'•ks old,that has an extra foot.
has. A.

I. W. Cross of Morrill, who is at her
F. O Oreer of this city, had
f her spine removed last
the lower end
week by I>r. E. A. Wilson, assisted by l>rs.
Mrs

mother's. Mrs

Bicycle sales
thus far

this

haw

not.

is

now, and
moiua than

less

\tn

■

concert

to

Emery

F.

forward

•vu

double,

are

foot from the
and

there

are

hoofs, except that the
•fry little flattened on the int is a male by the Simpson
iesand

i-

1 sor: dam

by Independence.

health ami sound in every

White

be given it the Baptist church, to-morFriday, evening. The musicians will
include Mr. White, Mr. Parker, Mr. Dion
Kennedy. Mr. and Mrs. Pitcher, Mrs. Frost.
Miss Dinsniore, Miss Hills. Miss Johnson,

who could not

firms

North

lish. attempted to
Burnham Junction. He offered the ticket to
Conductor Sullivan of the Belfast Branch,
who at once reported the matter ami had
the man arrested. The hearing was held in
man was

j

Tilestou Wad-

Courts, lias received the
from the Clerk of the Law
f

e

Bangor, June 1st, 1899.

Supreme Judicial Court
at Bangor, within
District, on the 1 Tues-

f
••’>rn

!i

day) of June A. 1> 1899,
Monday, June 2»>rh, iu"ck in the afternoon, when
:!i>- term will be taken up in
o

■

r.i

<

liief Justice.
Chas F. Sweet,
District Clerk.
It is

thought by

some

Colorado potato beetle
ants it is useless to kill
rk should be confined to
:i state tlie insect dues its
8" far as the larva* are conir.-

■

-■

relentless war
d against them.
The old
subject for slaughter, and
at sight, wherever found,
s active life is about 4<> days'

right,

and

■

lays more than 1,000
become mature beetles in
'.vs
Killing the old beetle is
root of the matter by lesir e of
supply.
me

she

ggs

1

»

L. H. Duncan of Northport
;ine lot of salmon last Thurs-

weighed over 20 pounds apiece,
i at BramhalTs, weighed 28
Eliza Mary, Brunette and
1
the last of last week, each
fare of fish.... Parties who have
d'dier’a Pond lately have made
f

everv respect.

last

harbor buoys set
S. S. Co. have
week. Those in

f«>r

Bklfast.

a

They

had

Casey,

and

freight lists
of

crew

over

so

50

far

men

freight, enabling

10 30

m

summer

Shipping Items. The last mast of the sixniasted coal schooner which will be built at
Camden will be called the after jigger, as
the fifth
were

the

called the jigger. These
of the two last masts of the

mast is
names

Eastern, which had six masts_A.
Bath man who has been interested in vessel

Great

property for the last 20 years, and who does
not insure, claims to have made$5,000 during
that time by not taking out any insurance.
_The tug Ralph Ross left on Monday for
Hyannis to tow the schooner Mary Ann McCann with a cargo of coal for Getchell Bros,
of Brewer to Bangor. The schooner was in
collision last week off Handkerchief with an
unknown schooner and was towed to Hyannis_“That used to be one of the fastest
two-masters afloat,” said Capt. Fickett, the
drawtender at Bangor, Monday morning, as
he pointed to the Abraham Richardson in
the stream discharging coal at F. H. Noble’s
sheds. “She was a dandy boat in her day
and could run away from most of the vesShe’s a
sels which came down this way.
good one now, but vessels are built differ-

Then they
were made for safety and size, while now
speed is the principal thing.”... .Sch. Mary
S. Wonson arrived from Portland Monday
with corn for L. A. Knowiton & Co. She
now

from

those times.

will load lumber at Bangor.Sch. Myronus arrived yesterday from New York with
coal for Swan & Sibley Co.
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with

a

friends.

11

great

|
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|

guests

to

partake

a

wedding lunch,

tainly deserving

of

hearty congratulations
very rarely that a
than forty years has

for his courage, for it is
man

who

for

more

buffeted the storms

aud

waves

of almost

withstood the hardships of prospecting among the Black hills
of Dead wood, when the hair of his head ever
trembled in fear of the scalping knife, he
calmly settles down at the GOth mile stone
and becomes a full Hedged benedict. Perhaps the change was caused by a serious
consideration of scriptual admonition that it
was not well for a man to be alone; therefore acting upon the wholesome advice he
now enjoys in his beautiful and comfortable
home the company of one whom while good
health lasts will bring to him all the comforts and joys of home that only the presWith
ence of a good woman can give.
such an auspicious beginning so late in life
of this most worthy couple there seems
their
nothing to mar the serenity of
mundane existence, which is hoped will
every known

sea

and

continue for many years to

come.
F. B. G.

Ladies clean your kid gloves with La Belle
Kid Glove Cleaner, for sale only by Carle &
Jones, dealer in chma, glass, lamps, wall
3m21*
paper and ten cents goods.

$1.00

“

“

“

“

“

“

ioo

“

to

name

All

5q_

2

stamps.
4 stamps.
50c. Corsets, 10
stamps,
$1.00 Corsets, 20 stamps.

25c.

Undervests,

fi@“Remember this special stamp offer is for

one

June 10.

day

On that day stamps
ALL GOODS and double the

^

masonic
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temple,

m:i.i ast.

j

1

j

1 FIVE DOlLAnS PER SUIT.
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j
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•

•

Coombs lias sold the sloop-yacht
W. II. Foi well, who will change her

I

suits of which the sizes

Fifty

Boats.

sale

on

broken

are

morning. Thevare

to-morrow

first class in every respect, sizes from 3 3

Viking.
visiting yachts

to

breast

are expected to regisarrival and departure at the It idder Station, Capt. Walter J. Clifford.

ter their

Knowltou Bros, of Camdeii cast at their
foundry last week an iron Keel weighing
8,500 pounds f**r C. F. Brown of l*ulpit Har-

opening exercises and organiz-

»<

only, Saturday,
£
will be given on
S
amount usually given,
f e«rDon’t forget the date, Saturday, June 10.

now

Elbe

«

^

|

to 30:

measure

sizes in Black
them

'■

choice for

Worsteds.

;

charges

$3.00

To close

may have

suit.

per

vour

Alteration

at cost.

j&tr-The

suits

for $12.00

ure

large

some verv

Clay
quickly you

oat

j

which

make to

we

meas-

wonderful values and

are

sell faster than

before.

ever

4 WILLIAM A. CLARK,
Manufacturer, Pnoenix Row, Belfast.
♦

j

♦

;

for many years associated

!

FOR RO XLj \\ XCHINES.

with the London

Field, died June 2nd. He formerly commanded several yachts and sailed in some of
the first

America’s cup

races.

I Dwight P, Palmer 1

The local yacht fleet was out last Sunday ; ♦
for the first time this season, and the hay j ♦
?
was dotted with their white sails.
W. A. !
Kimball’s knockabout Irene made a fine

showing, both
her

owner

in

is well

speed and appearance, and

pleased

with her.

*

OKI

LKS

V -I

I'Llin

♦
♦

LINK OI

:

|

HOSIERY,

♦

NECKWEAR,

♦

UNDERWEAR.

♦

There will he

J

purses and tastes.

f
4

Mrs.

Elmira

Putter-

spent the past nine months
with her daughter in Washington, D. C
Her great
arrived home last Thursday.
granddaughter, little Miss Pauline Grittin,
Bedford... Capt.
came with her from New
Wilbert West is making a visit at home-

j

MASOXIC

|J
♦

__♦

LI i SALE.
■

■

TRiAOC-MABK

g

J

town from

Victor Coffee
THE

on

business.

SHAPLEIdH COFFEE CO.,

i>i.\|; |;\

ITMKUOV,

A

*■

good fire-proof second-hand safe for
a bargain
Inquire of
C ALVIN HERVEY
JOHN SANBORN.

iw22

*

pORNER

FOR SALE, HOUSE
ind

three and

one

half

acres

land

lormerly occupied by J. W. Jones.
inquire of

on

I wish to say to those w > have not
pai 1 their
taxes for the vear ISOS, that warrants will
m*
given to an olfi :er June loth to e.»!iet?t all poll
and personal axes not paid led..re that time.
Real estate taxes must, be settled bv Julv 1st to
save expense.
Office hours, s.do r,o‘11.30 a. m
and Saturdays, 1.30 to 4.30 e. m
(' H.
SVROKXT, Collector.
Belfast, June 1. 1803.—3w22
~

FOR RENT.

High St.,
particu-

For

The It. II. Johnson house, .*J(> Church
street, the upper ami lower parts. In-

quire

of

2w22*

WANTED.
A large, comfortable room with board for one
for the summer. State terms and location.
G. C.. 53 West 47th Street,
Address,
2w23
New York City

WARNING !
The i>ersons who have the ladders belonging to
to return the same to our shop
trouble.
WELCH & STEVENS.
Belfast, June 1,1899 —2w22

as are requested
md save further

1: |‘HIM KMiill T or
>1 d!\ Ue(Olii:iSON
Box SO. Searsuiout.

A

LAST CALL!

or

OF PARK AND CHARLES STREETS.
U
En<iuire <>f
22tf
MRS. W. 11 MOODY,
At A. A. Small’s, 29 Miller Street.

lars

Address
.1 os

OWEN (I. WHITE.

I

Y

Wells Building, I’lm iix Row.

2_'tf

House for Sale.

CAN.

Boston, Mass.

Repairing
J. H

sale at

WINNING

EACH

BCHKETT.

.VXD_

BEST CROCERS EVERYWHERE

17th-George

last Saturday

IT.

Chariot and Horses
ON

H

HARNESS MAKING
XKATLY AND I'KOMTI

FOR SALE.

It will Surprise,
Please ami Satisfy.

Prospect Ferry. Mrs. Alfreda Harriman arrived home from
Medtield, Mass.,
last Friday. Ed route she visited relatives
in Portland_Mrs. Kate Harriman left on
last Saturday evening’s train for Boston to
visit her husband_Arthur Grindle spent
last Saturday at home, returning to Bangor
Sunday night.... Mrs. Rebecca Harriman
eutertaiued the Ladies’ Circle June 3rd.

Winterport

i.TAK

For sale at a bargain, on,* und
half autv< of :
land under good statu of <•. iltivariou. with
fromof
over0 rods on Rctmout avenue. For fur! her ;
age
!
ti l'.'
particulars er quire of
AN MF. M FA FI. No. 3 ib-liuoiu \xu
Or E. II. HANEY No. 25 Cedar S-.

J

Better TRY

MAHDEN

FOR RENT.

after .June 2.'-.

Saturday to Tuesday last... Mrs
D. G. Harris left Wednesday to spend some
weeks with her sister, Mrs, H. McGivery, in
Searsport_The V. I. S. at its annul meeting, voted to continue the monthly meetings
during the ensuing year

repository iu

Two cottage houses, eight rooms
Situated on .1 fain
ini each house
street.
Enquire of

Shoe

business in Massachusetts.... Mrs. Martha
Stuart is visitiug her mother, Mrs. L v is
Mudgett... .Dr. Gehriug of Bethel was in

in

♦

BELFAST.

*

Capt. Sprague arrived last Friday to spend
Sunday with his family, leaving Monday to
join his vessel, which is loading at Gardiner.
-Ray Bowdoiu returned Tuesday to his

Mrs. B. C. Avery will entertain them June
Silver has gone to Mt. Waldo
to cook in the boarding house-Mr. Eugene
Barns is having his house painted.... Capt.
W. I). Harriman’s sell. Romeo is loading
brick at Orland for Bucksport parties....
Miss Lulu Avery visited friends in Bucksport last week... .Capt. E D. Harriman was

H. C.

♦

TEMPLE,

mv

j

|j

Dwight P. Palmer

with

Work amt Fair I‘rices.

♦

♦
♦

son, who has

Good

4

x

required quota.

Heaver street, under the management of.

to be run in connection
rear of Windsor Hotel.

X

think it will please you to
look these goods over.

a

GEO. J. BROWN,

up-to-date stylish goods, ♦
prices and in styles to suit all i

at

opeued dune 1st

Carriage Paint Shop
<>n

new

t

|X

up to the

Notice to the Public

:

HATS, CAPS,

Ali

MASON & HALL.

*
l

SUMMER SHIRTS,

♦

X
X

yacht

Edges

!

[Boothhay Register.
Captain Henry Horn, the well known
yachting editor of the London Times, and

00, communion service.

Stockton Springs.

Steel

♦

J

X

to

which of course ample justice was done.
After an hour or more of social intercouse
the guests departed, expressing their best
wishes f"r the health and happiness of
Mr. and Mrs Rhodes. The Captain is cer-

“

j

the love and friendship
After the ceremony Mr.
of the donors.
Dickey made some very appropriate congratul itory remarks and was followed by
others; then the genial Captain invited his
of

“

5.00

will give 2 stamps instead of 1.
“
“
“
“
“
10
5.
“
“
“
“
<>
20
i0-

we

“

f $1.00 Wrappers, 20 stamps,
f
$1.25 Wrappers, 24 stamps.
$1.50 Wrappers, 30 stamps,
25c. Hose, 4 stamps.
f
50c. Hose, 8 stamps.
?
15g= Hose, 2 stamps.
■
15c. Undervests,
f

John Wadsworth left Canule5 June 1st
for Marblehead to bring back a yaclit. beHerriman
serious result.Mrs. E. A.
♦
j longing to Ernor Hardy of Boston, who has
visited friends at the He id of the Tide, Bela summer cottage at Islesboro.
Mr. Wads-i
♦
fast, June 4th_Caterpillars are making the worth will take
charge of the yacht this \
j
oak trees look “sere and brown,” and are
summer.
He has sold his yacht Viva to N. j
♦
also working on poplar trees to a great exC. Earl.
tent... .Simon Erskine sold a pair of oxen,
Two 15-footers of the Lark type participatSkidmore & Baker,
a cow aud a calf to
ed in the South Boston regatta May 30th,
the Liberty butchers, last week....West
and the Bed Bug won first money.
The
a
from
Freedom
for
has
at
home
Jones
been
Boston Globe says: "They are great little
short visit_Archie Morse is suffering
craft to sail; it is like sitting with your feet 4
with au attack of rheumatism-Thomas
in a foot tub and having the rest of your
Stewart of Lynn, Mass.,is visiting his sister,
iu a shower bath.”
4
Mrs. L. O. Carter_Thomas Erskine and body
Twenty-eight men of the crew of the up
son spent Saturday and Sunday with Simon
Erskine_The much needed rain has come, defender Columbia arrived at Bristol, E. E,
and farmers are beginning to talk of new from Deer Isle, Me., May 31st, and ten of the
of the Defender came ou the tender St.
mowing machines-Several of the young crew
people of this place attended the dance at Michaels from New York. These new arrivals bring the number of the crew of each
Z
Liberty last week.

f

«

purchase

go

Mr. and Mrs. J.
Centre Montville.
Webb of Knox were at M. C. Gordon's June
4th-Albert 0. Porter accidentally cut au
artery in his wrist last week. John Mayhew
applied a Spanish windlass and got Dr.
Hoyt from Liberty before there was any

Mr. H. C. Brown was best man
Clara Brown bride’s maid. Many
and substantial presents were retokens

as

June 10. *

('has. It.

Adjournment.

and

as

can

ago

Yachts and

port.

and Mrs.

useful
ceived

IOc.
50c.

“

f

When the Pel-

year-

remember him in the box as
tiie memory of man extendeth.
lie’s going to risk his old hones in
We notice by the Kenthe i1 h i: field again.
nebc<
Journal the baseball team known as
the Xeiiuebecs has made arrangement' to
play tin Coburn Classical Institute team,
Saturday, at the Qtiimby lieid. Tim best
plavers of the three cities will make up the
Ken lie bees and Dilworth will be in the box
for them. [Bangor Whig and Courier.

long

45, topic: “Wanted, A Spiritual Religion,” Rev. F. S Dolliff, Jackson, and Rev.
C. P. Marshall, Frankfort. Discussion.
1<» 30, sermon, Rev. R G. Harbutt, Sears-

Bells.
is

in.,

a

a

“

I FRED

And

9

pleasing dignity t.o the occassion that at once stamped its Impressiveness
upon all present and conveyed to those
most deeply concerned the sacreduess of the
hour that joined two hearts as one, for better
or for worse.
It was a very pretty wedding,
though witnessed by only a few invited

her

timetable on the
Maine Central goes into effect. .The steamer
Golden Rod, Capt. Win. M. Crosby, will go
on the route b. tween Bar Harbor, Southwest Harbor and Somesville on June 12th,
for the season, making two trips daily thereafter, leaving Bar Harbor at 10 a. m. and 5 r.
m
every day, and returning at 9 A >i and
114.") p. m-The Castiue will make an excursion to Camden and White Head Sunday,
leaving Lew is’ wharf at 10 a m aud leaving
White Head to return at 3 30 p. m.

1
6
0
0
2
2
1
1
2

read

""

E.

peculiar

has gone into commission and will
three round trips a day from Winter

make

|

T.B. P O. A. E.

so

June 10, we shall give double the
amount of stamps usually given. This will be
a chance for
stamp collectors to fill their books
at half prices.
For instance,

?

4

devotional service.
bor.
30, address, Rev. I). P. Hatch, secretary,
Holt's landing is in place near the lower
Maine Missionary Society, Portland.
bridge, and his boats are ready for busi3 00, address, Rev. C. H. Daniels, D. D I
ness.
He lias 10 row boats, including the 8
secretary A. B. (j. F. M., Boston.
oar boat and one new boat; and 5 sail boats.
3 45, papers: 1, “Woman’s Work in the
has been making some figures
Church,” Mrs. C. M. Craig, Belfast; 2, to Somebody
see how much money the yachtsmen of
“Bible School or Children’s Church,” Miss Deer Isle will receive
in wages tins season,
E. M. Poud, Belfast.
and tiuds that it approximates the neat litt e sum ofS£50,000. [DeerJIsle Messenger.
4 30, topic: “Creed or Covenant,” Rev. G.
S. Mills, Belfast. Discussion.
J. C. Strawbridge has bought a 100 foot
steel yacht to use in this vicinity. Cant. B.
7.15, praise service.
F. Wilson lias been engaged as captain.
7 30, address; "The Extinction of SunThe yacht is a beauty and will he an attracday,” Miss Frances J. Dyer, Boston.
She will be
tive addition to our harbor.
8 00, address: “Have we any new Light on manned by Camden sailors
[Camden Herthe Prohibitory Law
Hon. R. F. Duuton, ald.
Belfast. Discussion
Capt. A. Lewis has just received five tons
of lead bricks to ballast Mr. Wm. 1. Keeler's
FRIDAY.
yacht Yolande, which her original builder,
8 30, prayer service.
Freeman Murray, is improving by putting
9 00, business
and
the in fine new cabins and cock pit. She will
report from
he a daisy when put into the water again.
churches.

Massachusetts and Vermont.

It

a.

ball for

a

cranks

2 p. in.,

Rhodes and Mrs. Fannie L.
Chapman, which occurred at the pretty residence of the groom on Beechhill avenue,
Northport, Saturday evening, June 3 1.
The ceremony was performed by F. A.
Dickey, Esq., whose long experience combined with his patriarchal appearance lent a

trip little delayed.The steamer
Ruth of the Bar Harbor and Winter Harbor
route

13

if

M#"On Saturday,

play their return game in this city, the
is likely to he considerably different.
[Rockland Star.
A
Our old friend and foe, Dil worth, once
known as the stocking foot Belfast wonder,
seems to he as frisky as ever iu spite of 1 is
weight of years. L» t’s see "Dilly” must be
j‘2 this summer, if lie’s a day.
Bangor hall J

2

our

Charles

carried this season. A
worked hard on the
on

f. 4

U. lB.
1
1
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
1
12
1
0
1
1
1
2

0

fasts

ation.

pleasure that we mention the marhighly esteemed friends, Capt,

of

rage of

very

the steamer to leave

handled

THURSDAY.

the school will he held at 2 30 p. m., at
present. All are invited to attend_Frank
Woods and his sister, Miss Maud Wood, had
a narrow escape from serious
injuries last

degree

pleasant
trip, and spent an hour at Northport Camp
Ground on their return... .The steamer City
of Bangor arrived at Bangor shortly after 12
o'clock Saturday with the biggest passenger
a

27

score

The fifty-first annual meeting of the Waldo county conference of Congregational
churdies will be held in Belfast Thursday
and Friday, June 15th aud lGth. The followiug program is announced :

The

Rhodes-Chapman.

agent at Belfast.The Castiue
large excursion from Belfast to Cas-

Sunday.

11

Saturday,

*

•

A.

child:'' Luke 2:40 52. The pastor will lecture in the vestry at 7 30 r. m.

with

Wedding

assistant
took

9

1
1

39
5 10 16 27 29 11
2345678 9 Total
1 1 0 3 1 3 2 0 12
0 0 0 2 0 3 0 0
5
Stolen bases, Belfast 1. Two-base hits, JohnHome run, Robinson.
son, Dilworth, Robinson.
Double play, Mason to Darby to McDonald.
Bases on balls, Belfast, 3; Rockland, 1. Struck
out, by Jason 3; by Dilworth, 8. Wild pitches,
by Jason 1. Umpire, Percy Tuttle. Scorer, Fred
Patterson.

Thursday, evening at 75*0 Topic, “Lessons
from the History of Gideon.” Sunday services will be. as follows: Morning worship
at 10 45 with sermon by the
pastor, Rev G.
S. Mills; Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E.
meeting at G 30 p. m : topic, '*A perfect

Jul\ 5.

room

Woeks visit

pickerel_L. H. Duncan of
caught in his salmon weir
*ver
sixty salmon, one of which 1 ently
Pounds. The fish have been

^"stun-Mr. and Mrs. Emery
.:}• !* r'-turned to Watervilie Friday
days’ outing at Lily Bay,
i;...dt,iree
"
l
j
Lake, bringing with them some
NIr’ ^t>ok reports the fishing firstv,.
Q

the

Bote, who came ashore from the steamer
.Mrs. Loren Cross of Ponkapog, Mass.,
City of Bangor on her arrival here Tuesday j arrived last
Thursday and is visiting her
morning, said that it was hot all the way ;! sister, Mrs. Edwin
Mitchell.... Miss May
down, with the water as smooth as a mill j
at home from Boston and is
pond. The heat continued Tuesday morn- j Ferguson.js
her vacation with her parents,
ing, but in the afternoon a southeast wind spending
Capt. and Mrs. Jonas B. Ferguson.
and
it
was
sprung up.
decidedly chilly.

tine

12

0

trading stamps?
stamp offer for

our

|

1
Belfast .1
Rockland .0

on

■

Harbor until the

hoWlen

A.

put

Saturday morning. While riding to their
day’s work their horse became suddenly
j frightened and ran. When near H tz tel Me:
season,
K-ell’s the horse turned into his d vir-yard,
by the showers in the morning, made the j
and in so doing feil and threw the occupants
beat unusually oppressive. Telegraphic ad- i
the carriage to the ground. The horse
vices show that we did not have a monopoly
was killed, but the parties were but
slightly
of what would pass for dog-day weather. It
injured.Miss Millie Mitchell arrived
was hot in Boston and hotter in New York.
home last Thursday evening from several
Here the thermometer indicated 82. Steward

to William

1

0 0
10
0 0
5 1
0 0
3 2
2 0
1 o
11

Innings.

at the Baptist church next Sunday,
the pastor, Rev. R. T. Capeu, being out of
town.
Following is the music for next Sunday : Morning— Anthem, “The Friend who

will pass as the hottest day of the
ami the muggy atim sphere caused

Steamer Notes. The
by the Boston & Bangor
been repainted the past
this vicinity were assigned

c.

H. Kenniston, r. f. 4
Maynard, lb. 4

preach

Monday

return

\i-1'URNMENT.

A.

Sunday school
was re-organized last Sunday.
The following officers were elected: Harry M. Furbish, superintendent; Arline Walton, Vice
Superintendent; Millie Mitchell, Treasurer:
Maud Shorey, Librarian. The sessions of

a

and the

A. E.

8
10
1
3
3

—

Are you interested in

f
t

next

for rent.

foreignspeak or understand Eug
use an unstamped ticket at

Bangor Tuesday afternoon,
acquitted.

Kallock,

Rev.

ing death to insect pests, Lowest prices...
Harry W. Clark, s:; Maiu street, offers special
prices this week in men's and boys’ clothing:
also bargains in furnishing goods-The H.
H. Johnson house, Church street, is offered

passenger statu.n at fc-tna was broken
open and robbed of money and tickets last

Saturday,

A.B

ROCKLAND.

Kenniston, c.5
Robinson, 2b.5
Hamilton, 1. f. 6
Jason, p. 4
Ogier, 3b. 3
Wiley, s. s.4

The services at the Universalist church
next Sunday will be as usual. Topic for the
Young People’s meeting, Children’s Day.

....

on

P.O.

3
1
1
2
0
1
1
0
2

0

E.

T.B

2
1
1
2
0
1
1
0
1

3
3
2
1
1
1
0

40

The subject of Rev. R. T. Capen’s talk to
the young people last. Sunday morning was
“Moses learning in Pharaoh’s palace.”

lB

A.B. R.

Dilworth, p.4

at 10 a m... \ large,
hoard for one is wanted for tin summer.
Address G. C., 5-". West
47th street. New York City
Howes & Co
have Bug Death, Pans Green, London Purple and powdered whit** hellebore for deal-

lit*

er,

W.

will

inspection.This is
the advt. of sell. Eh/i Mary

House, Belfast,

J
X: B. C. Adams of Camden have sold
their business, including their stock of coal,
wood, hay, Hour, etc., to A. D Bird and
Hanson G Bird of Rockland, and have
leased their wharf and buildings to them
fora term of live years
By tins deal one of

and

Advertisements.

comfortable

and possibly others.

Thursday night,

STAMP SATURDAY.

$f

Following is the summary:

Mason 1. f. 4

The thirty-fifth annual session of the
Maine Unitarian Conference will be held at
Kennebunk June 13, 14, 15.

sale
will appear. She is well found and fitted
for fishing and a few trips will pay for her.
Call on Capt. Welch f<-r particulars_Mrs.
A. E
Page can av mm- date a number of
boarders at 50 Congress street. Terms reasonable.
.Annual meeting of tin* Belfast &
Moosehead Lake K. R. Co. at the Court

will

reliable

Churches.

Rev. ,T. M. Leighton, Unitarian, and Rev.

week

row,

Camden's oldest and most
goes out of business.

g
B

druggists.

Portland-J. H. Stinson bas graded his

invites

1

A testimonial

All

good.

was

BELFAST.

Johnson, c.6
G. Darby, lb.3
Berry, r. f —.5
McLellan, 2b.....5
H. Patterson, c. f-4
B. Darby, s. s.5
McDonald, 3b.5

Clark, watdieth nigh,” Macy; response, “Our
sale I refuge,” Koschat; quartette, “Come near
tomorrow 50 suits at S5 per su.t t
close
me,” Keen. Evening—chorus, “O Lord most
Suits to order, >12.... I). P. Palmer, Masonic
merciful,” Concoue; duet, “Morn of endless
Temple, has received his summer goods— light,” Cowen.
shirts, hats, caps, hosiery, neckuv.tr, underThere will he the usual prayer aud conferwear, etc—all new, up-to-date,stylisli goods,
ence meeting at tlm
North Church this,
and

before.

ever

*1.

and Mrs. A. A. Smith, Mrs. S. G.Pierce, Miss Sarah R. Gardner, Mrs. Vel
zora Mitchell, Miss Hattie Mitchell and Mr.
W. F. Thomas are attending the Universalist
State convention in Portland this week.

manufacturer, Phoenix How,

Lancaster, .f the firm of Lancaster
X: West, took seven horses to Bar Harbor
for sale Tuesday.
They received last week
a
.ar-mad f general purp ise horses, which
proves to be a well assorted lot. They sold
seven horses in one day last ween.
C. W

50c. and

sides

of

Nkw

very large
partly due to

••

near

opera-

tine wheel for

g.-:

Jjj

Ella

the fact that tin roads have not been in con
dition to permit their use. They are all

right

warm

I he

Staples. The Circle will meet with Mrs.
K itli Staples, 74 Church street,
Monday
evening, June lL’th.

been

m-m-ii, whii h

s

The

J

lands.

Smith, Universalist, will exchange
1 tie playing or Herman Patterson was one
Sunday forenoon. Mr. Leighton will of the features of the game. A striker seut
preach the baccalaureate sermon for the the ball over the centre-field fence and Pating them from a dark color to white.
High school in the Unitarian church next terson went over, got the ball and threw it ?
Helping Hand Circle, King's Daughters, Sunday at 3 o'clock, subject, The “Wonder- Pome in time to put the man out. He also
•
met with Mrs. Nellie Macomber
Monday Song of Youth.”
took some good long ilies.
f
evening, June otli. The new officers elected i Rev. G. G. Winslow of Belfast
The game next Saturday will he with the
preached
were as follows:
Pres., Mrs. Ella Staples; at the Methodist church yesterday forenoon,
on the Belfast grounds.
Rockports
Vice Pres., Mrs. Nellie Macomber;
f
Sec., Mrs, and also made some remarks asking for supGoldie Curtis; Treas., Mrs. Mary Coombs; port for the Bucksport Seminary, of which
is
the
financial
Mr.
Winslow
institution
The local base hall team which visited
Collector, Mrs. Annie McIntosh; committee agent. Xo collection was taken for this obBelfast Saturday, under the management of
on work, Mrs. Mary
Libby, assisted by Mrs. ject, but it is understood that some liberal Philip Jason was defeated by a score of 1J to ?
Lois Webster, and Mrs. Sarah McCarty; contributions from private individuals were 4. The Rockland players were at a disadfor the Seminary.
(Rockland Star. vantage in that they had had no opportunity
committee on sick, Mrs. Eleetta Clough, received
for practice and many of them had not
Rev. A. 1. Dunn, 1). D. ot Waterville will
Mrs. Martha Pendleton,
and Mrs.

The Parlor Musical Society will hold three
rehearsals, ou Tuesday evenings in
June, aud then suspend through July and
August. A full attendance is desired at the

Pearson

P?:

lawn, making a vast improvement... .Henry
Mason is building a work-shop_George
Geavett is improving his buildings by chang-

more

G. C. Kilgore and T. N
tion was suceessfu 1.

JjP

Stevens,

Although

hi 11 s

lied, so far as new
rued, there are still a few
w hi
n remain to be closed
a

between the Belfasts and the RockThe home team won by a score of 12
to 5
Dilworth was at his old position in the
box for the Belfasts and made a good record
both in batting and fielding. Robinson, 2d
baseman of the Rocklands, made a home
run and a two-base hit. The playing on both
noon

weather, ffl
taking it until you are U
it's

East Belfast. Mrs. Mary E. Achorn is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. A. E. Tettley, in
Camden.... James A. Nickerson is
improving the interior of his buildings. Mrs. A. T.
Stevens is visiting her son, Ross L.
in

..

Tuesday.

|t

J. H. Sanborn met with an accident at the
fish wharf at Vinalhaven
Saturday, which
may deprive him of the middle finger of his
right hand. He was assisting in lowering a
boat by means of a derrick when some
part
of the gear struck his hand aud
badly bruised two fingers.

u a new retrigerae put
and cheese. It was made i J uue meetings.
Pensions have beeen granted as follows:
Boston. Mr. Keith
•v ('<_>.
Matilda E. Dill,
end his work which comes Original, window’s, et»
Monroe Centre; increase. John C. Thornf pride to his old friends.
dike, Camden: Alfred Wheeldeu, .Winter••ting of the Probate Court
port ; Uriah Collamorc, Appleton.
\t
the
s

Keep

An interesting game of ball was played on
the Congress street grounds Saturday after-

cured.
H
It will heal your lungs and p
Ik give you rich blood in sum- W
It’s cod 0
W trier as in winter.
liver oil made easy.

stamps usually given on a purchase. For particulars read the ad. on
this page.

member of the Belfast Nature Club has
found four species of caterpillars aud one of
lice on the leaves of an elm tree within
reach of the ground.
A

Fourth

Mouroe:

cause

F. A. Johnson has a word to
say to trading
stamp collectors. Uu Saturday, June 11th,
stamp collectors will be given double the

The W. C. T. U. will meet with Mrs. Mary
Staples, in the Ellis House, Primrose Hill,
to-day, Thursday, at 2 30 r. m. Let all come.

<

.1

1^"

Stop I

Don’t

taking Scott's Emulsion be-

city

& Co. make a fine window disx are
wanted in the coun- ! play of Hamilton’s Relief Soap, including
the word Relief iu letters made of the bars
u 7 to 9 years old.
of soap. This soap finds favor wherever
Belfast Assessors shows
used.
<<f
business.
feature
general
£
The Non-Partisan W. C. T. Alliance will
have been cancelled and
meet with Mrs. J. L. Havner,corner Church
issued than usual.
aud Miller streets, Friday afternoon, June 9,
Penobscot Agricultural soat 3 o’clock.
in

home

a

Base Ball.

The Juvenile Temple had a
very enjoyable
social and picnic supper at Good
Templars’
Hall Monday afternoon. A
violin solo was
given by Master Arthur Morrison and music
and literary exercises by others.
The Assessors have so far
completed their
work that they are able to
announce that
the rate of taxation this
year will be 17
mills, against 18 5 mills last year. This is
the lowest tax rate of any
in Maine.

H L. Lord has furnished the police with
new uniforms
and F. A. Follett supplied
the billies aud badges.

ing excursion
love
leaving Belfast

pure and white

lilies

The post office at Islesboro will become
domestic money order office on July 1st.

The sixty-second semi-annual
dividend of
three per cent, was declared
by the Belfast
Savings Bank, payable June 5th. The total
amount was $16 201.15.
No dividend has
been passed in 31 years.

MARY b\ JOHNSON,
No. 11 Congress Street.

NELS0NEE781

NEISON.

will stand Wednesdays and Saturdays at Mr.
Marshall’s stable in Belfast; other days at my
farm in Waldo.
Terms $10.00 to warrant.
tf22
WM. H. BECKWITH.

PAHELA’S BLACK GOWN.
A

yellow-belted
shop and settled

COMFORTING WORDS TO WOMEN.

bee sailed into the little

milliner’s

xle buzzed

rose,

a

he discovered the

Ruggles dropped
with

on

The Surgical Chair and its Tortures May be Avoided by Women Who
Heed Mrs. Pinkham’s Advice.

magenta

a

furious complaint as
deception, and Mrs.

woman, and her advice is freely
offered to all women sufferers.
JIrs. O. E. Ladd, of 19th and N
Sts., Galveston, Texas, whose
letter is printed below, was

pesky thing

“Next minit I’d

“My dowers

a

had it

p**e

so

!” she muttered.
on.

natural!” 6aid the

little milliner.
“Land o’ Goshen?” cried Mrs.

completely discouraged

Ruggles,

sne

of the window, “ef that don’t
look like Pam’ly Meyrick goin’ by in deep

staring

out

sure as

you live!” said the little

milliner, gazing after

a

slender, gimsh

in sombre crepe.
“Why, I
ain't heard of no death in the family.”
“Mrs. Ruggles took up her limp straw
hat with its depressed red feather. Something more interesting than inspecting
new bonnets claimed her attention.
She
hurried to the door.
“Looked like widder’s mournin’,” said
Miss Peet, “or might be fer a parient.”
“Well, Miss Meyrick hain’tdead none,”
observed Mrs. Ruggles.
“I see her a
gatherin' in her squashes as I came along.
she
'bout
lived
on
They say
squashes last
winter, or was it beans? Howsomever,
she never cheeped a word ’bout Pam’ly.
It must be a year now seuce Pam’ly went
to be
sorter maid to the rich widder
Steckles.
Pizen mean woman, they say.
Well, I’ll just hurry along, an mebbe I'll I
ketch up with her.
Thar’s a mystery
j
some’ers."
Mrs. Kuggles tied her bonnet-strings
under her second chin and hurried out.
“It's reel elegant—that frock,” she
thought. “Never see I’anTly in anything
out caliker, made to hum, and misfits

figure draped

pace awakened wonder
Her face assumed a ripe
cranberry tint, and she gasped for breath.
Pamela heard the hurrying footsteps,
and a strange chill came over her.
Then
she braced herself for an effort.
A resolute look made her blue eyes glitter as
when sunshine hashes on steel.
The
crepe ruche around her white neck seemed to strangle her.
"Keel becomin’ that mournin' to her
yaller hair," thought Mrs. Kuggles, as
she panted after her on the sunny road.

nan

Kuggles,

You remember—

‘In robe ami gown the

king stepped down
Pamela"s heart beat like a prisoner assaulting the walls. “1 do not deserve that
I am m»t tit to
you should look at me.
speak to—to anyone who has a spark of
honor in them.
I am a fraud -the meanest kind of a fraud !
1 ought to hide my
face from you—-from every me.
I ought
to go into a nunnery !” and she began to
Si

j

she i

says her heart is in Roland’s gravel”
”1 cal'late she’ll dig it out ag’io good
as Dew one of these
days.” And Mrs. i
Ruggles prepared to fry the mush for
supper.

Pamela burst into tears.
“Do not—do
not!” she faltered.
“Is memory, then, so painful?” he
said, with a touch of bitterness. “Come
and tell me about this ideal lover. I have
only heard certain rumors.”
“I cannot tell you,” she cried.
“You
—of all others!"
I
shall
not
be
If
he
jealous!
“Why,
were anywhere on earth it would be difBut he is only a memory, and I
ferent.
I love you! I have
am an existing fact.
loved you from the first time I saw you,
fair as a pearl in your mournful dress.
You took possession of me. I have not

11

But they have much the best of it iu makin’
Dewey think
That they’re the only pebbles when it comes
to meat and drink ;
They’re askin’ him to dinner, and a-blowin’
in their stuff
In wads so big you’d hardly think the world
could hold enough.

I should read doubt iu your eyes, and that
The shadow of the black
would kill me.
crepe gown would always be between
118.’’
“Oh, no! We will exorcise it with a
a
white gown, my darling
wedding
gown.” he whispered, as he drew her
into his arms.
[Helen W. Pierson, in
Harper’s Bazar.
—

No

••1:l i!)

Wonder it is

Popular.

There has never been a beverage sold in
this city that has given as universal satifaction as does Moxie. The reason for this is
practically that it is refreshing, quenches
thirst, and above all, it is healthful and is a
Those who have not drunk any
nerve food.
Moxie could not help being impressed with

J

sendin’ swords out to him that
made o’ solid gold,
Enough to fill his cabiu and to stock

bloomin’ hold;
They’re buy in’ city houses
In

to
such

and

him,
a way as I
should
make his tlnuker swim.

Outing for June is the next best tiling
an actual holiday.
The freshness of
J line foliage seems to pervade the leaves
of this popular magazine, which also carto

"Hill
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which lias
be,.,,
iu use for over 30 years, has borne the signature
,,r
and has been made under liis
])(.r.
r
sonal supervision since its in
Sf. -cccctUSZA Allow no one to deceive
you in tlii.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Substitutes are but I ,,
periments that trifle with and endanger the health f
Infants and Children—Experience against

are

—^

his

a-givin’ ’em
think would

What is CASTORIA

riuky-dink!

what 1 kin do I will do, and sort of
kinder teach
These millionaires they’re not the only
pebbles on the beach.

GRIDDLE.

the griddle that cooks the snaps
are made of ginger end other Haps
Called “Jack;’’ and griddle cakes, too, 1

1 am
That

tan,",.

Experiment,

But I—-I ain’t got nothin’ for to show him
what I think,
But you can bet I'll not set by and get the
And’

—

Cast.oria is a substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Dr„,,
and Soothing Syrups. It is Harmless and Pleasant, t
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Nar<-,.ti.
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Morinaml allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Mil
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipati..i.
stud Flatuleuey.
It assimilates the Food, regulates tie
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural si,
,,
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

CASTORIA

GENUINE

The Kind You Have
In

Use For Over

THE CENTAUR

COMPANY,

ALWAYS

Always Bought
30 Years.

77 MURRAY STREET.

NEW YORK CITY.

ca.ia&iMsa——————■—■■

Register

of

Water

Deep

Vessels,

The Nicaragua

Cana?

I

—

The State Department
SHIPS.
AbnerCoburii, M L Park, from Hong Kong an official abstract of ?m
for New York, passed Anjer April 11.
canal comm:
A G Hopes, David Hi vers, arrived at New j Nicaraguan
ed by Admiral Walker,
York May 15 from Liverpool.
A .J Fuller, C M Nichols, at Hilo May 14, to
The repot t
commission.
sail about 15th for Philadelphia.
and is a<
pages
A.
T.
arrived
at.
Houo!
typewritten
Whittier,
Aryan,
lulu April 2d from Norfolk.
It is un i• •:
11 appendices.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, at New York intention of the President to
from Samarang.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arrived at New | report to Congress at the h.
York May Id from San Francisco.
Meanwli'
next session.

Emily

F

Whitney,

A

S

Pendleton,

sailed

cook,
The conry many beautiful illustrations.
from New York March ti f<.r Honolulu
states it will not be possilii
That make the mouth water if you but look.
are: “Golf" (played with iron
spoken March 2th hit 10 N, Ion 27 W.
clubs)
of the report tLe
I)
C
sailed
from
Amateur
S.
CHORUS.
| more
Nichols,
Emily Heed,
by
Champ-ion Findlay
Douglas;
New York May 20 fur Hong Kong.
funisbed to the press t• *«i.
“Black Bass,"by Percy Sami ford; “Where No kitchen can do without us all,
Gov Hohie, B F Golcord, sailed from New
The report goes into mu
the Ouananiche is Waiting," by Ed. W.
However big or however small;
York Mav 4 for
7.
respect, to all questionSandys; “Canoeing, from Snowline to ! Without ns you would have nothing to eat, lat do 22, loll 70 41llong Kong: spoken May
o
the construction of the
Sea," by Geo. Hyde; “Flogging in Maine But with us you have many a treat.
Henry B Hyde, T P Golcord, sailed from that after mature deli be:
Waters,
by II. J. Craig; “The New [Good Cheer.
Hilo April 21 for New York.
a•>
1
Yachts of the Year,” by Capt. A. ,J. Kedosephus, 1’ H Giikey, sailed from New mission has adopted
route from LIrito t»» Lake N
York April 25 for Hong K- tig.
Isle au Haut.
detail, as handsomely rinlshed and trimmed nealy; “Five Weeks Awheel in France,"
Mary L Gushing, F 1 Pendieton. sailed the < hild’s route, and
as any carriage that was ever made,
it is | by Norman Cross; “Golf Round About
from New York May 10 for IL-ng Kong.
the careful detail iu regard to small things ! the
Greyton, called 1 mil ro
(.Quaker City," by Hanson Hiss; A city in -ml with
mien
pensive
May Flint., sailed from New York Apnl 20
After m\ ing duo wthat shows itself so well m the lithograph
| “Practical Camping Near Home," by 'I'.
Was gazmg on the ocean scene.
for Hong Kong.
■;
work and wagons of the Moxie people that C. Yard; “Lawn
meats of this i ni)
J. Parmly “How beautifully the mists doth lh>vv.
Tennis,”
by
V
N
sailed
froii
S.tn
Puritan,
Blanchard,
helps to make Moxie the success that it is. Caret; “The Last Jump," an interesting Like a bridal veil around Isle au Haut.’ Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
with an earnest tie-i:
The same care is exercised in every detail
conclusions baseii uj*<»i
of fiction, by Caroline Shelley; **Up
H D Kice, Garver, arrived at Lond-n Aprn
in the
manufacture of Moxie. Absolute piece
A country maid from over the way,
the oommi-sion be,
0 from San Fran- isco.
to the Hills in India," by R. E. Stevenson
cleanliness prevails in the factory, not only
Was next to gaze across the bay,
(
Reaper, O G Young, at Newcastle April be built across the -u ’■ a
and the usual editorials, poems
and She
m the manufacturing, but the bottling. The.
said, “there seems to he a sort
25
from
N
S
for
Kahului.
W,
ft• r not exceeding r 11".
Sydney,
ingredients of which Moxie is composed are ! records.
Of ha/
S DGarleton, Amshur\, sai;ed from Kahujust hiding Isle la Hurt."
Col. Iliads eonems e.
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That hens their parts have played;
Three spectres threaten baby’s life. Chol- York May 2t» from New Orleans.
morning by shooting. It is supposed he Mankind have lived upon their flesh;
era infantum, dysentry, diarrlica. Dr. FowMary A* Hall, Haskell, sailed from Boston
was suffering from mental trouble.
And on the eggs they’ve laid.
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ler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry never fails May 27 for Feruandina.
Thayer up to the time of his death was The roosters were the ancient clocks,
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And told the time of night ;
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from her paper.
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heartless man, “it refers to the one
wick May 25 from New York.
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When his Master he denied;
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of George H. Thayer of Vassalboro, for- I’d
fails. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists
care for thee—but 1 can not,
C1KKTIM
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Belfast,, Me.
merly of Plymouth. He had worked on
!
Because you’re wicked men.
Jackson .Max ", 1899.
For Over Fitfj lears.
newspapers in Rockland and Dexter in
Couldn't Crow Over Him, Boy on the
this State, and in Providence, R. X., as Poets may praise the singing birds,
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A n Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs
Fence: “You ought to see. the rabbit's foot
And I will say amen;
V hereby irix e- notice ha
well as Minneapolis and farther west.
I’ve got at home.” Boy in the Next Yard. W inslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for pointed administrator ot the
Last winter he bought the papers which But the sweetest song this poor man hears
“That ain’t nothin’. My little brother’s got over
A
Is the cackling of a hen.
FRK1» A. Ml Kl). la:.
fifty years by millions of mothers for
he owned at the time of his death.
He
a harelip.”
[Chicago Tribune.
Those cackling birds have sung their songs
in the. County of Wald
di
their children while teething, with perfect
was hard working, faithful and generous,
Six thousand years, no doubt;
bonds as the law dirce-\'
a man to be depended upou.
$100.
success.
It soothes the child, softens the mauds against tlie estate
Methinks they’er just the thing to keep
When a man is all played out.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and sired to present the same
T>r. K. Detchou’s Anti Diuretic
indebted thereto are re.pn .Our Clubbing Offer. The New York
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleas- immediateh
[Poultry Monthly.
May be worth to you more thau SI00 if you
Weekly Tribune is a paper of 20 pages, filled
WASIIM- 1
in
ant
to the taste. Sold by druggists
every
have a child who soils bedding from inconSwanville, May 9. 18991
with genera! news and matter of interest
tendeuce of water during sleep. Cures old part of the world. Twenty-five cents a botTHE MODERN BEAUTY
and value in every home. The subscription
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure aud
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
price is $1 a year. We have a contract with Thrives on good food and sunshine, with once. $1.
Iyl7
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
take no other kind.
the publishers of The Tribune by which we plenty of exercise in the open air. Her
form glows with health and her face blooms
can furnish that paper free to all who pay for
The tall one:
“Speakin’ ob your husban’,
Situated in Belfast, 2 1-2 m
The Republican Journal one year in advance. with its beauty. If her system needs the Mrs. Winple, did be evah convey to you dat
The New York Weekly Tribune $1, The
he done propose to me befo’ he married you ?”
Searsport avenue, fifty acreThe Journal gives all the local news and is cleansing action of a laxative remedy, she “Deed he
didn’t!
He was so ashamed of Republican Journal $2 a year. The Tribune rods shore front. Well wateruses the|gentle and pleasant Syrup of Figs,
an earnest advocate of local interests, and
Buildings consist ot .i
some of de fings he did dat I nevah insisted
sent free to all subscribers, new or old, who lot.
roofed house of twelve rooms
The Tribune is one of the best, if not the made by the California Fig Syrup Co. only. upon a confession.” [Life.
anti ham, all connected
Cooo
pay for The Journal one year in advance.
1
five trees, mostly winter fruit
best, city weekly published. Hundreds have
Relief in Six Hours.
finest located and most sightlx
“So
effect:
froze
Reverse
they
finally
taken advantage of this liberal offer, and it
For
or ea'
address
particulars,
for
room
Party politics: “But there’s no
Johnson out of the company, did they?”
Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
3w20*tf
RALPH I>. Si
has given satisfaction in every case. Send
“Nonsense!
political party!"
“Yes. And I never saw a hotter man iu all relieved in six hours by “New Great South another
a banouet can be got up for
in your names.
I
believe
Journal.
life.”
Why,
[Indianapolis
my
It is a great
American Kidney Cure.”
cents a plate!"
[Detroit Joursurprise on account of its exceeding prompt- twTenty-tive
the beautiful posters that have been placarding our walls, put up by these people.
These posters represent typical people of
the times welcoming Moxie as the coming
national beverage, as surely as it is destined
to be.
Everyone also lias noticed the beautiful
Moxie wagons that ait so perfect in every
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hope.”

irritating

myself

a sea change—
something new and strange.’
“it—is the dress.” said Pamela, in a
low, melancholy voice.
“Oh, absurd! Ii you came as a beggar
maid, you would illumine rags with your
beauty. I should be like King (,'oplietua.

pany!”

A brisk October breeze was snatching
the red leaves from the maple, and scattering them over Pamela’s sombre gown
as she sat on a bench beneath it. Her soft
curls were blown back from her face.
Something like terror gleamed in her blue
eyes, and her lips were trembling in a vain
attempt to speak. Yet she had only been
listening to a declaration of love.
“Oh, forgive me!” said Sydney, as he
saw her agitation.
“I am afraid I have
spoken too soon. You cannot forget the
—one whom you still mourn so deeply.
Is there no room for anything but grief
in your heart? I will wait, only let me

to

Into

as

anybody;

°*

—
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at

The old Talcum powders are gradually making
for this new product of science, which has none
and disagreeable features of the old
powders. At all druggists. 25 and 50 cents a box.
wav

‘Have suffered

"Oh, Lawsy, yes! I drored it out of
her last night,” said Ida, a pert, frecklefaced girl, who was trimming her red
bangs before the little looking-glass.
“I'm a regular cork-screw, you betl Oh,
it's awful romantic! Pam’ly was engaged
to him—an’ he was so grand an’ handsome
an' stately an’ devoted.
He had velvety
brown eyes an’ ——”
"Land o’ Goshen! I don’t care ef he
was a puffer Wenus.
Where is he now?”
"I dunno—an' eal'late Pam’ly don’t
a
with
neither,”
giggle. “He’s dead, but i
he was jest splendid.
There's nobody
kin hold a candle to him!”
“That’s the way they gmeially is when ;
they’re dead,” said Mrs. Kuggles, stab- j
biing her grey ball and smiling sarcasti- I
cally. "But ’pears that .Syd Clement is
tryin' his best. Looks like stiddy comsue woman t iook

■
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crepe.”

•no,

tT

—

a

she lay
yarn oek she was mendknow of yon ain't got at
this here mystery ’bout
Parn'ly Meyrick wearin’ widders’ mournin', an' her mother not even got a bit of
black ribbon on her. An* they say Pam’ly
hain't got a rag o" mournin’ but that black

powder is Comfort Powder.

nursery

proud ol Dewey as a feller well
be,
No Ruckerbilt or Vandergould can like him
more than me;
No millionaire in all the world, no matter
what hia mun,
Can take more pride in Dewey and the
things
that Dewey done.
as

can

In the Juue number of The Forum, Prof.
G. R. Carpenter, ot the Columbia University, takes up the cudgels in behalf of Dum- So I have w ritten Dewey just a single little
line
as, the elder.
To the charges frequutly
made, that Dumas was rarely the legiti- To offer him the freedom of a patent-leather
shine,
mate author of his own works, and that
And told him it he’d call on me I’d blow
his ideals were low, and unfit for common
him off light here,
use, Mr. Carpenter replies with considera- To just a ball a portion of a liiekel’s-wortb
ble skill and with all the warmth of an arof beer!
dent admirer of the great French drama[Harper’s Bazar.
tist.
lie shows that Dumas was no vulor
mean plagiarist; that it is
gar compiler
of honor he tells most willingly, of man’s
Kitchen Musicians.
for
friendship
man, and of a nation’s !
KETTLE.
slow progress upward toward order and !
justice. Mr. Carpenter's article will be I am the kettle that hums ami sing
welcomed by the student and general Ami sounds like the flutter of fames’ wings
Without me the cook couid not get
reader alike.
along,
For all her goodies would be cooked
wrong.
*• he island of Grand Mauan,
just oft’ the
FRYING
FAN.
Maine coast in the Ray of Fundy, is a favorite resort of artists, who are attracted l am the frying pay, don’t you see?
thither by the beauty and grandeur of its Nothing is tried without little black me
eggs, potatoes, ham,
An island of some three thou- Sausages,
scenery.
Aud often bacon, and oyster or clam.
sand inhabitants, its extensive fisheries
have made its name known in many of the
BROILER.
leading markets of the world. Much of 1 am the bruiler for chops aud steaks,
romance and legend attaches to its history
And lor many good things the butcher
and many find it an attractive vacation
makes
To the June number of the New 1 am.most important, for don’t you know
spot.
It
you eat fried meat you never will grow ?
England Magazine Mr. William 1. Cole
contributes an appreciative description of
ROASTING FAN.
Grand Mauan, his article including much
I am the pan that roasts the lamb,
interesting history concerning its early in- The
turkey, the beef, and sometimes a ham;
habitants and dealing with life in its sevThey are hasted brown aud look so nice,
eral
important settlements ot to-day. They are better than any sugar or spice.
Many excellent illustrations appear in his
BAKING PAN.
pages, well bearing out his testimony as
to the wild and rugged beauty of the isI am the pan that bakes the cakes,
land, and every reader will feel a strong de- The biscuits, too, that the good cook makes
sire to explore the spot of which so much They rise and brown as only they can
That are baked ami raised and browned in
that is delightful cau be said.
Warren F.
my pan.
Kellogg, ;> Park Square, Boston, Mass.
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since! I am yours,
whether you will have me or no! I cannot forget
I
you for even a moment.
know that I can make you happy. You
cannot live with only shadows.
Do not
mourn the past
any longer! Hope and love
are not dead!
Trust in me.”
“No, no, I cannot!” cried Pamela. “1
am not fit to be
There was
your wife.”
something in her eyes, a passionate misery
in her voice, that came as a revelation to
him.
He caught her hands and drew her
towards him.
“Pamela, you love me!”
lie cried, exultantly. “Tell me; confess.”
“Yes, I love you,” in a choking voice
“I loved you always, even in the days
when you never looked at the poor, shabby
girl as she passed by!”
“Why, then you are mine—mine!” he
“How happy you
cried, in triumph.
make me! Even when 1 thought you were
a
worshipping memory you loved me. Oh,
then what becomes of the lover
the
phantom lover? But then, ‘that is another story,' as Kipling says,
.lust now
our own story is most
interesting. Why,
it seems that I never saw you in the old
days, or else you

j

Mrs.

modern

belonged

ghost,”

"Idv
said
down the grey
ing. "1 wanter
the bottom of

Bellesort’s “A Week in the
Philippines,” which The Living Age has
translated from the Revue des Deux
Mondes, is the more interesting because
this sprightly Frenchman saw the islands
in November, 18b", before they had assumed ^auy interest to Americans, but
while the Philipino insurrection against
Spain was in progress. He writes of them
graphically ami with a Frenchman's char
acteristic lightness.

many inenas. ii only
suffering women would try it, there would be
more happy homes and
healthy women. I thank
you for the change your medicine has made in me.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and Mrs. Pinkham’s advice, have
saved thousands of women from hospital operations.
The lives of women are hard; whether at home with a ceaseless round of domestic duties or working at some regular employment, their
daily tasks make
constant war on health. If all women understood themselves
fully and knew
how exactly and soothingly Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound acts
on the female organs, there would be less
suffering.

—'

seen
Jiy. you
you
she said, with a nervous laugh.
lie held out his baud.
“Let me make
sure you aie not a vision.*’
A sudden sparkle kindled in her blue
The whole face and figure were in
eyes.
stinetwith that subtle harmony, that mystical something, that men call "charm.”
>he lit up the sombre black dress as stars
light the night. She placed her hand in j
his cordially.
"I did not think that you j
remembered me, Mr. Clement,” she said.
He had really forgotten ail about her,
but now he felt that he could never think I
of anyone else.
He accepted her invjtati- u to come in and talk over Peasecod j
affairs as one under the spell of some enchantment.
u

Andre

all

I Uill 1 111 t,'

knowed you in that black frock; seems
like you'd grown taller.”
“Oh, how do you do, Mrs. Kuggles?”
answered Pamela, coldly, at the same
time glancing around like a hunted animal
for a way to escape.
“Well, Pm so as to be settin' up an'
fakin' nourishment,” with an airy attempt at badinage. “Be you hum for a
visit or for good?”
“Tor good—or for bad,” said Pamela,
her rosy lips curling iu a faint smile.
“Don't pear as ef she’d had a great
sorrow,” thought Mrs. Kuggles, eyeing
the young girl curiously.
“Dretful sorry
ter see thet you've been afflicted with a
recent bereavement in-"
“Oh, please excuse me,” said Pamela.
“1 have just recollected an engagement.
I must hurry.
Then she
Good-by!”
glided away and left Mrs. Kuggles motionless and gasping.
"Well, I ain't a anterlope or a reindeer
to go lopin' after her, but I'm goiu' ter
get it the bottom of this mystery,” nodding with emphasis, so that her three
chins quivered.
A tail, well-built young man in a grey
suit sauntered out >f a green lam- into the
street just as Pamela passed.
“By B.vt-"* lie exclaimed, staring at
the
:e;ei figure in the mourning gown.
“Wh can ihat be? Looks as if she had
just stepped from a Puis boulevard.
Wha! a figure—what grace—what a regal
poise of the hear.' There is no mistaking
the styie < f that g -wn, dead black though
it be.
Paris is written all over it.
No
Peaseo-d girl that!
An aristocrat, I'll
take my >ath! Why, Pamela—Miss Moyne k— is it possible!”
She had opened the littb wooden gate.
She stood in the narrow ga len path, with
the tall ranks of gladioli holding up their
dame-colored ii *weis like torches about
her.
A rosy tide swept over her face as
she saw him.
as

ble.

lydiaC. Plnkliam’s VesetaftleCompouml; a Woman's Remedy for Woman’sllls

"Why, PanTly”—with well-feigned surprise— “'tain11 ever you? Lor', I hardly

iook

wrote to Mrs. rink- 4

recommended u 10

IP*

I’m just

to the inception of the French beet-sugar
industry by Napoleon Bonaparte; and Mr.
Adams concludes that the drifting of the
sugar-islands into the control of the
United States is probable, if not inevitaThey’re

time of menstruation was in ter- /
y
/
rible pain.
Your medicine is
worth its weight in gold.
I never 1
can sajr enough in praise of it.
1 have

beholders.

o

K

when

stomach, no appetite, could not
sleep, and was very ner vous. At

ginerallv."
Mrs. Kuggles'
in

nrst

by Eva AnstruLiving Age for

j May 27.
Mr. Brooks Adams contributes to the
June Forum a striking paper on “England's Decadence in the West Indies.”
The history of her decline is traced back

ham
Here is what she sajTs: ^
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—I
wrote to you some time ago,
telling you of my ills, but
now I write to thank you
for the good your remedies
have done me. I have used
two bottles of Lydia E.
Piukham's Vegetable Compound, three packages of
Sanative Wash, and one box
of Liver Pills, and to-day I
call myself a well woman. I
suffered with backache, con- /
stant headache, whites, sick

mournin’.”

’Tis,

Clubs in England, written
ther and published in The

is a

The Bootblack and the Admiral.

News and Notes.

Ladies’ clubs are so large a factor in
American life that American women will
turn with interest 10 the sketch of Ladies’

Woman’s modesty is natural; it is charming.
To many -women a full statement of their troubles to a male
physician is almost impossible.
The whole truth may be told to Mrs. Pinkham because she

the hat on the counter

a

cry.
“Drat the

Literary

A very strange and unpleasant chill began to creep down Sydney's spinal column.
Something clutched at ins heart,
till it commenced to beat painfully and
slow.
Was Pamela a woman with a past?
But she had coniessed that she had never
loved anyone else.
'Tell n e all, deary' he said. “You are
exaggerating some trills. 1 absolve you
beforehand.
You couldn't do anything
that I wouldn't lorgive, except love oue
better than myself—anil that you have
told me you have never done.
There,
now, 1 will hold your hand to give you
courage; go on, darling.”
The tears trembled in her long eyelashes.
They were not unbecoming, Sydney thought. She did not look at him. It
seemed as if she could not meet his eye,
but she made an effort to speak calmly.
“I have lied to you,” she said. “I have
lied to every oue I I will tell you all about
it—this is the hardest part of all. I could
bear that the whole world should despise
me, if you did not.”
‘•Have courage, I shall not change,”
he murmured.
“You remember when you dragged me
I
out of the mill-pond two years ago?
had gone beyond my depth after waterwere
hero
from
Y'ou
that
time.
lilies.
my
I thrilled with pain whenever 1 thought of
the spectacle that I must have been in that
old red calico dripping with mud. I longed
I suffered
so to be pretty in your eyes.
agony when I saw you with the other girls
I had never
in their charming gowns.
owned anything pretty in my life.
I
thought my shabby clothes disguised me.
would
have looked at me if
I felt that you
I had been dressed like the others. I was
1 was glad to go away,
miserable.
so
though it was to a sort of menial place to
wait on a rich, miserly woman.
I could
not take even my wages for dress, I had
to send it to my poor mother.
As for
presents, Mrs. Sickles never gave me but
oue, and that was the black crepe dress.”
”\Vhat a very remarkable present,” observed Sydney, vaguely.
■'1'ernaps sue tnougut it might oe useful to my mother, I don’t know. It saved
her making me any other parting gift. It
She had orderwas hateful iu her sight.
ed it in her first grief as a widow, when
Bellecliose
she was reckless of expense.
of Paris overcharged her, so she said. She
refused to pay the bill, and there was a
lawsuit.
By the time the suit was settled
against her, and she was obliged to take
the gown and pay the hills, she had passed
out of the crepe period of her grief and
When she conwas wearing lavender.
templated a second marriage the dress
was doubly hateful to her, and she gave it
to me.
It was a marvel of elegance, and
fitted me perfectly. I had never been well
dressed in my life, and so—I was tempted.
I had to invent the lover to account for
I longed to look well in your
the gown.
eyes,” her voice broke; ‘‘but when you
seemed to begin to care for me, I grew
I was a living lie.
The
more miserable.
black crepe gown darkened all the world
It shut out from me all brightfor me.
I seemed to look at everything
ness!
through a fold of black crepe. Oh, I did
not know how hard it would be for me
when I began!
Now, Sydney, bid me
good-by and go—you cannot want me for
for your wife!”
“But I do,” he cried, holding her fast.
“You are in my heart, and I cannot cast
I would not if I could. You
you out.
That is all
have repented and confessed.
Who am I that
we poor sinDers can do.
I should judge you? I love you! Nothing that you can say will alter that!”
“But,” she urged, “you could never
truBt me! You could not believe in me.
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PROBATE NOTICE

I

1

Farm for Sale

_

“Henry says your husband is a bear in
Wall Street,” said Mrs. Jones.
“Well, as long as be is a lamb at borne
I don’t much care,” said Mrs. Smith.
[Harper’s Bazar.

ness

in

relieving pain

in

bladder, kidneys

and back, in male or female. Relieves reOABTOniA.
If
tention of water almost immediately.
> Tl» Kind You Have Always Bought j
Bean the
| you want quick relief and cure this is the
Signature
| remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., drugaf
| gists, Belfast, Me.
Iyl8

Freedom Notice

nal.

Mrs. Homespun, indignantly : “Here’s an
article says that in Formosa a wife costs $5."
Mr. Homespun, thoughtfully: “Wal.agood
wife is wuth it." [Spare Moments.

I hereby give to my minor
BUTLER, his time from this dat.1

of his wages or pay any -d
Searsmont, May 2d, 1899.
ANDRE M
3w22*

none

1
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The Mohawk.

m
*

"

Mr?

»lt*r

f*m""

\

News Notes.

littney was the Sole SurviRecalls the Story of a
*nciitli
(

\Vreck.
,,j Mrs. William C. Whitney
-,,.w almost forgotten tragMohawk, which sank in
,llV, July 20, 1870, when the
ihm'Iis

v.

lost, including

were

William T. Gar
May, who afterwards be!{* New York millionaire,
Mr. (Tamer, and Colonel
,.sb\. w ho w as a member of
Milan's staff during the

yacht,

Florence, Italy,

to

froni
his

ig

res-

the cabin of the
life in doing

own

four minute? after the
ml in that short time the

k

uallautry

displayed

was

(iarner in attempting
iciids.
Those who were
i.Hiel I. Schuyler Crosby,
wland
of
New York
Montant, Miss Adele
ne and Mr. and Mrs.
i
Mi

11

P'
awarded a medal
service under the au>s. hut declined to accept
had been rewarded in a
After a loug search
cl disappeared, was found
and both the heroes
h magnificent gallantry
!d medals in June 1877.
was

>,

'AH..

m\ii:k

nor,

.i:

owner

of the
enthusiastic

*io

of the MoNew York

sportsman

umt'acturer, invited a
sail down the bay on
d »y. Those in the party
and Mrs. Garner, Miss
-> A iole
Hunter, daughter
ter of Hunter’s Point
»rite; Frost Thorne,
>iii nri :Louis 13. Mortant,
: Crosby of Kiverdale,
Howland.
was
a
large, staunch
pride of the bay, and
aptain Howland and a
men.
It lay a short
i. Staten Island, abeam
•v n t he ( ommoilore and
•,
board shortly after
•
> had been bright, but
up and sails were set
up from the eastern
v
.itsmeu and old salts
<
shore saw a ripple
smooth waters of the
serried ranks of tiny
ii

oe

wa re

focused

on

uirlior

was tripped and
spicad wit h the
'ihvopsail. The watchas was

tliat the centreboard
-■d and in* move was
»f rain and the guests
Sailing-Master Howwheel.
J3y this time
■

s

eyes

were

watching

that swelled to
the beach when there
••ii boaid of shortening
i.g the centreboard.
:e
oping with racing
white eaps. were dose
omul-

■

said Captain StillCaptain silvey. as
edit from the whan at
1 never weather that
shorten canvas.” said
ointess of Dufferin,
t was
lying in shore
pped of even its awnblow.
:

1

—

KKHAVIO!;.

piece of work I ever
shouted (,’aptaiu JStillmd down the beach in
iew

were

seen

to

ap-

and, but he waved
they retired forward.
w!

a canvas was lowered
■aid remained in its box.
ugh steerage way to
:u t'» the squall,
which
ul abeam.
struck
the
squall
great
fhe boat quivered for
a i v '-.ink on its beam
i.
sheets slapped the
w tv ioi a few seconds
But the frantic
light.
:
saw there was s*ill
die sail, and realized
loomed.
struggling like a thing
v\i\ reared its masts,
>ie back to its keel had
>s:stan e by taking in
is
not done.
Another
k the canvas and the
This time the
.gain.
id: the surface and the
The captain was
aboard and the crew
u was above water.
!n*d boats put out from
steam yacht Ideal was
instead of steaming
wi.M-k it made a complete
'anally attached a line to
result of dragging the
-■:
under the water.
there were scenes of
leroism on the wreck.
lust went on its beam
Hamer, Colonel Crosmd Mr. Howland rushiance showed them that
i never
right itself, and
k into the cabin to save
water was already tlowit.itches and was several
ibin.
■

■■

■

■

■

■i

■

liESCUE.

Miss May clinging to
the end of the saloon,
’ii terror, but did not
<d iier to the compauher up to Mr. IIowned to the deck.
Go■n, Mr. Crosby beard
M;s> Hunter calling for
pinned down under
lime on the lee side.
rapidly,but Messrs,
■shy succeeded in pullthat lay across the
'lieu
and Mr. Crosby
is hand, and
tugged
There was a lurch
i slipped through his
mo the wat.er.
When
she h id disappeared.
went to the assistance
who was struggling to
1 ommodore liad hold
irying to pull her from
'i‘is that held her down,
-b* hold of Mr. Garner’s
men
struggled with the
»f desperation, but their
1

1

T
m

1

‘ii‘vailing.

terrible rush of water
b way and the flood
quick'!r men's heads.
Crosby
-1'a skylight that had been
sailor and swam to a boat
s,mt out
by the yacht Dread!|

J!
h.

U'i-h
f

f'5

..

1

*awk was raised Commofouud with his wife
■irms-

V^eht capsized the ballast, in
M,'-s of
;
lead, broke through
*•’ *n,l It was these
bars, togethJ'i'1,
!,rnitiire, that pinned down
Mrs.
Garner
and Miss
filerf
them their lives.
The
tfofu'
Ne0fj, tcorne was not found fora
dftcr tlle accident and it
*t he had fallen or jump•terhn
,,ar'1' When
the yacht was

Sp

Capt. Lawrence Coney Dead.

To Destroy Caterpillars.

of the present
One of the
Capt. Lawrence Coney, one of the oldseason has been the unusual number of est and most capable master mariners that
our
fruit ever sailed from the
noxious insects preying upon
port of Bangor, died
The Standard Oil Company is
preparing trees and early crops. This is undoubt- May 29th, at the age
of 66 years.
He
to develop the coal lands near Cook’s Into
the
fact
retired from the sea about three years ago
edly in large measure, owing
let, Alaska.
All on account of ill health and had
that the season has been so dry.
been
The Joint Peace Commission of England,
through April there was an absence of gradually failing since then.
to the hatchconducive
and
which
was
the
was
States
He
born
in
United
rain,
Germany
reached
Bangor iu April, 1833,
Samoa May 13.
ing out of large numbers of the apple- the sou of Thomas and Mary Scott Coney.
tree tent caterpillar, which are now found He turned his attention to the sea when a
Gov. Jones, of Arkansas, has decided to
aud mere
our apple, pear, plum
boy.
admit to the State all miners who are “hon- over-running
After a dozen or more years at sea
cherry trees all over New England. Had
est and peaceable.”
of
number
there been the usual
rainy Capt. Coney became"master of the schooner
have prevented S. K.
The Minneapolis mills make 14,000,000 days this spring, it would
Hart, in which he sailed for a short
the hatching and growth of so many cater- time.
barrels of flour a year, and consume 00,are
State
the
they
pillars.
All
preyover
In 1860 the schooner James O’Donohue
000,000 bushels of wheat.
iug upon the fruit trees and have inflicted was built for him in Brewer by some
In some fruit of his friends.
The product of the eighty-seven milk great damage to the crop.
An Excellent Combination.
He sailed her for two or
condensing factories in the United States gardens the trees are so trimmed of leaves three years, and then took command of
The pleasant method and beneficial
last year was worth about ft 100,000,000.
as to look almost as though a fire had been
the brig Timothy Field.
effects of the well known remedy,
Following this
the tree-tops.
Syrup of l-ps. manufactured by the
Capt. Coney became master of a handsome
Michigan expects to have the largest among
is
so
well
The
tent caterpillar
bark built iu Brewer by James O’Donohue
California. Fig Syrup Co., illustrate
park in the United States. The tract known apple-tree
aud conspicuous an iusect, and is and others, called the Limerick Lass.
the value of obtaining the liquid laxacovers 738,560 acres and is located in
six so
is
almost
inexit
that
tive principles of plants known to be
After
several
easily killed,
iu
this bark
voyages
counties.
cusable that owners of fruit gardens and to the United
medicinally laxative and presenting
Kingdom and elsewhere
trees to become
to
recent
French
their
them in the form most
orchards
will
allow
According
statistics,
Capt. Coney had a brig taken up in
refreshing to the
taste and acceptable to the
France lost 130,000 men in the Franco- so overrun anti almost destroyed by them Bangor and she was launched in 1866.
system. It
as
is the one perfect
German
war.
losses
do.
were
This vessel was named the Rachel
laxaGermany’s
they
strengthening
tive. cleansing the system
Another insect that is doing great dameffectually, only 32,278.
and he sailed her with great
Coney,
dispelling colds, headaches and fevers
age is the forest tree caterpillar, which is success until
The citizens of Port Tampa, Fla., sug1883, when he and others
his ravages principally to the
gently yet promptly and enabling one
confining
built the brig Telos, 371 tons net, in Bangest the erection in the United States of elms and
to overcome habitual
constipation permaples.
This brig was the last vessel of
manently. Its perfect freedom from a statue of Queen Victoria, to be paid for
Prof. Fernald of the Massachusetts gor.
her rig built in Maine.
Capt. Coney sailby Americans.
every objectionable quality and subagricultural college says he prefers to kill ed the Telos until
1896, in the same lines
stance, and its acting on the kidneys,
t hem by the hand thau by any other way,
Gold has been discovered in Kamchatka,
of
West
Mediterranean
and
India,
trade,
liver and bowels, without
weakening a peninsula of Northern Siberia. The as he thinks the use of poisonous sprays west
coast of Africa, in which the Rachel
or
Havor tire are liable to injure the trees.
irritating them, make it the ideal
of
is
Kamchatka
population
only 4500,
had been employed, and left her
most of the people being similar to the
ing on a pair of old gloves he goes over Coneywhen his health
broke down.
In the process of manufacturing figs
the orchard and whatever a tent is fouud only
Eskimos.
In all his 40 years as master Capt.
are used, as they are
pleasant to the
it is cleanly scraped off and crushed,
never lost
a vessel or met with
taste, but the medicinal qualities of t lie
The British Government has disavowed those
falling'upon the ground being jam- Coney
He was known in
remedy are obtained from senna and
the action of the Captain of the English med under foot. Sometimes persons de- any serious disaster.
other aromatie plants, by a method
almost every port of
consequence on
cruiser Labaun in extending a protectorstroy the tent by means of a torch, or by the Atlantic coast of auy
known to the California Fig Syrup
the
in
United
ate to the island of Palawan, of the Phil
burning paper under the tent, but this is the West Indies, in Italy, States, on
“• only.
In ordt r to get its benetieial
Sicily,
ippine
not advisable as to hold the torch in one
group.
effects and to av<»id imitations, please
the Gold coast and in South America, to
kill the insect is
remember t he full name of the Company
Nine-tenths of the inhabitants of Guam, place long enough to
which places he made many voyages,
sure to kill the branch to which the fire is
the ieland in the l’acilie which the United
printed on the front of every package.
from New York.
The !«• st means of killing them generally sailing
States recently acquired of Spain, can applied.
Capt. Coney is survived by his wife,
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
is by use of the kerosene emulsion.
I
read and write and they are
two daughters, Mrs. James Conners and
rapidly
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL1 lie late IT< t. Lodeman, rormeriy or
learning English.
Miss Eunice; two sous, Edward and Hugh
LOUISVILLE. KY
NEW YORK. N. Y
Cornell university, iu liis work on the j
!•<
sale hv .01
s. --1‘riee 5(>c. per bottle
When Gen. Miles was lighting Indians spraying of plants for the destruction of L., and two sisters, Mrs. Mary K. Smyth
of Bangor and Mrs. Anne Hayes of Charlesin the W st he learned the art of “trailthe various kinds of insect enemies preytown, Mass.
pumped out, however, liis body wras dis- ing" so that he was able to trace the ing upon them, gives several formulas of
course of a single man over prairie grass
different emulsions for destroying the
covered in the forward part of the cabin,
tent caterpillar.
He say that iu spraying
lie had perished in tlie vain effort to res- ; as few, except Indians, can do.
for the codling moth sufficient poison in
cue his sister and Miss Hunter.
Secretary Gage has made a careful the form of arsensic or ammonical copper
DEATH STRUGGLE.
study of liis work ever since he became carbonate is generally put in to destroy the
In his struggle to save Mrs. Garner the the head of the Treasury Department,aud tent
caterpillar; but as we presume few of
latter had grasped Mr. Crosby’s baud and can tell the history and peculiarity of
our city residents, who have only a few
when In* fell back into tin* water a ring every bill ever issued by the Government.
tiees in their gardens, do any spraying for ;
that lie wore was torn from his linger.
The plan of Prof. Tyndall of purifying the codling moth or apple maggot, a more
This was found on the cabin lloor when
water by electricity has been successfully
simple remedy is needed.
the yacht was righted.
'1 his is the common kerosene emulsion,
tried in the Purges ( anal in Belgium.
When Miss May was passed up the comAfter being .subjected to a current of 100U which was first used by l’rof. A. .J. Cook
to
CrosMr.
Howland
Mr.
panionway
by
volts, the water became pure and palata- of the Michigan agricultural college and is
Genuine
by the former sprang into the water with ble.
now used by oickardists all over the counthe girl and kept her atioat until they
So long ago as lsTs lie found that
try.
were picked up by a boat sent out from
The employes of the Cleveland. Akron kerosene would
permanently mix with a
the yacht Countess of Dufferin.
This and Columbus railway,
which recentlystrong soap solution. This emulsion is
boat, however, had been damaged while passed into the ownership of the Penn- made iu the following manner:
on its way to the wreck and the rescued
sylvania railway have had the ten per
Mix one quart of soft soap, or dissolve
w ere transferred
to one of the Dread
cent, cut in wages made in IMG, restored.
one-quarter of a pound of hard soap iu
naught boats and safely landed on Staten The increase will take effect for May.
two quarts of boiling water; and when it
Island.
T. .15. Robinson of Oakland, Cal., who is thoroughly dissolved, stir into it while
Some of the men who had put out to
it is yet hot, one pint of kerosene oil.
has just returned from the Coppei river,
the rescue in boats declared that they
Must Bear Signature of
Alaska, says that he knows of eighteen Then stir this vigorously till the whole is
saw Mrs. Garner and Miss Hunter at the
mixed—that is until when |
permanently
of
that
section
who
missare
cabin window calling for help that no prospectors
ing or dead. They attempted to reach standing no oil will rise upon the top,
man could
render.
This, however, is civilization and rescue
with the
parties have been hut will remain incorporated
not probable in the light of the stateliquid. Xow dilute this two and a half
unable to trace them.
ment subsequently made by Colonel Crosquarts of emulsion by the addition of
See faoSlmile Wrapper Below.
The Jamaica Legislature lias decided to seven and a half quarts of water, making
by and from the fact that the bodies were
found pinned down by metal and furni- send a delegation to Washington to en- j ten
for
use.
it
is
and
in
ready
all,
quarts
Very small and as easy
ture when recovered by divers.
deavor to negotiate a reciprocity treaty, j
At night, after the caterpillars have reto take as sugar.
All of the crew were rescued with the and has also accepted the Government's ; turned and are at
home, with a swab of
exception of the cabin boy, whose body alternate scheme for promoting close cloth at the end of a pole that will reach
IFOR HEADACHE.
was found in the saloon.
Two cooks and trade relations with Canada by subsidiz- their nests in the
trees, or by means of a
FOR DIZZINESS.
a
steward were reported missing, hut ing steamers should American recipr ocity
sponge upon a pole, or with a brush used
they turned up after a few days. Mr. fail.
FOR BILIOUSNESS.
for washing windows, apply the emulsion
M>*ntant sustained injuries in his heroic
their tents.
FOR TORPID LIVER.
Each American soldier in the Philippi- thoroughly to the i .sects in
efforts to save his companions that resultIt will not only dislodge them, but will
nes is
provided with two full suits of kill
FOR CONSTIPATION.
ed in liis death a year later.
it
comes
which
with
every caterpillar
Khaki, two white duck suits, an unlined in contact.
FOR SALLOW SKIN.
ROWLAND IS BLAMED.
blouse, a pair of Kersey trousers, a
As can readily be seen from the natural
FOR THE COMPLEXION i
The blame for tlie disaster was unani- campaign hat, a cork helmet, a pair of
J
GEJVDIIVlt MUST HAVE gjPHATUWC.
does little good to
mously laid at the door of Captain Row- leggius, one pair of barrack and one of habit of the insect it in
I
the day time, as
Purely
M
land. and his behavior indicated that he russet shoes, and both woolen and cotton make this application
then the caterpillars are abroad all over
concurred in the popular verdict. When he underwear.
tin* tree destroying every leaf and bud
CURE SICK HEADACHE.
was landed on Staten Island he took to the
An Arkansas man has invented a simple they can get hold of.
Unless the remedy
woods, but was subsequently arrested and effective device for
railbe
time
will
iu
a
short
is used, the trees
ventilating
and locked up at Stapleton to await the
without opening the doors or completely defoliated and will look as
cars
action of the coroner’s jury.
Crowds ot way
It consists of a small windwindows.
though the leaves had been burned off.
men had searched for him with the avowwheel set at the top of the car to drive
ed intention of lynching him, but he was
an exhaust fan mounted in an opening at
Mr. Shivvers tries heroic Treatment.
found by the police and kept under guard
the end of the car, the two fans being conuutil the coroner had finished his inquiry.
“I'm in-m!” said Mr. Shivvers,thoughtnected by a gear shaft.
One of his sailors declared that lie begged
fully, laying down his paper. “I believe
the captain to allow him to cut away the
The States of Nebraska, South D vkota,
there is something in that.”
main sheet, but the latter had ordered
Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota and North‘in what?” asked Mrs. Shivvers.
him forward and told him to mind his ern Illinois have experienced a series of
“Why, in their 'Health flints for the
own business.
All of his crew, in addi- the most violent storms known in years.
Helpless’ they say that the reaction and
tion tv> all of the yachtsmen and old sailA dozen lives have been lost, crops dam- after
glow of cold morning baths is an
ors who had witnessed the disaster from
dollars
thousands
of
hundreds
of
aged
infallible cure for neuralgia and rheumathe shore, declared that the captain had and
distinct
laid
waste.
Six
sections
large
tism,'’ explained Mr. Shivvers.
been criminally negligent.
('apt. Row- tornadoes have been reported, accompa“( old water right out of the spigot,
land, in his own behalf, said that he had nied by lightning, rain and hail.
without any warm water at all?” cried
DR. CHAAwi c> fONiC TABLETS
tried to lower the mainsail, but the block
Mrs. Shivvers.
are the only positivo'y guarai-t.
Dawson advices state that there are eviremedy for t!;.■
became jammed. This was subsequently
Drink Habit.
Mr.
Shivvers.
land jMelamdnuy caused
“Certainly,” replied
Hut Colonel Crosby j deuces of the most wonderful output on
by strong drink.
proven to be false.
I
shuddered
“O-o-o-oh!
couldn’t,”
record. Five thousand men are waiting at
W » t- I VIM \TFF It Oi H BOX F.N
made a statement to the jury in which he
to cure any r: s, v.i-.ha
Mrs. Shivvers.
positive n Hticn euexonerated the captain from blame.
He Dawson to take the first boat up river. Half
antee or refund the money, ai d to destroy me
smiled
a
smile.
Mr.
Shivvers
superior
of them are miners with from £1,000 to
appetite for ini xicating liquors.
was discharged by the coroner, and there
is
it
rather
heroic
treatment,
“Of
course
ladTHE TABLETS CAN BE GIVEN WITHOUT
£50,000 in gold dust each and bills of
the matter dropped.
and requires considerable moral as well as
KNOWLEDGE OF THE PATIENT.
Miss May. the only woman survivor of ing for more than £1,000,000 to come out
but to a man convinced
courage,
have
issued.
physical
on
the
first
steamers
been
^TQHUC nQI<* »***«** Mlwer.v. Poverty
the disaster, went abroad soon after the
OinUflO
UniilKamt Death. Upon r-oript
of its efficacy that is of no consequence,”
Of $10.00 we will mail you four [4 j boxes and
wreck of the Mohawk, and in Dresden The lakes will be free from ice on June
posilie said, complacently, “and I certainly
tive written guarantee to cure or refund
4th.
met Captain Arthur Randolph of the Britfour money. Single boxes $3.00.
he
shall give it a fair trial.
Besides,”
ish army. They were married in England,
R. h. MOODY. Sole Agen, Belfast. Me.
The failure of the Cuban soldiers to ap- continued, fortifying his sudden resolu; but the captain resigned his commission
the money sent to tion, “it is not one sudden freezing
for
their
share
of
ply
and moved to this country, where he died
Restore: Vitality,
be distributed among them has caused no \ plunge, but a gradual immersion while
twelve years ago. Mrs. Whitney had beeu
lost VIGOR
The general you very slowly count six. Like this: one,
AKD MANHOOD
married to the ex-Secretary of the Navy uneasiness in Washington.
and you put in one foot; two, you put in
is indifference
but eighteen months before she met with sentiment in official circles
the other; three, you sink upon one knee;
Cures Impotence, Nigdit Emissions and
as to whether they take the money or not,
j her fatal accident. [Chicago Tribune,
and no serious trouble is anticipated from four, you kneel on both; live, you plunge
wasting
diseases, all effects of selfi
the disgruntled leaders who have persuad- in your arms; and six, you immerse your
abuse, or excess ana iuuisMarine Miscellany.
ed the poor devils, who need the money body; so, after all, it is not so very dreadc ret ion.
A nerve tonic and
with- ful.
Yes, I shall certainly try it to-morThe new five-masted sch. M. D. Cressey so badly, to go away from Havana
blood builder. Brings the
row morning.”
has completed loading a cargo of 2470 out it rather than surrender their arms.
pink glow to pale cheeks and
However, Mr. Shivvers did not seem so
restores the lire of youth.
j tons of ice on the Kennebec river for BalHis wife
enthusiastic in the morning.
tuat
trom
A
says
tiong
tvong
dispatcn
timore, which is the largest amount of ice
By mailGOe per box; (i boxes
let the cold water run, according to his
shows
Admiral
improvement
Dewey
ever taken from there iu a schooner.
great
She
overwitli a written guarantor
“Installed spaciously at the instructions, until the tub was full to
in health.
is the first five-master to load on the Kenbut, in spite of reiterated infor- tee to cure or refund t’ne money.
nebec above Bath.
She receives 00c. a Peak Hotel, with windows that catch flowing,
mation to that effect, he still lingered in
ton freight.
every mouthful of wind from the sea, he
NERV1TA MEDICAL CO.
is losing the air of languor that he wore bed.
Late reports from the live-masted sch.
“Jeremiah,” cried Mrs. Shivvers at Clinton & Jackson Sts., CHICACO, ILL.
when he landed from the blistered flagwas
the bureau, where she
Gov. Ames, which stranded on Low Key,
ship. It was rest he, needed—rest and last, from
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Belfast. Me.
near Key
West, Fla., May 29th while cool air.”
doing up her hair, “this is the eleventh
bound from Norfolk for Galveston with a
time I’ve called you, and you just must
to YOU KNOW
j cargo of coal, state that there is a possiMany members of the Sac and Fox tribe get up. You’ll be late for breakfast as it
are
j bility of saving the vessel. She lies on a of Indians in Iowa have refused to accept is. You needn’t try that bath if you
DR. FELIX LE BRUM’S
a
with
old
she
of
the
of
bottom
because
afraid
and is full of water, but the annuities
laugh.
Algonquin
added,
it,”
rocky
Treatraent
Steel
weather was cairn and there is no danger superstition that all their lands belong to
Slowly and reluctantly Mr. Shivvers
warm covers,
the
from
under
out
unless the sea becomes heavy. A tugboat the Great Spirit, and, as the annuities
crept
is the original and only FMENCH
safe and reliable euro on the mararise from the government sales of their silently casting a look full of reproach
; and two schooners are at the scene assist-kot. Frier*. $1.00; sent by mail.
ing in jettisoning the cargo of coal, and lands, their acceptance of the proceeds upon his smiling spouse, and into the
^ (ronuino Sold only by
when she is lightened sufficiently an atwould bar them from the “happy hunt- bath-room, with the laggard step of one
Haine.
who has something weighing upon his j K. H. MOODY, 5ole Agent, Deltas!,
i tempt will be made to puli her into deep
ing grounds.”
Then there was a long, a very
mind.
water.
In several of the Western States the long, wait.
Nor was it until liis wife had
Juue 1st Henry Lord A Co. received
ranchmen and farmers are making use of several times exhorted him to “Hurry up,
A
a telegram
announcing that the schooner the wire fences as conductors for tele- Jeremiah!” that she heard him say.
§ (roar own selection) tc every sab- !
Mattie Holmes, for Bangor from New
that
has
found
It
been
circuits.
Ouch!
Gosh!”
“O-o-o-oue.
scriber.
phone
Only 50 cents a year.
J
York, with coal for Getchell Bros, of the fence wires work perfectly for this
Then there was another
wait, and
with
had
been
sunk
in
collision
Brewer,
another exhortation.
purpose, and local companies have been
the schooner Ada Ames off Newport, K.
formed in several counties in Kansas to
Ow-ow-ow-wow!”
“T-t-t-t-twoooo.
I., and that the crewr had all been saved further the idea. Many of the ranches Another wait and exhortation.
and taken to Newport.
The ill-fated are far from railroad and
facilitelegraph
‘,‘Th-th-th-th-th-three-e-e-e-e e,” next
j schooner is owned in Bangor, the largest ties, so that ranch owners have eagerly came chattering from the bathroom, impart belonging to Henry Lord, who is her availed themselves of this method of com- mediately followed by a blood-curdling
A LADIES’ MAGAZINE.
Then
j manager, and the others, David Bugbee, munication.
shout and a tremendous splash.
W. H. Strickland, tbe Larrabee estate, G.
A pern ; beautiful colored plates ; latest S
there was a succession of agonized yells,
fashions ; dressmaking economies fancy
P. Stetson and Fred G. Lancaster, several
and what Mrs. Shivvers at first took for a
AUGUST b LOWER.
work household hints fiction, etc Sub- *5
shares each.
The vessel was of 100 tons
scribe to-day, or, send 5c for latest copy. 3g
streak of lightning Hashed out of the
E
and was uninsured.
Lady agents wanted. Scud for terms.
.‘it is a surprising fact,” says Prof. Hou- bath-room, plunged into bed, and rolled
of
the
in
all
Stylish, Reliable, Simple, Up-to- §
parts
ton, "that in my trayels
in
the
covers.
itself
up
&
the
Bath
tightly
shipbuilders, world, for the last ten years, I have met
date. Economical and Absolutely 3*
Percy Smith,
have decided to add the second five5
“Why, Jeremiah!” gasped Mrs. ShivPerfect-Fitting Paper Patterns.
more people having used Green's August
vers.
masted schooner to their fleet of vessels,
for
other
Flower .than any
dyspep
remedy,
Mr.Shivvers simply glared and shivered.
and the frame is now on the way from sia, deranged liver and stomach, and for
“Woman,” he growled, when he could
Virginia in the schooner Annie F. Kim- constipation. I find for tourists and salesoffice
men or for persons tilling
positions, control his chattering teeth, “did you
ball.
The new vessel will be about 1,800
bad
and
feelings
headaches
where
general
leave
that cake of soap in the bottom of
tons, and will be built on the model of the from
irregular habits exist, that Green’s the bath-tub on purpose?”
She will
[Harper’s
four-master S. P. Blackburn.
does
It
is
a
grand remedy.
August Flower
Bazar.
be about the same size as the M. D.
not injure the system by frequent use, and
The
same
yard.
is excellent for sour stomach and indigesCressey, and built at the
(No-Sean-Allowance Patterns.)
Thirty-five men of Peoria, 111., have
keel of the new five-masted sch. to be tion.”
Sample bottle free at Poor &
Only to and 15 ctm each none higher. «
built at Bath for Capt. Whitman Chase,
Son’s, Belfast, and A. B. Sparrow, Freedom, formed a club, and each member is pledgAsk for them. Sold m nearly every city 2£
«i»i town, or by mail front
E
ed to marry a widow.
Fines, penalties
Jr, will be laid the first of June. The Sold by dealers in all civilized countries.
and expulsions are provided for a violaTHE McCALL CO.,
masts have been ordered in Oregon.
They
limit
tion of the rules.
There is no age
138-148 V*4$t 14th St.. New York. 5
will be 110 feet long.
OASTORIA.
on the widow, and where a member marKind You Have Always Bought
B«ui
the
a
he
receives
a
widow
with
children
ries
A Baltimore firm is making tiling brick
The Republican Journal (and McCall’s Magaportion of the fund accumulated through
and ornamental work from crushed slate
zine, lone year each for $2.10 in advance.
fines.

LEAN

peculiarities

Castelar, the famous Spanish Republican

is dead.

Wheels,

PEOPLE Hubs,
Spokes
W^+clean.
Cleanliness goes
with health. If we
have catarrh any|§^ where we canjj|fc not be wholly

K?

Makesvstem-

Sj

atic efforts to
tie free
from
this disgusting

Mrs.
L. A. Johnston, 103
Pilham and Ripley Sts., Montgomery,
Ala., tells her experience with catarrh

disease.

of the
cured:

stomach

and

how she

MASON & HALL.

was

I will state to you that I have
taken eight bottles of your Pe-ru-na
and two of Man-a-lin and rejoice to
say,

‘God bless Dr. Hartman and Pe-ru-na.*
And I earnestly assure you that it
has done me more good than any medicine I have ever taken in my life. I
prescribe it to every one I meet who
is suffering, as the best medicine in
the world, and have made many converts who are now rejoicing in the
great good which they have derived
from the same. I can tell you that I
am almost entirely relieved of
indigestion, that great foe which has tortured
me so many years, and can now eat
anything I desire without it is fruits or
something acid.”

»

SURPLUS,

Safe

I

Little Liver Pills.

|

j

j

11

cfnts!

|

Our

and

vault is

unequaled

in

Eastern Maine

UNEXCELLED in security against
burglary in the country.

tire

Those renting boxes can have the exclusive
rivilege of taking their boxes to ami from the
vaults.

Farm for Sale.
The George M. Knowlton farm <-t 100 ac res in
East Nortliport, 1-2 mile from the Camp
Ground,
shore road. Has a water front of about four acres.
P.uildings practically new and in first class repair.
House contains 12 rooms.
Large orchards of
apples, plums and pears: and small fruit. Pasture
and wood lot; four wells, one connected with the
the house. Apply to
3w21
<L G. ROSE, on the place.

Years
It

Old!!!

long life,

a

s

but devotion to the true

interests and prosperity of the American
People has won for it new friends as the
years rolled by and the original members

family passed to their reward, and
these admirers are ioyal and steadfast today, with faith in its teachings, and confidence in the information which it
brings
their homes and firesides.
a
natural consequence it enjoys in
its old age all the vitality and vigor of its
youth, strengthened and ripened by the
to

As

experiences of
It has lived
cordial support of progressive Americans,
It is "The New Vork Weekly Tribune."

leading

National

over

ickoowledge 1

half

a

century.

its merits, and

on

on

the

the country over as the

Family Newspaper.

Recognizing its value to those who desire all the news of the state and Nation,
of The Republican -I utrnal (your >wu favorite h one
paper) has eutered
into an alliance with "The Vork Weekly Tribune" which enables them
> furnish
the

publishers

both papers at he trilling cost of sg.OO per year.
Every farmer and every villager owes to himself, to his

family,

and to the

com-

munity in which he lives a cordial support of his local newspaper, as it works constantly and untiringly for His interests in every way, brings to his ho ue all tho news
and

happenings of his neighborhood, the doings of his friends, the condition and prospects for different crops, the prices in home markets, and, in fact, is a weekly visitor
which should be found in every wide-awake, progressive family.
Just think of itl
Send all

Both of these papers for only sg.OO a year.
to The Republican Journal Rublishing Co., Belfast, ate.

subscriptions

1

FRED ATWOOD,

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE CLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION. ,« Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contract,
Administrators and Trustees. Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought anJ soli.

CST-STEAM
orv

RUSSAWWt

ge*JHROWYOU

Of Men, Women and

fi

children, cured by the
Fidelity Method.
No cutting operation,

|

no

detention from daily

duties.

the BEST HARM AM) PAULY PAPER

>*We guarantee
in every
no

rn

case we

>uey is

a

cure

accept for treatment,

required

plete.
Physicians

until

cure

is

already effected.

Belfast Office, Johnson Block,

I

fmmrmwwmm

D„

Office Hours, I to 4 ; 7 to 8 P. M.

FOR

FREE PATTERN

SALE,

The

Pendleton house ;it No. 12 North-

port

avenue.

Apply

to

)1KS. K. c

Belfast, April «», IS'j't.

^•Veterinary

PKN1>LK TON.

14

Believing that every

WEST,

Office and
cadence
Office

11

full year lor

Hoapltal 17 Congress street.
Residence

Plants
ry Yard, Question Box, The Veterinary,
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work, Household Features, etc.
Fy-um ami Hume is ---.i dished .seniwnnnthiy
thus giving you 24 numbers ;> year, the whole

making k volume of over 500 pages, teeming
with all the latest ami m >-t reliable information
that experience and science can supply Nc better
proof <>t its popularity 'mu bo offered than its
enormous

State and
being read

a

circulation, which extends into every
territory in the I'nion, each number

by no less than a million readers.
take advantage of this
delay u fail
retnarKahiy liberal offer, which we make for a
limited time only, by special arrangement with
the publishers. Uemember, w send both papers
a
full year, at the very low price above given.
Do not

o

to

4m4f>

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,
BELFAST, MAINE.

Licensed Auctioneer.

Telephone 214

P. O. ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE.
WILL GIVE YOU TI1E

monthly. Established in 1841, it is
destory paper in America, and has
lighted thousands of homes. Send 25c. to the
Yankee Blade, Brooks, Maine.
year as
the oldest

only $2.00.

Lack of space forbids a description of the con
tents of Farm and Home, which are unequalled
f.,r variety and excellence. Prominent among its
the Farm
many departments may be mentioned
and burden. Market Reports, Fruit Culture, Plans
and Inventions, The Apiary, Talks with a Lawyer,
Around the Globe, Livestock and dairy. The Foul-

H. H. LAMSON,

Old Reliable Yankee Blade
one

Home, In connection w :h our own
The Kei*tbli< an Johinal. both a

Veterinary College.

Telephone 8-2.

25c.

and

$ Surgeon.-^

Pharmacy at Belfast Livery Co.
d

readers should

at

publication,

Graduate and Medalist
Ontario

one "t our

least one good agricultural and family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can send that practical and instructive journal,
have

Address all orders

DR. W. L.

f HE

FOR ONLY $2.00.

Farm

Conslutation and examination free.

Operating Surgeon.

IN

STAIES, BOTH ONE YEAR

and

com

invited to call and investi-

Over 15,GOO cures

gate.

UNITED

I Pemyi’oya.

|

Me.

Representing Over Twenty Million Assets

E. L. STEVENS. M.

flgrnijsjP 1
I

Winterport,

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE

LADIES

IrMSCALE4%|

rubbish.

new

year.

of its

I

jfTha

1

an

$.!, $5 So.50 and

rent at

NEARLY

Tegetablc.y^^^Oi^iC

MCCALL'S
MAGAZINE

1

deposit boxes for

a

_

Carter’s

$33,000
DEPOSITS SOLIt !TKD

To understand the scientific action
of Pe-ru-na it is best to have Dr. Hartman's special book for women or his
book on chronic catarrh. These books
are mailed free by the Pe-ru-na Medicine Company, Columbus, O.
All
druggists sell Pe-ru-na

ABSOLUTE
! Fifty-eight
SECURITY.

\

Rims.

SCH. ELIZA MARY, of about ten tons
sails, rigging, anchors and trawling gear
WM. F. WELCH,
Apply to
31 Northport Avenue, Belfast.
with

Or

on

board schooner.

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

Almira (Smith) Lane. His father was a naof that part of Gloucester, Mass., now
known as Lanesville.
His mother was born
in Belfast, Me., her parents having moved
there from Exeter, N. H. Soon after his

tive

Capt. Alan9on Ford

i9 at

a

short

his

new

home for

time.
A.

Trundy has moved

E.

into

residence.
Ida West has arrived home for the

Miss

summer.

Cornelius Lane anti wife of Island Falls

Capt. and Mrs. Andrew M. Ross returned
from Boston Sunday.
H. N. Edwards and wife of Jackson
in town Memorial day.

were

C. Tuttle will open his studio Monday,
Juue 12th, for one week.
W.

Rev. R. G. Harbutt preached
ville, Mass., last Sunday.

at

Saxon-

There will be communion services at the
Harbor Sunday afternoon.
Miss Ella Devereaux of Ellsworth is the
guest of Maude B. Colcord

Capt. J. W. Walnutt left by
day for a short trip to Boston.
C.

O.

agency for

steamer Mon-

have taken
the Iver-Johnson bicycle.

Sargent, & Co.

the

Mrs.

parlors

S. A. Prescott has opened ice cream
at her residence on Main street.

Clara Sweetser and Lillian Cyphers arrivedhowe from Medway, Mass., Sunday.
Bert Colcord took a salmon from Swan
Lake last Friday that weighed <> 3 4 pounds.
Rev. W. W. Ogier of Thomaston was in
town Tuesday, the guest of Rev. H. W. Norton.

Hattie A. Nickols, who spent the
winter in North Berwick, is at home for the
Mrs.

summer.

The postponed consecration meeting of
the Y. P. S. C. E. will be held next Sunday

evening,
F. 1 Mortlaud recently discharged a cargo
of coal from schooner Sarah Mills, Capt.
Johnson.

Lucy and Lettie Pendleton are visiting
their sister, Mrs. L. C. Havner, in Worcester, Mass.
Mrs. Bruce and her daughter Helen will
spend the summer with Mr. and Mrs. C.
H. Stevens.
The B. & B. S. S. Co. have been making
extensive improvements on their wharf and
buildings here.
The County Conference of Cong'l churches
be held in Belfast Thursday and Friday,
June loth and 10th.
will

Harrison, Wood & Co. of Belfast recently
set a monument on Capt. A. Colcord’s lot in
Elmwood Cemetery.
Sch.

Nickawa of Hampden,
shoe maker and family
is at the steamboat wharf.

with

travelling

who were relatives on his mother’s
Here he grew up, receiving his education iu the town schools, and his training
for active life in Mr. Ellis’ grocery store as
clerk. His independent business career began in 1848, when at the age of twenty he

on

first express company

the

board,

There will be

a

Children’s Day sermon

black fur cape was left in one of the
pews of tin- M. E. church Tuesday evening,
May 30th. The rinder will leave it at post
Dr. .John Beniamin of Kenduskeag will
Dr.
locate in Searsport.
Benjamin is a
nephew of Dr. E. Hopkins and comes well
recommended
G. J. Shaw took from his weirs last Friday night nineteen salmon, one of which
weighed J7 lbs. He also secured a codfish

of William McGilvery & Co.
purpose of doing a ship-chandlery
at 10.30 a. m., concert by the Sunday
and commission business in that city. Re- j pastor
school iu the evening,
I
in
to
1857
he
a
turning
Searsport
opened
Wintetport. The fine program arranged,
ship chandlery and grocery business, in connection with which he continued ship build- for Memorial Day wras successfully carried
ing until 1882, and since then has been en- out in every detail. The cemetery looked
gaged in the coal business. From the very unusually beautiful. Many of the lots were
first of Mr. Lane’s active business life he
decorated with hothouse flowers and other
was associated with the Hon. William Mcflowers were in profusion evey where. The
Gilvery, the widely known shipbuilder and procession formed at 2 p. m., as follows:
shipowner. He has been prominently iden- Winterport Band; Sous of Veterans; Wartified with all local improvements, and dur- ren Post; Woman’s Relief Corps; W. C. T.
name

for the

long residence

Searsport there has U.; school children; citizens in carriages.
never been a movement in the line of public
They marched up Main street and then
welfare in which he has not taken an active proceeded to the cemetery, where the impart. In 1808 he raised by subscription the pressive service of the G. A. R. was held
funds for building Union Hall, the planning | and the graves decorated. They then marchand construction of which he personally ed to Union Hall and listened to the followsuperintended. In the same year, as agent mg eAe irises, wpeuiug Btji v ires, rust r/uniof the village school district, he built the mander; prayer; song, The Blue and the
Union district schoolhouse, one of the finest Gray, quartette; extract from Lincoln’s
school buildings in Waldo county; and in Gettysburg address, Miss May Lesan; The
1805 he built a large store and Masonic Hall Soldier’s Dream, quartette; address, Hon.
on Main street.
Mr. Lane was also noted for E. P. Spofford of Deer Isle. The hall, which
the pride he took in keeping up his wharf was
appropriatly decorated, was closely
property and the water front; and his resi- packed, and the large audience listened to
dence at the corner of Union and Roulston the eloquent speech with marked attention.
streets and his cottage at Swan Lake are At the close all joined in singing America...
models of taste and comfort. Mr. Lane was a Hon. E. P. Spofford and wife were enterRepublican in politics and a Congregation- tained at the home of Hon. Fred Atwood.
alist in religious faith.
He was married Messrs. Horace and Charles Brown of ReadNovember 21, 1855, to Mary E. Carver, ing, Mass., visited their cousin, Mrs. H. W.
daughter of the late John Carver, one of Emerson, anil the family of their relative.
Searsport’s greatest shipbuilders. By this Mrs. Elizabeth Clark, last week-Mrs.
marriage were born George II., who died in Annie A. Atwood of Boston spent a few
infancy, and Elizabeth Carver Lane, who days with relatives in town last week, rewas married Oct. 14, 18f)l to L. G. Paine,
turning last Saturday, accompanied by her
and died August 11, 1895, leaving an infant niece, Miss Helen Coffren.Mrs. Kingsdaughter, Elizabeth Paine. He leaves an bury is recovering from a serious illness.
only brother, Cornelius Lane of Island ....Mrs. Wallace Grant visited her husing

his

NORTH

in

Miss Blanche Ross, who recently graduated from the Manual Training School in
Boston has accepted a position as teacher in
school in Pennsylvuia.

Harold Smith saw’ three deer feeding
with the cows in the Carver pasture one
day last week. They were very tame,
allowing him to approach very near them.

the sick list.

is on

B. B. Lowe is laid lip with a lame leg.
Mrs. Harriet Stickney is making repairs
on her house.

Miss Martha J. Matthews
from Union iast Sunday.
hmime ivueeiaud ut

is the

of

home

at

was

bearsport village

Jabez Robertson has been in the employ
J. W. Harrimau the past week.
Mr.

ami Mrs.

Springs

were

R

im

in town

of Stockton

Gritiin

Ed. Matthews of Union
Matthew

his

was

W. Norton, after attending the
graduating exercises at Bucksport Wednesday. went on to Bangor to attend a meeting
the Conference bo rd of church extension, of which he is a member. He is expected to return home Friday.
of

The Quarterly Conference that was to
have been held in the M. E. vestry this,
Thursday, evening has been postponed, on
account of the Presiding Elder being in attendance upon the meeting of The Conference Board of Church Extension in Bangor.

Capt. D. S. Goodell, jr.,

has

a

position

as

the

government transport
Concord, formerly the canal steamer AriShe is commanded by Capt. Ames of
zona.
Stockton Springs and will soon sail from
third mate

on

j

N

E.

Mrs. Stillman

Flood, who has been in town
the past week visiting her aunt, Mrs. H.
P. Towle, has returned to her home in BelLittle Ethel

for

fast.

Wm. Black, the 14-year-old son of Mr. and
Mrs. .Henry Black of Holden, died last
week and his remains were brought here
for interment in Mt. Olivet cemetery.
Obituary. Marion A., wife of Howard
Ward of this place, died May 12th, aged 40
She was the
years, 5 months and 15 days.
second daughter of Meshac and Deborah
Trundy of Frankfort, and one of afamily of
She was the mother of three
ten children.
children—Mrs. Helen Drew’ of North Searsport, Fred Ward of Dixfield and Mark C.
The deceased
Ward of North Searsport.
was an honored member of Granite Grange
and a woman respected by all who knew
her. The funeral services were held May
15th at the church in this place, conducted

by Granite Grange;

a

large number of that

order being present. The afflicted husband,
children, brothers and sisters have the sym-

Sunday, June iitn, win ue oiwerveu
“Children’s Day” at the M. E. church.
In the morning the pastor will preach a sermon appropriate for the day, and in the
evening a concert will be given by the Sunday school. The concert will begin promptly at 7 p. m., standard. A collection for ed-

pathy

of

wide circle of friends.

a

as

ucation will be taken

at

the close.

The Bath Times of recent date says: “This
morning Miss Janet Sargent retired from the
position of manager of the Western Union
Telegraph office in this city after a term of
three years, during which time she was
a faithful and accommodating official and
won a host of friends among the patrons of
She will visit her home in Searsport, Me., for a few weeks.”

the office.

WEST SKA RSPORT NEWS.

David Nickerson cut his foot in
manner last week.

a

fearful

Adelhert Nickerson was in Waldo last
week looking after bis farm.
Alnatha Robbins and Norman Nickerson
have taken

a

trip

on

the briny deep.

Mr. W. P. Harvey of Frankfort was in
Sunday visiting his daughter, Mrs.

town

Augustus Nickerson.
Thompson rode down on his wheel
from Winterport last Sunday to visit his
Will

sister, Mrs. John Hutchins.
Obituary.

Mr.

Thomas

R.

Ellis

died

Fred Perkins narrowly escaped a severe
accident while doing a plumbing job Monday. He dropped a piece of lead pipe into a
kettle where he was melting solder and the

May 30 from a cancer on his face. He was
an industrious, unassuming man, who willingly bore his share of life’s burdens, and his
long, lonely sickness was borne with Chrisheat closed the end, causing an explosion tian fortitude.
He leaves a sister, Mrs.
which threw the melted solder in his face, Elisha Parsons of Swanville, and a brother,
striking the lids of both eyes. He had the Mr. Seth R. Ellis of Liberty. The reforethought to dash some water into his face mains were interred in Smarts’ Cemetery.
from a pail near by, doing it so quickly that
Miss Clara M. Nickerson, the youngest

he

was

but very

little burned.

always pleased to note the success
of our Searsport young men who are scattered throughout the United States. Out of
twenty applicants, Charles A. Mathews was
selected by General Manager Fee of the
Northern Pacific Railway Company to take
entire charge of the passenger business for
We

are

this company in Illinois. Mr. Mathews has
a‘fine office at 201 South Clark street, Chicago. His duties will require him to travel
throughout his territory twenty days of each
month. He would like the address of any

vicinity.
home people living in Chicago
Obituary. Died in Searsport June 6th
John H. Lane, aged 70 yrs., 10 mos., 8 days.
Mr. Lane was born in Freeport, Me., July
28,1828, and was the son of Cornelius and
or

J

parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. J.

>.

San Francisco for Manila with troops for
General Otis.
Next

j

in town Sun-

Nickerson of Swanville and
Flood of Belfast were in town
Sunday, guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Towle.
Mrs.

j

last Sunday.

Nelson Bh-then of Thorndike, was in town
Sunday visiting his sister, Mrs. A. F. Mathews.

ner’s.

extended to all.

line.... Mrs. Leslie Do

guest of Miss Mattie Colson.

joining their church.
Rev. II.

with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Atwood-Mrs. Alice Emmons and Mrs Ford
of Biddeforil are the guests of Mr. aud Mrs.
F. W. Haley_Dr. C. F. Atwood has his
house aud office connected on the telephone

planting.

Mrs. Geo. F. Ryan and her two daughters,
Misses Lillian and Lucy of Belfast, were in
town last Saturday visiting at H. T. Scrib-

is

Bangor spent Memorial Day with her
brother, P. C. Riels_Mrs. Mabel Kennedy
arrived Saturday for a visit of a few weeks

of

|

Most of the farmers about here have finished

Thursday evening, June 15th, the ladies
of the M. E. Society will hold a strawberry
festival in their vestry, or on the lawn adcordial invitation

band’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jennnison
Grant, recently.... Mr. Elbridge Nelson has
returned from the Maine General Hospital,
Portlaud, having bad a very successful operation on bis eyes....Mrs. H. C. Chapman

SEARSPORT ITEMS.

Thompson

Ed.

day visiting

which weighed 40 lbs.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Dunton of Belfast visited friends in town
last week_Dr. A. Millett is attending the
Maine Medical Association in Bangor this
week_J. F. Wiley of Camden was in
tow'll Sunday-Master Ernest Marden of
Pittsfield made a bicycle trip to this place
Friday to make his aunt a brief visit....
Children’s Day will be observed at the M.
E. church next Sunday; sermon by the

doing business here.

In 1853 the Searsport Bank was established
was elected its first cashier.
He resigned in 1854 to take up his residence
in Portland, having associated himself with
William and John W. McGilvery under the

A

office.

delicious and wholesome

Searsmont. Llewellyn Sleeper and wife
of Belfast were in town Sunday....L. C.
Poor and J. W. Farrar mule a business trip
to Augusta last Saturday-Mrs. Sarah
Whitehouse of Rock laud is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. L), B. Cobb.... Miss Margaret

and Mr. Lane

at

the Congregational church uext, Sunday
morning. Communion services will be held
in the afternoon at 3.30.

A

COUNTY

Falls.

The following is a list of letters advertised
in the postoffice: J. B. Harding, Charles P.
Hill, Charles Sullivan, Mary E. Wagner.

more

pure

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

identified himself with the ship-building
firm of McGilvery & Ross, which later became William McGilvery, with whom he
continued until 1853. During this period he
was also agent for the first steamboat line
touching at Searsport, and agent for the

George L. Hammons lias a tine position
with the Advance Packing and Supply Co.,
53 South Canal street, Chicago.

a

Makes the food

side.

firm

Sell. Lizzie Lane, Capt. A- Clossdn, has
loaded lumber at Bangor for Bostou.

Absolutely

t

Eilis,

in town.

are

Royal--;

birth the family removed from Freeport to
Belfast, where both father and mother died,
leaving him an orphan at the age of six
He was sent to Prospect, now Searsyears.
port, to be reared in the family of Amos H.

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Nickerson,
who reside just over in Swanville,was joined
in the holy bands of matrimony to Mr. Albion Clark of Prospect, May 21st, atSearsport
village by the Rev. R. G. Harbutt. The
many friends of both bride and groom
extend congratulations and wish them a

J

a

ns

is at home

from

for a few weeks.... >iancy, wife of
the late G. H. Hall, passed away at her
Lome at West Winter port, May ‘’'1st, after a
long and distressing illness. Mrs. Hall was
a
most excellent and lovable woman, an
Boston

affectionate wife and mother, a kind neighbor and a consistent Christian, and will be
greatly missed. She leaves an only daughter, Mrs. Albine Curtis, to mourn her loss.
The funeral services were held at her late
home Friday afternoon, conducted by Rev.
I). H. Piper.
The house was tilled with
sympathizing relatives and friends and the
floral tributes wrere abundant and beautiful.
The burial was in West Hampden cemetery.
Thorndike. Rev. D. Brackett will preach
church June 11th at 10 a. m_
Rev. F. S. Dolliff and wife wrere the guests
of J. H. Stevens and wife last Thursday
at the Centre

evening.Mr. James Craig of Carmel visited J. H. Stevens May 29th and 30tli_
Mrs. J. F. Heath is visiting her daughter.
Mrs. Marcia Gurney, in Belfast.Capt. F.
A. Guernsey and Mr. John Foster of Bangor
w’ere

in town last

week to attend the veter-

meeting and w’ere the guests of Mr. V.
N. Higgins Thursday night-Mrs. Alice
Higgins is spending a few days with her
ans

mother in Freedom.Mrs. Annie Cole
and son Roy, who have been visiting friends
in Hampden, and Brewer returned home
June 4th.Mr and Mrs. Burton Gross visited at Mr. F. O. Day's in Brooks June 4th.
.Mr. Joseph Higgins and wife visited at
Mr. James Vickery's in Unity last Wednesday-Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Higgins and J.
H. Stevens and wife attended the Quarterly
Meeting in Dixmont June 3d and 4th....
Donald, the little son of Mr. E. L. Bartlett,
was quite sick
last week.
Dr. Dodge of
Troy was called and he is improving now...
Mrs. Rena Ward has been quite sick with
the measles....Mr. Charles White is furnishing music for the town. He has a crew
of men at work on one of his barns and the
ringing of their hammers is heard early and
Mr. White has one of the finest
late.
houses in town, and intends to keep it so.
Mr. Fred Cates is also making a great im-

provement at his home.. Mr. H. M.Higgins,
our road commissioner, is building some
good roads for the public.Quite a lot of
pressed hay is being hauled to Thorndike
Station

now,

and

more

to

follow. Mr.

Hanson is having his hay pressed
at his old home here in town....
Caterpillars are doing much damage to all
trees.
It is said that the woods are full of
them.Potato bugs, too, are plentiful aud bid
fair to give the farmers much trouble. Why
don’t they take Horace Greely’s advice and
“go west?”_Mr. V. N. Higgins and J. H.
Stevens wish to extend thanks to the
citizens of Thorndike and other friends who
so kindly helped entertain the visitors at
the Waldo County Veterans meeting, June
1st....Mrs. Edgar Dyer’s little daughter,
five weeks old, has the measles.Prescott
Shibles has bought of Milton Hunt a barn
on the Wescott farm and had it moved, and
The insurance on
will at once rebuild it.
the buildings burned was $2,000, instead of
Robert

CO., NEW

YORK.

Halldale. W. M. Vose and wife and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sanford visited relatives in Burnham last Sunday-Mr. and
Mrs. J. S. Foster of Rockport visited his
mother, Mrs. Caroline Foster, last week....
Mrs. Addie A. Plummer fell last week, and
broke her left wrist....Crows are doing
considerable damage to the planted crops.
-Grass on new land is looking well, but
more rain is needed.
Master Farl Cross had his left
dislocated May 29th, by beiug
thrown from a horse.
He was attended by
Dr. T. N. Pearson and is doing well.Mr.
Alvin Knowlton made a short visit home
May 29th and 30th.Mrs. George Sheldon
and son Austin returned last week from a
visit to relatives in Massachusetts.Mr.
Thos.Stewart of Albion was the guest of Mrs.
Asa Stewart last week-Mr. A. C. Currier
Morrill.

shoulder

quite largely engaged in poultry raising.
He has 400 chicks, all hatched under hens..
is

improving.The pulthe church was occupied last Sun-

Mr. D. W.

pit at
day by

Morey

is

Mr. Granville Small
instead of Rev. Humphrey
announced by mistake. Mr.
was not a preacher and not a

by profession, yet he

gave

of Thorndike,
Small, as was
Small said lie

public speaker
us

a

sermon

Boston, June 1. Ar, sch Nat Ayer, Sagerville, N J; 2, ar, schs Lucy E Friend, Newport News; Winslow Morse, Winterport;
Electa Bailey, Norfolk; 3, ar, sch Wesley M
Oler, Harriman, Charleston; cld, sch Eagle,
Trim, Bangor; Daylight, Nickerson, Kennebec and Washington ; Estelle Phinney, Phiuney, do and do; 5, ar, schs Maggie S. Hart,
Farrowq Trinidad, Cuba; Mary Farrow,
Morrissy Winterport; A Hayford, Ryan,
Belfast.

Philadelphia, May 31. Ar, sch Yale,
Coombs, Boston; June 3, cld, sch Wm B
Palmer, McDonald, Portland.
Baltimore, May 31. Ar, bark Glad Tidings,
Masterton, Alexandria, Va.
Portland, May 31. Ar, schs R Bowers,
Young, Brunswick, Ga; E L Warren, Colson, Boston ; June 1, cld, sell Hattie C Luce,
Heal, Hurricane Island and New York.
Bangor, May 31. Ar, brig Katahdin, Marshall, Belfast; schs Lizzie Lane, Closson,
Port Reading; Willard Saulsbury, Jordan,
Orland; July Fourth, Ulmer, Perth Amboy;
June 1, ar, schs George B. Ferguson, Scott,
Boston ; Sarah L Davis, Pattershall, Belfast;
Sadie Corey, Lowe, New Bedford ; 2, ar.sciis
Josie Hook, Boston; Isaac Orbeton, Rockland ; 4,ar,sch Abraham Richardson, Amboy ;
5, cld, sch Sarah L Davis, Pattershall, New
York ; ar, sch Annie R Lewis, Boston; (5, sld,
sell Lizzie Lane, Closson, New York.
Brunswick, May 28. Sld, sch Annie Pendleton, Patterson, New' York; 31, ar, sch
Gen Adelbert Ames, Lord, Baquiri, via
Nassau; June 2, ski, sell Laura M Lunt,
Cummings, Boston ; 5, ar, sch .Etna, Chip-

J. W. Libby entertained the young people
at their home last Thursday evening.. ..Arrangements are being made for a grand
celebration in this place July 4th.Dr and
Mrs. A. J. Billings and Mr. and Mrs.
Crosby Fowler start this,Thursday, morning
for a trip to Aroostook County.
Liberty.

H. Bradstreet Post, G. A. R
observed Memorial day in the usual manner.
Two hundred and twelve soldier’s graves
were decorated with flags and flowers in the
several cemeteries within the precinct of the
Post.
The services at the church in the
afternoon were very impressive. L. C. Morse
was master
of ceremonies, Rev. H. M.
Abbott acting Chaplain, J. O. Johnson, Post
Adjutant. The address was by J. S.
Rhodes of Rockland. He is but 22 years of
age. Mr. Rhodes is a graduate of Bowdoin
college, a member of Rockland city council,
and a law student in the office of Hon. C. E.
Littlefield.
His mother was a native of
Montville, a sister of-the late Capt. R. 8.
Ayer. His address was both scholarly and
historic and gave general satisfaction. The
most, affecting event of the services was the
singiug of a solo and chorus entitled, “When
all we Boys are Gone. Solo by J O. Johnson; chorus, Messrs. Cobb, Knowles, Bickford and Sanford.
When the comrades have departed,
When the veterans are no more,
When the bugle call is sounded
On that everlasting shore,
When life’s weary march is ended,
When the camp fires slumber loug,
Who will tell the world the story
When we boys are gone?
There was a crowded house and but few

FOREIGN* PORTS.
St

eyes at the

of this Post are decreasing in number and the roll of honor is increasing each
memorial day. This teaches us that other
comrades have gone from us to swell the
population of the cities of the silent deadThe Pulsifer family of New York and Mrs.

veterans

Kate Neal, who spent the winter with them,
arrived May 30th. The Pulsifers will occupy the Davy cottage on lower Main street
this summer.... Ned Taylor of Detroit,

Mich., who has spent several summers here,
is again here for the summer....J. J. Walker and wife have been spending a few days
in Boston_George Knowlton is building
a new stable....R. W. Cox, who fell from a
scaffold in his barn last fall, and who has
been very lame ever since by reason of an
injury to his hip, injured it again a few days
go by being thrown from a truck cart in
was received
in town
the death in South BrainSaturday night
tree, Mass., of Mrs. Mary Jane Dyer, widow
of the late Isaac Newton Dyer, aged about

his field....News
of

69 years. Mr*. Dyer was a native of this
town, a daughter of the late Joseph WoodShe leaves to mourn
man of East Liberty.
their loss two sons in Braintree and one sister
brother in Liberty, viz., Mrs. M. J.
Creasey, who lives on the home farm, and
Henry Woodman, who is unmarried. The
once numerous and influential families of
Woodman who lived in Searsmont and Liberty have died out or moved to other places,
so that fewr are left of what was once a large
aud

Black, Rio Janeiro.
Curacoa, May 11. Ar, sch Estelle, Hutchinson, Bangor, and cleared 20th for Turks
Island to load salt.
Loudon, June 2. Sid, ship R. L). Rice,
Carter, New York; passed Deal same day.
Rosario, May 0. Ar, bark Mabel I Meyers,
Meyers, Buenos Ayres; brig Havilah, Richardson, do.
Port Morant, Ja, May 30. Ar, bark C P
Dixon, Gil key, Norfolk,
Turks Island, May 31. Ar, sebs Jacob S
Winslow, Smith, Portland ; R F Pettigrew,
Morse, Boston.
Macoris, about May 28. Sid, sell Isaiah K
Stetson, Trask, New York.
Parahyba, May 12. In port bark Fred P
Litchfield, for Barbados for orders, ready
to sail.
Nassau, N P, May 27. Cld, sch Geu Adelbert Ames, Brunswick.
St .John, N B, June 3. Cld, sch Wm Slater,
Dodge, New York.
Hilo, May 20. Sid ship A J Fuller, New
York.
Havana, May 29. Ar, sclis Ileury Crosby,
Stubbs, New York; Laura, Lamsou, do.
MARINE

BELFAST.

a French steamer, in which
the Chaples
iost. bowsprit and sustained
other damage to bow.
New York, May 31.
Sell. Melissa Trask,
Capt. French, which arrived to-day from
San Domingo City, reports that on May 20th,
during a heavy easterly gale, carried away

foregaff

and

jibst.ay,

lost all headsails and

chain plates and flooded cabin.
Hyauuis, .June l. Sch. Mary Ann McCai n. Perth Amboy for Bangor, witii coal,
collied with an unknown schooner two
miles west of Handkerchief, early this morning, and carried away cathead rail, davits,
boats, broke main gaff, for and aft main
Vessel will
rigging, split mainsail, etc.
probably he towed to destination.
Nassau, N. 1\, May .“»().
Soli. General
Adelbert Ames, from Daiquiri, Cuba, for
Brunswick, which put in here for medical
assistance owing to malarial fever among
her crew, sailed on the 27th for her destination, after remaining a fortnight, her crew
having all recovered in the hospital; three
started

new men were

shipped.

Charters. Bark Annie Reed, New York,
Buenos Ayres, general cargo 11 1 2 ecu’s.
Sch Olive T Whittier, New York to Point-aPitre, general cargo, p t. Sch Jose Olaverri,
Savannah to New York, lumber, $5t»2 12
Sell Gladys, Sabine Pass to Providence, lumber, .$7 50. Sch Wm B Palmer, Philadelphia
tc

to

Portland, coal,

75 cents.

Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown
& Co., New York, reports for the week endFor large tonnage in long
ing June 3d:
voyage trades there continues a generally
market.
The
quiet
requirements of case oil
shippers, and also the Colonial lines, is of a
very moderate character, and though the
tonnage offerings are limited, the tendency
of rates appear toward an easier basis. Since
our last a wood ship has been closed with
case oil to Japan at 21 cents, with option of
Hong Kong 20 cents, the latter rate indicating a decline from last fixture. Barrel petroleum rates are firmer, owing to a scarcity
of suitable vessels, and an improved demand, particularly for Baltic ports. Tonnage for lumberjto the River Plate continues
in demand, particularly for Gulf loading, but
vessels are offered sparingly. Shippers from
Gulf ports would pay $13 50 and possibly
$13.75, for medium size tonnage to Buenos
Ayres, and $9 50® $10 50 as to size of vessel
and loading port from the Provinces. The
Boston and Portland rates remain $9®$9 50.
Very little action is noticed in the line of Brazil freights. Some few orders are in market,
but the rates bid are not regarded as attractive by owners. Tonnage is in active request
for the West Indies out and home, but shippers experience considerable difficulty in
filling their requirements, owners and captains being reluctant to accept business to
that locality at this period of the season.
Full previous rates are hit!, with some intimations of an advance, particularly upon
lumber from the South. Coastwise lumber
tonnage continues in good request, but vessels are scarce. Shippers would pay $5 »>2 12
from Brunswick, and $7 37 1 2 from the Gulf
to New York.
Coal orders to the East are
more numerous, but tonnage is fairly plentiful, which fact serves to hold in check a
further appreciation in rates. The market,
however, is firm upon its present basis.

Pattershall,

Bau-

be surpassed.

cannot

market,

and

CALL AND EXAfllNE THEM

....SMALL

LOT OF.,..

WISE & COOPER’S
LADIES’

SAMPLE0XF0RI)S

we

These are

shall sell at LESS than the wholesale price.
tinejgoods and will go quick.

Francis' Shoe Store.
1

f

>i:

Main

Street, Be.

BORN.
Black. In Brooksville, May 27, to .Mr.ami Mrs.
Nelson Black, a daughter.
Cousins. In Bluehill, May 27, to Mr. and Mrs.
John W. Cousins, a son. \rtliur Herbert.
Carter. In Bluehill, May 27,to Mr. and Mrs.
Everett E. Carter, a son
t" Mr.
In Swanville. May
Ccnninoiiam.
and Mrs. F. H. Cunningnain, a
i., lloraen

IN THE DARK

-•

Twoinbl-y.

May 23,
Harry E. (fray, a sou.
I.i i- kin. lii Kockland, May 31.
(Iran.

In Orland,

William L. Lufkin,

to

a son,

Mr

mil Mrs.

Mr. and Mr>.
Harold Arthur.
to

MARRIED.
Chisholm Wa human.
In Kockland. May30,
Francis Chisholm and Mary Waterman, both of
Camden.
C’i.akk-NickEiis<*n. In Searsjxirt, May 21, by
Kev. K. (.. Hailuitr, Allot n Clark <-t Prospect and
(Mara M. Nickerson <>i Swanville.
Gerold-Yose. In Belfast. June 3, by Kev. K.
T. Capen. Walter (lerold of Canaan and Mi.-s
Frances E. Yose of Knox.
Hooper Parker. 1:i Castine, May 25, Warren
1*. Hooper and Miss Lucy B. Barker, both of Cas
tine.
Littleit eli> 1 attLEfiei,i >. Iii Winterport, M ay27, at the home of the bridegroom, by Kev. J. s.
Blair, Charles S. Littlefield and Miss Ellis E. Littlefield, both of Winterport.
Rhoades-Chapman. In Northport, June 3, by
F. A. Dickey, Esq Capt. Charles E. Rhoades and
Mrs. Fannie L. Chapman, both of Northport.
In Camden, May 13,
Warren-Lancastek.
Eugene Warren ami Ad die Lancaster, hotli of
Camden.

DIED.

You’re in the lark on
knew much about wheel-,
had.

Then*l»e£careful

Better get

<»ne

Colombia

of

or

guaranteed

<

our

for

Hml
the

Bumps. In Camden, May 30, Hattie Bumps
aged 60 years.
Blackington. In Philadelphia, May 28, Ann
G. widow of William J. Blackington, formerly of
Rockland, aged 55 years.
Benner. In Waldoboro. May 28. Edward A
Petition
Benner, aged 62 years.
In the matter of
Drake. In Camden, May 28, Charles A. Drake,
Almerin Dickey.
aged 72 years.
Ellis. In Belfast, May 30, Thomas R. Ellis,
Bankrupt.
aged 68 years.
To the Hon Nathan Wi
Foss. In Taunton, Mass., June 5, Chas. E. Foss
trict Court »f the haired
of Brooks, aged 24 years.
of Maine.
Iii Thomaston, May 31, Fred ft
Hinckley.
4 I.MEKIN DICKEY
<•“
native
of
a
Yinalhaveii,
Hinckley, formerly
A
ty of Waldo and S’
Ash Point, South Thomaston,
43 v. u
District. respeet fully rej
months and 14 days.
of April, last
a-;
day
Haraden. In Bucksport, May 27, Clarence T..
bankrupt under the *
son of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Haraden, aged 2 years.
to
that
Bankruptcy.
10 months and 10 days.
all his property ami nm
Lust. In Bucksport, May 27, Mrs. Rhoda R. j
complied with all the ro,
Lunt of Southwest Harbor, aged 70 years, 4
anti of the orders of <
months and 19 days.
ruptcy.
Leach. In Bucksport, May 27, Richard C.
Wherefore he pray-, rha;
Leach, aged 68 years.
the Court to have a hi” imNichols. In Penobscot, May 27, Richard Nichprovable
against hise-uools, aged 58 years, 11 months and 28 days
Acts, except such debtPettee. In Belfast June 5, Nathan W Pettee,
from
such
discharge
aged 60 years, 7 months and 24 days.
Dated this 2d day of ,Jm
Philhrook. In Owl’s Head, South Thomaston,
A I Al<
a
native
of
Fred
C.
Philhrook,
lsteshoro,
May 31,
aged 28 years, 9 months and 1 day.
Sidelinger In Waldoboro, May 17, Mrs. Eliza
beth M. Sidelinger, aged 70 years.
OKI)E K Of NOTH I
Swazey. In Bucksport, May 28, Mrs. Carlotta
F. Swazey, aged 29 years.
District or Maine,
Willard
Thompson.
In Northport, June 6,
tin this 3d day ol June
Thompson, aged 78 years and x months.
ing the foregoing petition
Tripp. In Camden, May 28. Jonathan T ripp,
Ordered bv the Court,
1,1
aged 60 years.
upon the same on the 2-H
Trcndy. In Frankfort, May 14, Mesach Trundy
before said Court at l’ot r!
forem
in
the
aged 85 years, 1 month and 14 day s.
10 o’clock
Webb.' In Camden, May 16, Mrs. Ida Webb, of be published ti The to
aged 28 years.
newspaper printed in sai
known creditors, and oil
may appear at the said tie
Belfast Price Current.
cause, it any they haw
petitioner should not be c m
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
And it is further order.
Produce Market.
Prices Paid Produ<< rs. Clerk shall send by mar
6
OOaS
00
75a
10o
ton,
bu,
Hay,
Apples,
fc>
copies of said petition and
Tail
to them at their place- <d o
dried, £> lb, 4«.5 Hides, j;> lb.
7«9
1 30ig 140 Lamb,
lb,
Beans, pea,
Witness the Hnnorai>!<- N
50aTo
medium, 1 30<al4 0i Lamb Skins.
of the said ('ourt, ami tin
4an
land, in said District,
yel’weyes, 1 50 a 1 60 Mutton, j> lb,
15a 18 Oats,
Butter, JO lb,
bn, 32 lb. 35a45 D. 1899.
OOa 50
dn 7 Potatoes.
Beef, £ lb,
[L. 3.]
Hound
4a4 1-2
40;a45
A true co} v of petit im.
bu,
Hog,
Barley,
x
11 ■'traw,
ton.
6 (Mha7 00
Attest
It.,
Cheese,
10'al2 Furkey, fc> lb,
Chicken,
tb.
10{al7
1 l-2a.j
Calf Skins,
50(775 Fallow,
Duck, $> tb,
14vol5 Veal, fc> lb,
6(a7
’.4 Wool, unwashed,
17
Eggs, ^ doz,
3 50(a5 00
8n 10 Wood, hard,
Fowl, ^ lb,
3 50[Q 4 00
13«15 W oo(l, soft,
Geese, f> lb,

J. W JONES, 60
Hankruftl'n

aged

..

■

u

..

1

1

You

Ivuow the Moment when
Information may Prove of
infinite Value.

Never

It is worth considerable to any citizen of Belfast
use of medicine, for if

SAILED.

June 1, Sch. S- L. Davis,

Mint-

collision with

to know the value and

June 1, Sch. P. M. Bonney, Burgess,
Vinalbaven.
June 7, Sch. Myronus, Chatto, New York.

high grade Women's

Cape Haytien, May IS. Sell Lois V Chaples
in port repairing damage sustained by

jsiiir nkwsj.

ARRIVED.

a

Manufacturers’ Samples,

ceeded to Galveston.
is

for

to put in the

which is without doubt oue of the best in the

durability

which

April 7, lat 37 S, Ion 137 W, ship
Starbuck, Hilo for New York or
Philadelphia. May 27, lat 42 08 N, Ion 4»> 37
W, sch Edward Stewart, (of Bangor,) Capt
Kent, Girgenti April "> for Bangor. All well.
Key 'Vest, May 31. Sch. Gov. Ames was
floated this afternoon by the tug George W.
Childs, after jettisoning 200 tons of coal.
The vessel is apparently uninjured and pro-

us

WILHELMINA $3.00 SHOE

E

this

PORT OF

increasing demand

cost, has induced

MISCELLANY.

a

clan.

The

Spokei

Tillie

E.

conclusion of this pathetic
The services closed by prayer by
song.
Rev. Mr. Denslow of South Montville. The

dry

the

nickel.

Galveston, June 4.
Ar, sell Augustus
Palmer, llaskell, Baltimore; sld, sch Helen
G Moseley, Holt, Pascagoula.
Bath, June 5. Ar, sch Daylight, Nickerson, Boston.
Norfolk, June 5. Ar, sch Joei F Sheppard,
Carter, Boston.
San Francisco, June 4 Ar.ship Roanoke,
Amsbury, Baltimore.

—.

8th. All are cordially invited_The
Ladies’ Club was entertained by Mrs.Dennis
Mudgett of Albion,June 7th.... Mr.and Mrs.

World’s best
Still greater econMade only by
omy In 4 pound package.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,
Chicago, St. Louis, New York, Boston. Philadelphia
a

May 30. Shi, sch Abraham
Richardson, Bangor.
31.
Bath, May
Ski, Melissa A Willey,
Coombs, Brunswick, Ga.
Washington, I) C, May 31. Cld, sch Senator Sullivan, Boston.
New London, June 2. Sld, sch Florence
Leland, Norwich for Brunswick.

Pierre, Mt, April 30. Ar, sch S G Haskell, Richardson, Philadelphia.
Buenos Ayres, May 2. Ar, brig Havilah,
year.
Richardson, Rosario.
June 1. Ar, sch R. W. HopCartbagena,
Freedom. Memorial Day was observed
kins, Hichborn, Philadelphia.
here much the same as in former years. The
Rosario, April
Shi, bark Herbert

June

Large package of

cleanser for

man, Havana.
Perth Amboy,

without notes from the subject, “What is
Man?” and personal responsibility, which
equalled any we have listened to the past

exercises were in the afternoon. The G.A. R.
formed in line at their hall, accompanied by
life and drum, VV. R. C., citizens and children,
and marched to Pleasant Hill Cemetery
where the customary services were heldThe procession then returned to the hall,
where the exercises were further carried out.
The decorations were appropriate and pretty,
and the music was fine. Prayer was offered
by Rev. W. A. Richmond. J. O. Whitcomb
of the University of Maine delivered the
address to a large and appreciative audience.
Many spoke in high praise of Mr. Whitcomb’s
ability. He has personal acquaintances in
this place, which added a pleasant feature to
the occasion. It was remarked by many
comrades that Posts wishing a speaker in
the future would do well to secure Mr.
Whitcomb_The Ladies, Circle will meet
with Mrs. Chester Whitten Thursday p. m.,

Something New!

no occasion to employ it, in the meantime,
humanity is subjected to so many influences
and unforseen contingencies that the wisest are
totally unable to guage the future. Know then,

there is
frail

that Doan’s Ointment will

cure

any

case

of hemany dis-

v

BELFAST « MOOSFHL

Retail Price.

Beef, corned. £> lb, ~<tiS
Butter salt, 14 lb ba^, 18
40
Corn,$>bu.
Cracked Corn,
bu, 49
Corn Meal, ^ bu,
49
14
Cheese, P lb,
Cotton Seed, ^ cwt, 1 25
lb
Codfish, dry,
5@8
12
Carnberries,
qt,

Retail Market

bbl,
Lime,
Oat Meal.
lb,

OO.alOO
4a5
4
Onions,
lb,
Oil. kerosene, gal, l*al0

Hiiilriinil C’.>»*e
>

Cl

Belfast, .xb
reported... .Three years ago Miss gor.
orrhoids, commonly known as piles, or
Notice is hereby given tha
June 7 Sch. P. M. Bonney, Burgess, Vinal- ease of the cuticle or skin, generally termed
Ina Winters bought a lamo which weighof this corporation will be
Pollock, fc> lb,
ed 2 1-2 pounds and a few days ago it drophaven.
3(ti4_ in Belfast, Wednesday', '"i
eczema.
7ft8‘
lb
Pork,
lor the following purp
ped a pair of ewe lambs which weighed 18,
Mrs. L. Boody of 21 Court street, says: “1 saw
AMERICAN PORTS.
1 12 31„
Plaster, $Lbbl,
1-4 pounds.
The sheep will weigh 185
1st. To hear and aet up
lb
3
Meal.
30. Ar, sch H Curtis, Doan’s Ointment advertised and highly recomRye
New
May
treasurer and ti nof
Ben
has
York,
Ames
directors,
bought
pounds....
j.
cwt,
Shorts,
90»g95
sch Melissa Trask, mended. I get a box at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug
2d. To elect nine directors
Lancaster &
Belfast, a nice looking Eaton, Bangor; 31, ar,
Clover seed.
5 l-2<g6
10(all Sugar, |> 11),
ot>"‘
To
act
3d.
happy and prosperous journey through black gelding,West,
Douiingo
June
City;
San
it
1, cld, store and gave a thorough trial. I am pleased Flour,
French,
upon any
six years old, which weighs
4 50(a4 75 Salt, T. I.,
35
bbl,
bu,
c
legally come before said meet
life.
5
about 1250 pounds.A man from Massa- bark Edward L Mayberry, Buenos Ayres; to say that it gave me great relief. I used salves G. H. Seed, bu. 1 50^02 00 Sweet Potatoes,
II
JOHN
Per
order.
L
8 o9 Wheat
(ft 3
Crosby, Bruns- and ointments almost without number, but none Lard, $> $>,
chusetts has been in Unity and this town schs Scotia, Havana; Mary
Belmont. The Sunday school at Belmont to see what support would be furnished, and wick; ar, schs F C Pendleton, Burgess, SaBarnard, Marshall, Ban- of them brought anything like the satisfactory
corner is
progressing finely and there is the advisability of starting a local paper at vannah; Webster
M Law,
Blake, Bruns- results obtained from Doan’s Ointment.
Unity. It is doubtful if the project is carried gor; 2, ar,schs Lyman
good interest. Mrs. E. P. Alexander of Bel- out....L. G. Monroe intends to have a barn wick; Anna Pendleton and Almeda Willey,
Doan’s Ointment is sold for 50 cents per box by
fast is superintendent and Mrs. George raising this week... .George Hasty of Jack- Brunswick; 4, aid, bark Josephine, Port all dealers. Mailed on receipt of price by FosterThe J. N. White place of about 100 ac^es, with
Mears of Belmont, assistant. Last Sunday son was in town last week....E. J. Monroe, Spain; sch Edward Smith, Norfolk; 5, ar, Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.Y., sole agents for the buildings and orchard, situated on the Belmont MBS. A. K. PAGK
for the Nichols & Monroe bicy- schs Carrie E Pickering, Hallowell, Kit United States.
3 12 miles from Belfast. Will be sold cheap
Has accommodations h
road,
the singing was led by Mr. James Neal, who selling agent
y
McG Buck, Maud Snare,
to close estate.
cles, Searsport, was in town this week.... Carson, Hattie
Apply to
of boarders at No. R0 Co«ku
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take no
is 85 years old. The sessions are held Sun- George White was in Jackson this week visit- Wm Butman, Flora Condon and Telumah,
EDGAR M. CUNNINGHAM.
substitute.
Belfast, May 25, 1899.—3w21*tf
Bangor; David S Siner, Frankfort.
ing.
day afternoons at 3 o’clock.

$1,800,

as

FOR SALE.

--

Boarding

House.

j

